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COMMENT

Structural Adjustment
and Globalisation
During the 199()s the demand for

a
New International Economic Order

(NIEO) dominated the development
debate.

Inequality characterised the

North-South relations and the poor
world was agitating for a more

international insti-

equal voice

on

tutions and

more

and

a

equal

access to,
fairer distribution of global

resources.

There have been

a

lot of

comprehensive economic restructuring, inspired by adjustment
policies, was necessary. Therefore,
in 1980, the World Bank officially
approved “Structural Adjustment
Lending” which was meant to support major changes in policies and
institutions of developing countries. These changes were designed
to help reduce the developing counmore

Meanwhile

country’s economic
political policies are more
closely monitored and controlled by
a

and

the donor

community.

On the other hand, due to historical and structural factors, the

country is unable to compete effectively at international level. What
this

implies is that the developing

world stand to lose

as a

result of the

tries current account deficits to

twin effects of structural
and

a NIEO
has all but ceased and the poor

manageable proportions. The
World Bank was now synchronising its policies with those of the
IMF, of regional organisations such
as the African Development Bank, the
Asian Development Bank and many

world is

bilateral lenders.

changes since then. Today people
say we all live in a global village
wherein economic structures based
on

“free markets”, determine the al-

location and distribution of
sources.

The

re-

agitation for

being advised to accept the
reality and adjust or structure
their economies to suit the new global dispensation.
new

The free market and free trade
ethos

ingrained in the writing of

Adam Smith and David Ricardo provides the ideological foundations
of structural
main
ment

adjustment. One of the
objectives of structural adjustis to restructure third world

economies

that

so

they

may

become

competitive in international trade.
Most third world countries

acted to

some

re-

of the aftershocks of

the l973 and 1979 oil crises which
included the

change from fixed to

flexible rates; and the rise in international interest rates;

rising debt

levels. Instability in export proceeds, rising unemployment and inflation; and increasing protectionism by implementing short term do-

more

There is
tween

a

Some academics have warned

close association be-

structural

globalisation.

adjustment and

Structural adjust-

This is because, at present,

globalisation is punted to be about

of state intervention.

pear rather
But the

As

a

result,

structural

adjustment is being used
to open up the economies of the developing countries to not only the
products of the north but to other
influences, including the primacy
of markets, currency convertibility
and free flow of information.

In

other words

As the crisis continued, the World

economic and social conditions to

Bank became convinced

the country
the various phases of

Most of these responses were sup-

close of the 1970s that

a

by the
longer term

the

danger of both
adjustment
and
globalisation but to no avail.
as to

structural

ideological belief that markets are
superior over economic planning.
Furthermore adjustment is
rooted in an almost mystical faith
in the efficiency of the private sector. Adjustment is thus based on the
disillusionment with the efficiency

is

ported by the IMF, the World Bank
and some regional agencies including the African Development Bank.

measures.

countries

closely identified with the

ment

adjustment is an imporglobalisation!
We now know that adjustment
is not a development strategy. Once
a country begins to implement adjustment, it gets trapped into it and
finds it near impossible to get out.
In general there is a tendency for

mestic stabilisation

adjustment
globalisation.
Although the negative effects of
structural adjustment programme
are now common knowledge, those
of globalisation are still to be felt
on the ground.

tant

tool to achieve

worsen as

implements
adjustment.

the miracles of the markets
that countries
its

can

-

and all

do is to submit to

logic.
In the face of these

fancy terms,

scholars who try to caution countries as to their negative effects ap-

old-fashioned.
reality on the ground is
that the developing countries are on
the receiving end and they must resist to be swayed by neo-liberal inventions designed by those who
seek to dominate and exploit their
resources.

One of the

goals of globalisation

is to liberalise finance, which means

taking financial decisions out of the
arena of democratic politics, out of
the arena of public policy and placing them in the hands of unelected
and unaccountable private corporations.
There is need therefore to revisit
the calls for

a new

international

economic order.

V
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Preventive Diplomacy a
must for Africa

SOUTH AFRICA/ MALAWI TRADE PACT ABUSED
several

times

a
Malawian

such

TV

Africa

bels

In

1967

Malawi

meant

was

South

and

Africa

trade pact which allowed
goods to enter South
without duty. The pact which

signed

Malawi to

assist

to

the

poorer

develop its industries still
being abused by Far

stand but it is
East Traders.
Media

time

have for

reports

indicated

that

Far

a

long

Eastern

were violating the bilateral agreement by shipping goods to
South Africa with Malawian labels

companies

that

reports

they fetch huge profits. These
have been refuted by both

South

African

so

cials because

and

Malawian

However

were not verified.
officials from the two

countries

met

Malawi’s

in

capital
recently to review the trade pact, and
find new areas of cooperation. One
of the items on the agenda was the
violation of trade pact by Asian
companies.
“We have included this issue

so

that

we
explore measures that can
safeguard the smooth implementatioii of the agreement and check
unscrupulous companies that may be

involved in this kind of abuse of the
Harrison
Malindi,
agreement.”

Deputy Director in Malawi’s Ministry of Commerce and Industry told
journalists before the start of the
talks.
He said that

despite the refusal by
authorities to acknowledge the existence of such
unscrupulous companies, the two sides decided to pursue
the issue because it

kept resurfacing.
He said it was important to verify
whether such companies were indeed
sticking fake labels on textile and
clothing and use Malawi as a conduit
to export their products to South
“We have

always kept records of

exports to South Africa
cross-checked with

our

which

are
South Afri-

The records show
products are not sent to

counterparts.
such

that

South Africa and
to be

we

don't want this

an

such

items

nöt

are

manufactured in Malawi.
“Our

brothers

from

Asia

have

their agents here. They send goods
as
if they are exporting them to

Malawi, and after
agents

some

time, their

will export them to South

Africa.
Customs’
with

officials

have

worked

curb the situation,” said
the official who didn’t want to be
to

us

that

caused

by the intolerance of leaders
regards to their lack of respect for
right of people to express opposite

with

the
views. The other

source

of conflicts

on

the continent has been the

inability
by Africa's ethnic groups to tolerate
each other.
For some years the
Organisation of African Unity (OAU)
has been trying to establish a conflict
resolution

mechanism

assist in the efforts
Africa's wasteful wars.

that

would

resolving

at

named.

One of the

delegates from South

Africa confirmed this.
“We
times wonder how Malawi

some-

could

export sophisticated goods to South
Africa, when we know the country
cannot export such goods,” he said.
Malawi’s exports to South Africa
include

unprocessed tobacco, sugar,
goods. The Malawi/

tea, and other

South Africa Trade Pact
the rewards the then
Africa

offered

was

one

of

apartheid South

But the basic role of the
that

of other

OAU,

as

multilateral

organisations must not be that of letting
conflicts conflagrate and then try and
solve them. The OAU must assist
ber countries with

sist them to

mem-

mechanisms that

as-

prevent getting involved in

such conflicts

as rage today in DemoRepublic of Congo, Sierra Leone,
Sudan, Rwanda, Uganda and Bunmdi.

cratic

under

Malawi

to

dictator Banda who shocked Africa

by establishing diplomatic relations
with South Africa when all African
countries

were
against the racist
regime. Apartheid South Africa also
helped Banda in the construction of
Malawi’s Capital Lilongwe.
The emergence of South Africa’s
independence threatened the existence of the trade pact.
However the

fall

down

of

Dr.

Banda,

and

the

coming of Muluzi to power have
seen the growth of the pact. The pact
has been criticised by some SADC
member countries because they feel
it favours Malawi.
Landlocked

which

handle

overseas

estimated

does

most

of

not

colonial

investors

in

political
perspective and from the point of view
of the ability of the various ethnic
groups to live together in harmony are
the key factors in the process of peace
maintenance in a continent so given
to

civil strife.

a

In addition to those

efforts the OAU must

help its members

also eradicate poverty and discrepancies in the levels of development
within the various social groups in the
various countries, which has of late
constituted

a

major

source

of conflict.

Malawians

eras,

Malawi

Transkei
South Africa

ports

An
mi-

grated to work in the mines during
the

both

Malawi’s

imports and exports.
million

Tolerance from

Francis Mtontwa

Malawi

only depend on manufactured goods

official from Malawi

Chamber of Commerce and

4

when

Most of Africa's conflicts have been

Most

of

the

orginate from

Letters should be addressed to: The Editor,

P.O. Box MP 1005, Mt Pleasant Harare, Zimbabwe or to 338 Herbert Chitepo Avenue, Harare,
Zimbabwe.

South Africa.

abused.”

However,
disclosed

goods

across

Radio

from South Africa but also its

Africa.

can

oriental

offi-

they

come

and

sets, some
textiles with Malawian La-

as

the

Industry

Chamber

has

Letters must indicate the writers full name and

Akwete Sande

Zomba, Malawi

address, and may be edited for purposes

clarity and

of

space.
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THE CONGO

WILDERNESS
Nyasha Masiwa

Presidents Mugabe and Kabila in

E
been
The

fforts
a

to reach an agreement on
ceasefire in the Democratic

Republic of the Congo have
elusive for the past six months.

war

which broke out

on

the 2nd of

August 1998 with Congolese rebels of
the Congolese Rally for Democracy
(RCD) assisted by Rwanda and Uganda
poised for victory has since embroiled
several

other

African

countries

in-

the leaders to peace and principle.
The Windhoek talks follow hard on
the heels of the latest debacle in the
Zambian capital Lusaka where a
summit

of

the

heads

questions

the committment of the

on

proposals for

will be the test of the committment of

to

SAPEM JANUARY/FEBRUARY 1999

talks raise

various actors to achieving peace in
the DRC. Just before the talks in
Lusaka South Africa circulated new

fightthe 18th of January
1999 agreed to a ceasfire at talks held
in the Namibian capital Windhoek.
The modalities of implementing the
agreed ceasefire are to be worked out.
The implementation of the agreement
on

of

rebels refused to attend after the DRC
President Kabila refused to meet

and Chad, the so called allied forces
on
the invitation of the Laurent
Kabila regime and sevefal others
The leaders of the countries

state

leaders scheduled for the
16th of January 1998 was abandoned
at the 11th hour after the
Congolese

them. The failure of the

ing in the DRC

of

regional

eluding Angola, Namibia, Zimbabwe

players trying to mediate.

defence of the DRC

a ceasefire disregarding
preliminary efforts in Vic Falls, Addis
Ababa Ouagadougua and Paris which
took place in 1998. An earlier summit
scheduled for, Lusaka
weekend of

during the last

December 1998

had been

postponed after regional leaders failed
agree on
the rebels level of

participation. The South African President

Nelson

rebels

Mandela

wanted

the

participate directly in the
talks, a position which was rejected
by other leaders. After a diplomatic
shuttle by Zambian President Fredrick
Chiluba who was mandated by the
Southern African Development Community (SADC) heads of summit in
to

Mauritius
tween

the

last

to

year

protagonist,

seemed to have been

mediate bethe hurdle

overcome

after

the

regional leaders were prepared to
compromise on the participation of
the rebels. At the beginning the
stumbling block had been the refusal
by Uganda and Rwanda to admit that
their troops had invaded the DRC.
However, Uganda admitted the presence
of its troops in the DRC in
August 1998, but Rwanda only admitted

in

November

between Rwanda’s

1998

after

talks

Major-General Paul
5

;

COVER STORY
Kagame

and

President

Nelson

Mandela.

South

Africa

which

has

been

programme, and it is at this stage, that
the rebels and all other opposition

Defence, Politics and Security. On the

forces

economic

interests

DRC. It is

reported that Zimbabwe has

in

the

DRC,

would

come

trying to establish hegemony in the
region, failed to assert it’s authority
during the initial stages of the
conflict because of a confused foreign
policy and partisanship. South African
companies sell arms to both
Uganda and Rwanda. Taking into
consideration this reality it would be
foolhardy to expect South Africa to
take a principled
stance on the
presence of Ugandan and Rwandese
troops in the DRC. The rebels in the
DRC and their allies are armed by
South
African
military hardware,

mean partitioning the DRC. South Africa’s
proposal does not seem to take into
account the principle of sovereignty.
The
presence
of Ugandan and
Rwandese troops in the DRC means
that the sovereignty of that country
was
violated. This is clearly illegal

which

under international law.

needs
and

ammunition,

mainte-

replenishing.

Continued
fighting in the DRC is obviously
nance

lucrative business for white controlled South African

linkages

in

the

companies and their
United States of

America.
a

up with new proposals
ceasefire South Africa is effec-

tively nullyfying all earlier efforts
and at the same time trying to assert
itself as the power broker in the
region. In his letter to President
Chiluba regarding the new ceasefire
proposals. South African Deputy President Thabo Mbeki says; “It has
seemed

to

that the

us

best

way

to

achieve progress
DRC matter is to

with regard to the
adopt a step-by-step
approach. Among other things this
means that we must
disaggregate the
‘Addis Ababa’ document

so

do not bite

can

more

than

we

that

we

chew.”

This

gives the impression that the new
proposal aims at furthering and refining the earlier efforts. However, the
essence of the proposal is a totally
different approach to the problem.
The

document

Addis Ababa
Falls

talks

regards the

as

which

came

out

of

agreed at the Victoria

and

later

presence

discussions

of Ugandan and

Rwandese troops in the DRC as an
invasion and as such should with-

draw,

on

the other hand the South

African

proposal is silent on that
point and makes no reference to the
Victoria Falls talks. The regional
initiative
adopted
during the
Ouagadougou Organisation of African
Unity (OAU) fourth ordinary
session of the Central Organ for
Conflict Prevention and
was

in

favour

of

a

Management
two
phased

approach towards resolving the DRC
war. The first stage would involve a
ceasefire and the withdrawal of invad-

ing forces. The second would see the
unfolding of the DRC political reform
6

for

direct talks with the
government. The South African proposal in essence calls for a standstill it
seeks to equate invading forces with
the allied forces who were invited by
the recognized government of the
DRC. This would in fact

Further

more

South Africa’s pro-

posal entails having a peace-keeping
force of the belligerents, because “it
could
be
established
relatively
quickly.” This does not seem to follow
convention in terms of United Nations

By coming
for

togethér

peace-keeping operations. At the same
proposal seeks
to endorse the status quo in the DRC.
All these developments beg the questime the South African

tion, what

are

South Africa’s interests

in the Great Lakes

region? Are we
witnessing a de facto partitioning of
the DRC sanctioned by the international community? What other powers
are involved in the partitioning of the
DRC?
It

is

knowledge that
Uganda and Rwanda have justified
their presence in the DRC on the basis
of their security interests in the light of
rebel movements using that country to
launch military attacks on their territories. That being the case Uganda
should also place its troops in the
common

Sudan and vice

The DRC would

other hand the said countries also have

a

stake

in

because
mean

defend

to

the conflict

Kabila’s

in

the

overthrow

that Zimbabwe

in

the

DRC
would

would lose 93

million US dollars owed it for weapons,
business contracts and other
deals.
These

notwithstanding it
the so called allied
opportunities for
halting the war in the DRC for other
selfish interests. It is worth noting that
after halting the advance
of the
Congolese rebels supported by their
allies Uganda and Rwanda to Kinshasa
and securing the west, Kabila and his
allies Angola, Namibia and Zimbabwe
opted for a military solution to the
conflict by extending their operations
to the east. It may be recalled that on
the 6th of September 1998, the leader
reasons

would appear that
forces have lost

of the rebels in the DRC Ernest Wamba
dia Wamba called for
conference

of

a

broad-based

national

organizations
out the country’s future and

to

map
resolve the conflict. He accused Kabila

of

“reproducing” Mobuto’s authorinepotism, relying more
and more on people from his family
clan
and
home
region. However,
Wamba down played the involvement
of Rwanda and Uganda. It could be
argued that Wamba was subscribing to
the principle of democracy choosing
to ignore the principle of sovereignty
tarianism and

and Kabila and his allies for selfish
reasons

let

golden opportunity pass.
noting that there is

a

It is also worth
no

consensus

within the rebel

ment as to the

sions

move-

forward. Discus-

way

seek to

independent actors with
deputy Arthur Z’Ahidi
Ngoma in Goma recently point to the
fact that there are two divergent
approaches within the rebel movement.
One approach is that there
should be a political programme as a

of that
country? It should also be noted that
Uganda and Rwanda have economic

democracy in the DRC and the other
approach is the setting up of adminis-

interests in the DRC and the need

trative structures

versa.

also be

Justified to place its troops in
Rwanda and vice versa. Considering
the so called genuine security interests
of Uganda and Rwanda, why did they
not confine their activities to fighting
the rebels in the DRC and
overthrow

the

not

government

more

means

of

territory.
The other side of the coin is we
involvement of

Angola, Namibia and

Zimbabwe

the

in

DRC

war.

The

involvement of these countries could
be seen in the light of defending a
principle which is internationally
accepted i.e. defending the sovereignty of the DRC. This principle is
also enshrined in the objectives of the
SADC and forms part of the reason for
the establishment of the Organ for

by

Wamba’s

towards the end of

establishing

as a means

to

the end

partitioning the DRC. Taking this

into consideration it therefore
that there is
movement

a

means

faction within the rebel

which is

working against

a

ceasefire in the DRC.
In

the

final

analysis therefore it

would appear

that the stumbling block
to peace
and the establishment of
democracy in the DRC is the divide
between the possible partitioning of
the DRC and the protection of its
sovereignty.
SAPEM JANUARY/FEBRUARY IWJ
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THE DRC WAR AND THE

SECOND SCRAMBLE FOR AFRICA
Mwesiga Baregu

T

he

war

than

in the DRC is about
meets

more

the eye.

It is
certainly about much more than
been revealed so far by the debate

has

independence and challenging the

mber 13"' in Lusaka.

Berlin Conference order.

meeting

impose

sense, a war to

Conference order

on

It is
a

in that

,

post-Berlin

Africa;

an

order

and discussion. To be sure, the war is

which

certainly about

power struggles
between the Kabila’s government and

The Americans call it part of a newworld order. We see and experience it

the rebels.

as

It is

definitely also about
genocide, democracy and/or democratization and dictatorship in the DRC
and the region. It is definitely a war
with implications for peace, security
and stability in the region. But it is
certainly a war about very much more
than that.
If

one

takes

a

parochial, myopic and

short term view of the
above differences

as

war one sees

the

the

major objects,

goals, disputes etc. at issue in the

war.

This in my view would be missing the
full meaning of the war by far. I wish to

below that the DRC war is a war
high international politics as
opposed to low domestic politics. The
argue
about

in the DRC is first and foremost

war

imperialist

an

and like all imperialist
wars in modern
history it is a war about
power and wealth.
From the stand point of regional
power it is a war to establish a new
strategic map not only in the SADC and
Great Lakes regions but essentially in
Africa
this

as a

war

whole. At the

regional level

is, among other things, about
redefining the position and role of
‘post-apartheid’ South Africa in a
‘post-liberation’ Southern Africa and

a

war

weak Africa which is

the

impact of the cold

emerging from
war

under the

duress of the IMF/World Bank and
their shift and debilitating structural

adjustment policies..
At the international level it is

a war

about

reconciling the new American
hegemony with the traditional
European colonial spheres of influence.
In this sense it is a war about redrawing
the African strategic and economic
interest map in the so-called post-cold
war era

in which the United States is

asserting its global dominance.
In brief, it is a war which,

historically

marks the culmination of the process
that began in the post-WWII period

with

Africa

gaining

political
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must

bear the American

Stamp,

the second scramble for Africa.

My reflections on the war were
partly prompted by the renewed
fighting in Angola. Coming so soon in
the wake of the Paris understanding
between the warring parties, I could not
help but wonder if the intensification
of fighting in Angola was intended to
thwart and eventually torpedo the Paris
initiative.

It

was

escalation of the

clear to

that the

me

in

As

was cancelled!
few days before

A

a

result the

the Kabila

Kenya’s Foreign Minister,

statement

Mr. Godana made

a statement to the
in the DRC involved
interests than those which were

effect that the
more

war

readily visible. Indirectly but pointedly
Mr. Godana pointed an accusing finger
at the United States and
challenged the
latter to make its
war,

position clear

on

the

including, presumably committing

itself

the

to

support of the Paris

Initiative.
It is quite true that one of the
enigmatic issues in the Congo conflict
is the position of the United States.
Apart from the open contradictions

Angola would
exert so much pressure on Angola that
it would be forced to disengage from

between

the DRC. This, in turn, would have the

State, Susan Rice

impact of weakening the DRC-Allied
forces and giving an advantage to the

regional diplomatic shuttle in early
November, there are many instances in
which the United States has displayed

war

rebels and the invaders of the DRC.
In such a situation the rebels would

either enhance their position
cease-fire negotiations or they

in the

would

the U.S. Ambassador in
Kinshasa and Assistant Secretary of

lightning foray

Which of these eventualities

this.

prevail remains to be

her fruitless

ambivalences uncharacteristic of its
sure-footed foreign policy stances in
Africa in the wake of the Clinton

step up the military campaign to
overthrow the Kabila government.
comes to

on

There

are

One

at

across the
least two

reason

is the

region.
reasons

for

challenge of

surprised by South Africa’s attitude

reconciling rising U.S. interests and
European Union interests in Africa. On
the Congo issue the U.S. with E.U
(particularly France and Belgium) have
taken different positions and the

towards the

Americans

In

seen.

interview with the SABC
TV. DRC President L. Kabila made a
statement to the effect that he was
a

recent

war

in his country. He was

particularly surprised by South Africa’s
failure to condemn the invading forces
of Rwandas and Uganda and instead,
insisting on the DRC’s recognition of
the

rebels,
Kabila came
conclusion that this could

to

the

only be

explained by the fact that South Africa
was a puppet of the
aggressors. In
responding to Kabila’s claim, the South
African government described it as
unfortunate and

went on to stress the

point that “.... the rebels
the

DRC

...

unless

are a

this

fact in

fact

was

accepted there would be no progress
in finding a solution to the crisis in the
DRC”. A few days later South Africa
re-inforced this position by insisting
on the
participation of the rebels in the
meeting that was to be held on Dece¬

into open
over
the

are not sure

whether to

come

confrontation with the E.U.
issue

or

to

come

to

a

compromise given the linkage between
this and other equally important
questions such as Eastern Europe and
Nato arrangements.
As Professor
Palloti of the University of Bologna
(Italy) put it in a paper presented at a
EU/SADC Parliamentarians
Conference in Vienna:
‘‘does the EU intend to reassert its
influence in Sub-Saharan Africa, in
front of the political and economic
offensive launched by the United
States in that region...?"
recent

The second reason for the United
States apparent ambivalence has to do
with the strategic equation in Southern
Africa. It is no wonder that the United
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States and South Africa have maintained

similar

positions and even
displayed comparable ambivalences.
The problems besetting U.S. strategic
choices with respect to balancing its
interests in Africa with those of Europe
are
in some ways similar to the
problems facing South Africa with
respect to balancing its unilateral
interests with those of the SADC

region
States

as a whole. While the United
would like to impose its

hegemony over Africa and in so doing
supplant or at least undermine
European interests. South Africa wants
to impose its hegemony over Southern
Africa and in so doing marginalize and

also offers

Angola's resolve in the
participation. A
renewed war would also torpedo tlie Lusaka

continental interests.

stalemate in the DRC and hence another

Further, it is clear that
future Africa

dominate the other members of the

decided

region.

basket.

In these pursuits the U.S. and

South Africa

are

locked in

conflict

a

policy

far

as

as

the E.U. has
not to put its eggs in one
Thus while Europe is deeply
goes

involved with South Africa it does

and collaboration mode.

want to

The almost spontaneous emergence
of the Zimbabwe, Angola, Namibia and
DRC alliance in the war was unexpected

exclusive

not

promote South Africa as the

complicated the
regional strategic map. Chad has added
to the complexity. From the simple

regional power partly
antagonise the rest
of Africa and would not augur well for
regional or indeed continental stability.
For the Europeans the future of SubSaharan Africa lies at least in part, in

conflict

the Africans themselves and it is with

and indeed has further

and

collaboration

mode

order to weaken

some opportunities in the
leverage in its dealings with
South Africa. As the single dominant
power in the region South Africa can
act more autonomously of the United
States with greater scope to pursue her
unilateral interests and to play the U.S.
off Europe when need arises. Thus
paradoxically the United States,
realistically speaking, has a vested
interested in promoting a competing
and counterbalancing force against its
close ally if only to temper South Africa
and reconcile its regional with its

form of

because that would

DRC

and halt its

war

Accord

and

back to talk of

the

send
a

country

government of national

unity “or else relative secession’ - the
kind of language we are hearing with
respect to the rebel occupied territory
in the DRC.
The report by Global
Witness on Savimbi’s thriving diamond
business (at US$3.5 bi. since 1992) is
instructive particularly in the scramble
for

Mbuji Mayi in the DRC.

headed

for

another

Are we
interminable

Savimbi?
In conclusion, let mé say,

that in
the war in the DRC
appears complicated when one looks at
the number of conflicting interests and
the contending positions and
responses they have evoked.
This is
particularly the case when one takes a
narrow and myopic view of the conflict.
certain respects

When

we

take the broader view

however it becomes clear what the

underlying forces are and how they are
playing themselves out in contradictory
processes.
Once we capture the

between the U.S. and South Africa the

them

alliance has

forged. The U.S. has not quite

dialectical

this realization.

position to isolate those
contradictions that belong to the here
and now (those of conjuncture) and
those which are more historically
embedded, i.e. those which are organic.
This should also assist us in isolating
the antagonistic contradictions from
the non-antagonistic.
For example,
there are no antagonistic contradictions
between the people of Zimbabwe ajnd
those of Uganda.
Neither are there
antagonistic contradictions between
the people of Rwanda and the people
of the DRC. But there are antagonistic
contradictions between Imperialism and
the compradorial interests in these
countries and the African people in
general.
Once that analytical work is properly
and rigorously done, Africa should
have little difficulty in identifying where

factor in the

now

new

a

equation.

And that is
source of conflict

potentially
between

introduced

a new
South Africa, the United

that close relations

must

be

come to
South Africa for its

part however, would like to be the

States, Europe, SADC and Africa as

exclusive gate-way to Africa and thus
be the conduit for U.S. and European

whole.

interests.

In this

sense

the alliance

was a

and
surprising
unanticipated
development. No one was prepared for
it and no body knew how to respond to
it when it emerged. By and large, no
body knows what to do about it now.

The

alliance

the four

between

The above therefore

are some

of the

contradictions that arise in the DRC
war.
That is why South Africa has
forged close links with the rebels. It is

of

because

not

concerns

about

or human suffering in
It has to do with crushing

formidable
challenge to South Africa’s hegemonic
designs in the region.

the
the
alliance; if not through war, then
through a government of national unity
which would inevitably weaken the

South Africa would like to scuttle

DRC’s links with the alliance in the

countries has, for the first
a credible and potentially

time, posed

and

eventually dismantle the alliance.
It certainly would not like to see the
Zimbabwe, Angola, Namibia DRC
alliance as a permanent feature of the
geo-politics in the region. This is

democracy
war.

post-hostilities period.

South Africa
mining
without
the

would also like to extend her
interests

directly

obstructions of Zimbabwe and her allies
or

the

traditional

Franco-Belgian

are

essence

then in

of this process, we

a

it stands in this

In the short term

interests.
This is also

our

Angola and Namibia inflicted the major
defeat against South Africa at Cuito

why the United States
has been equivocal. On the one hand
it is encumbered by its relations with
South Africa and Uganda and a
rhetorical commitment to democracy.

Cuanavale. Thus for South Africa, the

On the other hand, however, realism

not

self

and

collaborate with the E.U. in

because three of the members have

strong fighting armies and in all cases
steeled and tested

by

and South Africa.

war between them
Two of them i.e.

appointed regional

the
brings back

power,

alliance must be crushed. It

bad memories of the Frontline States in
the armed liberation

war

and

up images of another Cuito
future. Its recent massive
must

conjures

not as

simple.

the

U.S.

seizes

the

opportunity presented by the alliance
as a counterbalancing force against
Africa

and

also

South

opportunity to come to some
rapprochement with Europe over the
vexing US/Africa policy for Europe.
That is further why the DeBeers
mining interest is said to be behind
renewed fighting in Angola. This is in

While the

emergence of the alliance complicates
its collaboration with' South Africa it

8

that

re-arming

be understood in these terms.
are

dictate

debacle in

For the United States however the

choices

enlightened self-interest would

as

an

interests

war.

opposed to the
hegemonic designs of South Africa and
the United States whether separately or
collectively. We should therefore
support the Paris Initiative. This does
mean

that

are

we

should therefore

securing its
that the Paris
initiative has the highest potential to
address the immediate crisis and to keep
our options open in the long-term.
It
certainly creates greater space and
opportunity for an African initiative in
which the U.S., Europe and South
Africa can play a role but certainly a
less dominant, leave alone, an imposing
interests.

It

simply

means

one!
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Launch of the 1998

SADC

Regional Human
Development Report
Lusaka, Zambia, 12 February 1999

T

he Southern African
Institute for

Regional
Policy Studies, of

the SAFES Trust,

commis-

sioned to

implement the Regional HuDevelopment Report (RHDR)
Project, has produced the first of a series of reports, which will be launched
on February 12, 1999 during the Southern African Development Community
man

The

project which has been enby a number of governments
in the SADC region, is taking place
against the backdrop of a growing in-

dorsed

ternational

in Lusaka, Zambia.

The RHDR is scheduled to be
launched

The theme of the

around the

centrality of sound governance as a
necessary basis for the attainment of
sustainable human development in
the long term future of the region.

(SADC) Annual Consultative Conference

consensus

simultaneously in all the

the launch. The press

kit will include
highlights from the Report in the form
of press releases to allow accessibility to the media when news of the Report is disseminated worldwide. Mobilisation of the media will form be

a

crucial component

of the process of
making the report visible and disseminating the Report findings. The press
conference will take place as part of
the events around the Annual Con-

Report is Governance and Human Development in
Southern Africa seen in the context of

fourteen countries of the SADC: An-

sultative

gola, Botswana, Democratic Republie of Congo, Lesotho, Malawi, Mau-

Chiluba of Zambia will launch the Re-

growing international consensus
concerning the centrality of sound gov-

ritius, Mozambique, Namibia, Seychelles. South Africa, Swaziland, Tanzania, Zambia and Zimbabwe. At the
time of the main launch in Lusaka, the

emony of the SADC Conference.
As part of the launch, a Symposium

Report will be launched in concert
throughout the SADC region. National launches will be organised in
cooperation with UNDP offices in all

SARIPS network will moderate the

the SADC countries.

take account of the presence of SADC,
it is planned that the Symposium will

a

ernance

to

able human

the attainment of sustain-

development. The publi-

cation of the RHDR will

serve as an

ad-

tool to advance the need to
a common approach and strategy to the transnational dimensions of
governance. Indeed, most of the political and economic development challenges facing the countries in the SADC
region have tended to be addressed at
the national level. It is now widely recognised that various regional cooperation approaches in the social, economic
and political sphere can contribute to
resolving the region’s plight.
Implemented under the aegis of the
SADC Secretariat, the RHDR Project is
funded by the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP). At the
core of the RHDR is a group of eminent
personalities from the SADC countries,
headed by the SADC Executive Secretary. Dr Kaire M. Mbuende. The group,
comprises Cabinet Ministers, UNDP
Resident Representatives, members of
the private sector and civil society, as
vocacy

develop

well

as

scholars and researchers.
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The launch will be part and parcel
of the SADC Annual Consultative

Conference

Pogramme. The RHDR

Team Leader, Dr

Ibbo Mandaza has

worked in close
SADC

cooperation with the
Executive Secretary, Dr Kaire

M. Mbuende to

ensure

the smooth

launch'of this seminal report.
The Launch will enjoy the

benefit
ranging from
SADC’s international cooperating
partners, international agencies.
United Nations agencies, and repreof

a

wide audience

sentatives of member countries’ governments to SADC sectoral

offices,

Conference.

President

port during the official opening cer-

will be held to debate the

of the

key messages
Report. Intellectuals in the

Symposium, which is planned as a follow-up event one to two weeks after
the main launch in Lusaka. In order to

take

place in Gaborone, Botswana.
Reports will highlight common
governance issues in the sub-region
as well as opportunities, challenges
and threats to SADC regional cooperation and integration. Report one focuses on how governance and human
development have interacted in the
SADC region from the colonial period
up till now. The next Report will focus
on the opportunities, challenges and
threats to SADC as a regional bloc.
Population movements, technology
transfers, conflict prevention, inequaliThe

and NGO’s.

ties within and between countries,

A press kit is being compiled
which together with the report, will

transnational crime, and HIV/AIDS are
some of the topics to be addressed.

form

Report II will be launched in Novem-

a

package which will be distribembargo shortly before

uted under

ber 1999.
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South Africa
Towards Elections
Tendai Dumbutshena

T

he reference book

or

‘dompass’

which Africans had to carry on
them was apartheid’s most hated

symbol.
It

nial

daily reminder of the deof South African citizenship to Afwas a

ricans. Whites, coloureds and Indians
had a blue identity document (ID) con-

They want the old ID to accepted for
registration purposes as it is still a legal document. A survey by the Human

prove on

Sciences Research Council (HSRC)
estimated the number of people without barcoded IDs at 5.3 million.
Of

chising those without barcoded IDs.

these 2.1 million had

IDs

no

at

all. It

is estimated that 35 and 29 percent of
DP and NP supporters respectively

ferring citizenship, albeit unequal, on
these three racial groups. In one of the
many ironies that characterise South
Africa’s transition to a new society, the
old ID has become a liability. For the
purposes of registering to vote in next
year’s election it is not an acceptable
document. A green barcoded ID, given

According to the two
parties it is in the interests of the ANC
to prevent these people from voting for
it to attain a two-thirds majority which
narrowly eluded it in 1994.
The threat of litigation did not stop
the registration exercise from going

blacks for the first time in 1986, is

ahead in the last week of November

to

the

only

one

have old IDs.

and

acceptable.

The two main white

beginning of December.

parties, the
Democratic Party (DP) and National
Party (NP) are up in arms. They be-

courts

lieve that the decision

the two

restrict the

will

have

to

rule

The

on

the

constitunality of restricting registration to holders of barcoded IDs.

But

its showing in 1994. It is,
therefore, questionable whether the
ANC has

a

vested interest in disfran-

The

registration itself got off to a
forcing the government to
schedule a second round in January
and February. Of the country’s estimated 25 million voters, only 10 million have registered so far. There is
slow

start

even

doubt that the number is this

high. Apathy, lack of documentation,
bureaucratic bungling, technical
glitches and ignorance combined to
produce low levels of registration
throughout the country.
Particularly worrying is the apathy shown by young people. Of those
who have registered so far only five
percent were between ages 18 to 20.
A challenge facing all political parties and the Independent Electoral
people most of whom were too
young to vote in 1994, to come for-

number of whites. The ANC argues that
the restriction is designed to ensure

parties are not banking on the
ruling in their favour. A vigorous campaign particularly by the DP<
has been launched to get whites to
obtain new IDs. Posters warning of a
two-thirds majority have shaken many

that

are

whites out of their slumber and apa-

NP and DP it will boost

able to vote. It is also intended to prevent the cheating which marred the

thy. At Home Affairs offices large numbers of whites are applying for the new
document. They were also highly visible in queues when the registration
exercise began.
It is undeniably crucial for the electoral performance of the DP and NP for

to

registration of voters to holders of
barcoded IDs is a sinister ploy by the
ANC to disfranchise

a

substantial

only eligible South Africans

country’s historic elections in 1994.
There

was no voters

roll and it

was

dif-

ficult to reconcile ballots with the
number of voters. People in possession of fraudulent documents

were

also

able to vote.

whites without

The ANC further maintained that

the

Department of Home Affairs was
equipped to issue barcoded IDs to allow people to register. Provision has
also been made for temporary registration certificate to be issued for registration purposes.
But this was not
the NP and DP who

A

are

adamant that

a

new

IDs

to

obtain them.

high turnout by whites will certainly

reduce the chances of the ANC obtain-

ing

a two-thirds majority. But
is not that simple. Of the

the mat2.1 million the HSRC survey found to have
no IDs, the
overwhelming majority are

ter

blacks in rural

enough to satisfy

substantial number of their supporters
will not be able to register for vote.

10

courts

areas.

A lot of citizens

of former homelands have
African IDs
are

-

barcoded

or

no

not.

to

motivate

young

ward.
If the courts rule in favour of the

registration
figures in the second phase of the exercise. The NP has also petitioned the
courts to

force government to

continuous

allow

registration right

elections. There have

even

up to the
been sug-

gestions that elections be held at the
latest dates permitted by the constitution at the end of July 1999. This
would give an opportunity for all to
be given an opportunity to register.
Whatever difference exist among
agree that it
is essential for South Africans to turn
out in large numbers to vote.
Pri-

political parties, they all

vately they each believe

a
would favour them.

South

out

These

lower

traditional ANC supporters whose
crucial if the party is to im¬

votes are

Commission will be

high turnThere is

genuine

concern that a poor
turnout would undermine the coun-

try’s na.scent democracy.
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Understanding the
Nature of the recent
Lesotho Crisis

r

Godfrey Mutisya
INTRODUCTION
Over the past few months, questions
have been raised in some quarters
about

legal and political aspects of
military intervenin Lesotho. Among the questions

South Africa’s recent
tion

BACKGROUND

zens.

The

becomes difficult to work and

diagnosis of the crisis underpinning Lesotho is not that its army mutinied, that elections were allegedly
rigged, or that mass violence and anarchy gripped the city of Maseru and its
environs weeks and days before South

raised is whether South Africa’s Na-

Africa intervened. These

tional Defence Force (SANDF) under
the auspices of Southern Africa Devel-

symptoms or manifestations of a crisis

are

however

and not crisis in themselves. The root

the
democratically elected government of
Lesotho. Other questions related to

of the principal crisis, however,
everything to do with the nature of
the Basotho ruling elites and classes
and their conduct of post colonial polltics; which placed more emphasis on

the extent of the intervention and

the role of the state

opment Community (SADC), acted

cause

within the confines of international

has

law

on

the

whether it

use

force to protect

of

peacekeeping
or aggression. Two competing schools
of thought exist.
One school of
thought argues that South Africa’s intervention was an act of aggression
motivated by a desire to support a government that allegedly rigged the May
was an act

1998 elections. In addition, its proponent’s
was

point out that the intervention
against international law binding

nation states and

was

therefore,

an

act

of

aggression disguised as a peacekeeping operation.
The fact that the operation was not
authorised by SADC or the UN Security Council made the whole operation
a

South Africa affair, the argument

goes.

This article does not seek to enin the debate as to whether South

gage
Africa’s intervention in Lesotho
invasion

was an

peacekeeping operation it
seeks, rather, to analyze the root causes
underlying the Lesotho crisis which
precipitated South Africa’s involvement in the politics of the Mountain
kingdom of Lesotho. Finally, the article gives suggestions on the way foror

ward.
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as

the

ment for the accumulation

and

as

the

core

instru-

of property

dispenser of wealth through

patronage. In a word, it is a crisis of a
partially collapsed state with the re-

sponsibility squarely on the Basotho
political elites. More precisely, a
structural crisis of a collapsed state.
Underlying the crisis are a number of
problems; one of them has to do with
relative social and economic deprivations.

Others

are

authoritarian rule,

exclusivity and sectarianism, which
intermingle to serve the interest of the
ruling classes.
An understanding of the theoretical framework of a state would perhaps
throw some light on the nature of the
crisis. Theoretically, a state is an authoritative political machine, which is
sovereign and takes responsibility
over

three basic

source

First, it is a
of identity and an arena to conareas.

test power. It is also an institution and
for which mediates social, economic

and

political conflicts through its

ex-

ecutive, judiciary and legislative functions. Thirdly, it is to varying degrees
responsible and accountable to its citi¬

The three

are

intertwined and it

perform
separately. A collapsed or semi
collapsed state cannot or no longer
performs these functions as analyzed
them

in various theories of the state.

State

collapse is therefore a breakdown of
governance, law and order. Furjthermore, state collapse is marked by loss
of control over political and economic
space with the two working in opposite direction. Throughout recent history, the ruling classes in Lesotho, particularly after the 1965 elections, presided
More

over a

weak state and economy.

importantly, the state has

remained the most reliable instrument of

allocating

resources and patronage
with the result that intense inter elite

rivalry for the control of the state
common

feature in Lesotho. The

are a
man-

of acquisition of wealth is devoid
accountability and legal means. To
protect their ill gotten wealth, the ruling elites< invest heavily in the milltary and other security apparatus such
as the police and the
intelligence gat^h-,
ering machinery. The crisis in tHe
Lesotho military bears features such as
absolute loyalty to the National Party
ner

of

of Lesotho.

The mutineers in the

Lesotho Defence Force felt
serve

no

other than

a

obliged to

National

Party

government. They were well equipped
to offer strong but temporary resistance
to

tbe S ANDF. Their members formed

the bulk of the civil service.
suit

was

more

The

re-

contestation for power

informed

by relations of domination
ongoing feature of the recent crisis
in Lesotho. In the process of mobilizing for political support, state structures of governance were overlooked
an

or

rendered ineffective. The state grew
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bigger and inefficient while the
economy dwindled. This was made
worse by heavy spending on the
defense budget and implementation of
economic reform packages.
It is
against this background that the
Lesotho crisis should be

analyzed and

understood.

The Lesotho

23

general election was held
May 1998, the second since the

restoration of civilian rule in 1993.
Out of 79 contested seats, the ruling

Lesotho

Congress for Democracy

(LCD) captured all but one seat. First
focusing on the 1970 and 1993 general election may well understand the
crisis, which followed. These elections
concentrated

repression devoid of

any professionalism
this divided loyalty

and ethics. It is
that formed the

basis of action and clashes between the

mutineers and the SANDF when it intervened.
The defeated

punishing the
Party (BNP) for its

on

Basotho National

unconstitutional annulment of the
1970 elections and much less on policy
matters. The 1970 election serves as
the base year for understanding the

that the Botswana and South Africa De-

into South Africa Defence Force. Simi-

fence Forces intervened.

larly, other repressive structures and
institutions can be revamped and made
professional.
In the long term, it is important to
revisit the notion of sovereignty. Historically, it has been used as a controlling doctrine. The fact of the matter is
that majority of Lesotho citizens hold
double identity documents and vote

This is not

the first time South Africa had intervened in Lesotho politics. In January

1994, a few months after the 1993 elections, the showdown between reigning

king Moshoeshoe and the ruling BCP

also entrenched 16 years of military
and civilian authoritarianism and the

the

rise of

on

strong “kleptocratic” ruling
ties to the

is important is to provide a degree of
political stability and viability. In this
respect. South Africa troops need to
stay on, though with a clear mandate

ity before elections are called in 15 to
18 months. It is likely that same parties will lose the elections and ways of
dealing with this must be put in place
before fresh crisis erupt. The other
question regards the army. What can
be done about the army? Even more
importantly, does Lesotho need an
army? The army is part of Lesotho repressive institutions which at best can
be got rid of and its remnants integrated

1998 election immediately triggered
the recent crisis. The 1970 election

a

sovereign state besides the legal aspects of sovereignty? To these questions, one needs to focus on the short
and long term. In the short term, what
a

parties formed an unalliance with the king in protest
against what they regarded as rigged
or fraudulent elections.
The opposition alliance, the Monarchy, and sections of the South Africa media precipitatéd the crisis by suggesting the vietorious LCD party lacked legitimacy.
After a number of preventive diplomacy and second track efforts, sections
of the Lesotho Defence Force junior
army officers dismissed their seniors
and the LCD government who sought
refuge in South Africa. It is at this stage
easy

MAY 1998 ELECTIONS IN PERSPECTIVE

on

effective tool for

hand and Letsie III, an heir to
thrown, the military, and the BNP
the other precipitated simitar crisis

on one

to ensure

class and elites with strong

and but

monarchy and the then ruling BNP.
The ruling party also repressed institutions and organs outside its control.
In particular, its wrath was directed at
the opposition BCP. It is not by accident that political rifts and wrangling
dwelled on inheriting the state intact,
without making major structural
changes. Real power rested with the

dents of Zimbabwe and South Africa

Lesotho.

thwarted the crisis. The root causes of
the crisis were never addressed only to

Lesotho

resurface again in five years later. Sections of the military aligned to the

vestments

Executive President, while other

or-

gans of civil society were not only
weakened but also politicized. In ob-

serving these

very

interesting devel-

opments in Africa. Claude Ake, a leading social scientist comments;

diplomatic efforts by the presi-

BNP

exchanged fire with the SANDF
days before surrendering with
casualties reported on both sides.
for two

era.

totalistic in scope,

It continued to be

constituting a statist
It presented itself as an apparatus of violence, had a narrow social base and relied for compliance on
coercion rather than authority.”
The Lesotho ruling elites and
classes have therefore primarily focused on capturing state power to undermine other political and pressure
outside state control. Substantially
free and fair elections of any form were
relegated while the army, in particular,
filled that space to guard against civil
political mobilization. This further
politicized the army and rendered it an
economy.
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under whose

name

elites seek

sover-

If, therefore,

through the state over the
clashed with the peasbacked LCD precipitating a crisis

thirty

years

ant,
which sections of the white controlled

media religiously portrayed as
of legitimacy on the part of the

tween

in the colonial

in South Africa. They are
already reaping benefits of an integrated class. Furthermore, the people

last

The class forces, which accumu-

of the state remained much

were

Secondly, three quarters of

intellectuals, including political leadership, work or have their in-

lated wealth

“Although political independence
brought some changes, the composition of the state manager, the character
it

both sides in South Africa and

eignty do not recognize borders as
they leave and come to South Africa as
they wish without relevant documents.

crisis
LCD.
The fact that root causes underlying
political question in Lesotho were
never addressed led to the
split be-

as

on

that there is order and stabil-

the BCP and the formation of
LCD. Neither the LCD nor the BCP
addressed structural weaknesses of the
state and there were no new power relations

of addressing some
of governance
even
though there were policy based
suggestions in the manifesto of the
or new

ways

of the problematic areas

BCP.
WHAT CAN BE DONE

Perhaps

a more informed question
would be what is Lesotho? Is it capa-

ble of
hood

exercising responsible nationa geographical captive of

as

South Africa? Can it survive

ereign state and

more

as a sov-

importantly, is it

we use

we

historicise the terms

within the context of Southern

Africa, the people are telling us

a difIt is important to start
thinking whether Sovereign Lesotho
is in the best interest of its people or
the ruling elites. It is important in the

ferent story.

future to reconsider Lesotho relations
with South Africa. Perhaps it’s more
relevant to divide it into three parts
with one side going to South Africa’s
KwaZulu Natal province, another to
the Eastern Cape province and third

forming part of the Free State province.
option would assist in cutting
down costs running an extra province.
The other option would be to establish Lesotho as the tenth province of
South Africa and its king to have a
similar status as the Zulu Monarchy in
KwaZulu Natal. This is a painful decision the ruling elites have to take as
the masses have in practice taken that
step only awaiting their leadership to
surrender their sovereignty.
This
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The Blues behind
the Blue Train
Ibbo Mandaza

SADC leaders seek closer economic cooperation

s

eated next to

flight
recently was
Anglo-Ameri-

me

on

a

from East Africa
an

executive of

Corporation of South Africa. He
had been to Kampala and Kigali and
can

boasted about his contacts with both
the authorities of those two countries
and the DRC rebels.
which will

soon

For

reasons

become self-ex-

and another, and as far as he

was

Europeans

concerned, Africa

was

and Bosnia

as a

whole

anything and everything north of
the Limpopo).
“What are you Southern Africans
doing about all the various
conflicts in your sub-region, especially those in Angola and the
DRC?” I asked.

“Look, what

we

planatory, I played West African (he

have

didn’t

ECOMOG took decisive steps in
Liberia and Sierra Leone... The

seem to

between

one

know the difference

West African country

SAPEM JANUARY/FEBR4JARY 1999

done

in

West

Africa:

The
lost his
gan to
tion in

sorting out Kosovo,^
Herzegovina...”
Anglo-American executive
guard completely as he beare

spill the beans; his corporaparticular was assisting the

DRC rebels with financial and other
material support, including the provision of an aircraft for such visits
as

have been made

recently to

South Africa, to meet government

officials,

including

President
13
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Mandela himself. The motive? “We
want

that Kabila fellow out of there,”

“We will

he

replied angrily:
get him out... We
this...

soon

are not alone in
The U.S. and Canadian min-

ing interests have also been let down...
and Mugabe can kiss good-bye any
suggestion that South Africa will support the so-called SADC allies in the
We cannot allow Zimbabwe

DRC...

After all, Za-

of South Africa.

ment

ire had been

an

extension of the

rebels

fighting to topple Congolese

leader Laurent Kabila stands in sharp

South African

contradiction to the

which

South African

possibility of
military intervention in

the Comores.

Intervention is correct

mining network of
Anglo-America Corporation/

de Beers

were

central; and these

apartheid era will never
forget Angola’s defeat of the South
African army at the Battle of Cuito

only when South Africa itself is in-

Cunavale in 1989. This

dents of peace and security in Southern Africa might wish to pursue in the

hawks of the

was

the turn-

ing point after which the demise of
apartheid state itself was a fore-

volved in such
There

are

a course

of action.

several issues which stu-

the

months ahead.

gone conclusion.
The Coordinator of the Peace and

of

Security Programme at the Southern

ern

African Institute of

Policy Studies

the United States and France, and not

can

(SARIPS) of the SAPES Trust, Professor Mwesiga Baregu suggests that
what we are witnessing now over
DRC is the replay of the old confron-

an

tation between the Frontline States

excluding Russia. There are unconfirmed reports that Zimbabwe may
have just taken possession of Soviet
Union/Russian-made MiG fighters in
order to boost enormously its war ef-

interests in the DRC...”
He went on and on, revealing
some interesting strategic linkages

to usurp our

between the

war

in DRC and that in

Angola. I might have dismissed him
altogether were it not for the similarities between what he had to say
and the recent trends in South Afri-

policy on the DRC. Recently,
official of South African Institute

of International Affairs wrote

and South Africa.

in

new

boldly,
a Johannesburg daily, advising that

the South African government gives
UNITA a hearing. There were, he

said, very important

considerations

So that

even

the

South African state is

peeved at
being overshadowed by Angola, Zimbabwe and Namibia
with the

-

an

alliance

potential to counterbalance
regional hegemony.

in which the UNITA factor could in-

South African

fluence the outcome in both

Therefore, since she miscalculated

Angola

Another

hawk from

a

“peace and security”
South African institute

that is very

close to that country’s
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, ex-

plained in
recent and

a BBC interview how the
renewed UNITA offensive

Angola would draw out the
Angolan forces from the DRC and
create better military prospects for
in

the DRC rebels and their Rwanda and

Uganda backers. The rebels had to
win the

war

in the DRC, he said.

The fascination with the DRC

of such South Af“experts” has really nothing to
do with the political cause of people
like Wamba dia Wamba; they have
rebels

on

the part

rican

no

idea whatsoever

as

to the internal

dynamics of the DRC and do not even
know the revels themselves.

It has

origins in the strategic war games
of the apartheid era, in the quest to
ensure the continuity of a Southern
Africa under the military hegemony
its

of South Africa.
view of these

Therefore, in the

“experts” there is

some-

central role

as

the leader of the sub-

First, the possibility

emergent alliances be-

tween different state

factors in South-

Africa and such external forces

the

subject of arms purchases will reapartheid state threatened
Zimbabwe against the purchase will
recall that the apartheid state threatened Zimbabwe against the purchase
of the same MiGs in the early 1980’s.
Other reports indicate that South Africa has recently spent R30 billion on
the purchase of arms from the UK,
Sweden, Germany and Italy; giving
call that the

of the

for such

as one

economic influence in the DRC it-

ture. Vice President Thabo

self.
The

common

denominator be-

the apartheid and the new
South African State is the quest to
maintain and sustain the Republic’s

tween

hegemony in regional and African
affairs. This might explain the apparent confusion and even inconsistencies in South Africa’s current for-

eign policy. For example, she intervenes

in Lesotho in the

name

of

SADC’s

policy of opposing unconchallenges to legitimate
governments and yet finds it unacceptable that her colleagues should
stitutional

do the

same

in the DRC. The incon-

sistency is even more glaring against
the background of Mandela’s statement

in Durban

on

1998, when he made
earlier

3
a

September,
U-turn

on

his

opposition to SADC intervenAgain, South Afri-

thing dreadfully wrong when events
unfold, as they do in the DRC and

Angola, without the direct involve¬

was

ca’s announcement this week that it

opposed to talks which excluded

as

fort in the DRC. Those familiar with

region, and restore her political and

tion in the DRC.

14

on

developments on the DRC, South
Africa is spoiling to see her SADC
colleagues fail in the war, reassert her
the

and the DRC.

and

new

this

was

role

as

reasons

a ven-

Mbeki said

essential for South Africa’s

peacekeeper in both the Subregion and Africa as a whole. On the
other hand, there are numerous

leads

about the extent to which South Africa’s

foreign policy in Africa is now
operating in the shadow of that of the
U.S., including such positions as relate to the Great Lakes region in general and Angola in particular. It is
not difficult to guess where the French
are likely to stand in such a scenario,
and Mugabe and Kabila will no doubt
try to exploit all the potential.
Second, the prospects for regional
peace and security in Southern Africa
are now

so

hollow that

even

SADC

itself stands threatened. The fact that
several SADC heads of state and government travelled together in “regal

the Blue Train last weekend
sufficiently conceal the discord that is fast growing in the subregion.
style”

on

cannot
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News in

Brief
"In the aftermath of the crisis, Asian

countries have become more

ANGOLA

to

MPLA "plans"
destroy it

alleged that the Angolan Gov-

"plans" to destroy it.
reported by UNITA news agency

ernment has

It is

export markets, for instance the Republie of Korea, Thailand and Indonesia have
increased the volume of their exports be-

in

UNITA alleges
UNITA has

tvjteen 20 and 30 percent
‘

"This

/Africa's

world market."

preparations during the last few months,
the MPLA (Popular Movement for the Liberation for Angola) has finally started the
long awaited military operations in the prov-

mestic

It is

a

product (GDP) occurred last-year
when it fell to 3,2 percent from a healthy
5,8 percent in 1996.

of

a

UNITED NATIONS

strategy conceived by the
as

MPLA, that

the main

tocol.
"The strategy in its entirety is for the
preservation of a one-party state in Angola, which would be disguised as a democracy with the existence of political parties

which

are

subservient to the MPLA, with-

expression or direction.
The plans are contained in a set of documents that UNITA managed to get hold of
during the phase of their preparation classified State Top Secret, the contents of

out

self

can now be revealed."
Meanwhile, hundreds of youths took
the streets of Luanda to condemn Jonas

which
to

UN rebuffs

that it will

objective, the destruction
of UNITA and at the same time impress
the world at large that the MPLA government is fully committed to the Lusaka prohas

insisting on war. The youths
did not spare the international community,
accusing it of connivance. The demonstration was organised by JMPLA (Youth of
the Popular Movement for the Liberation
of Angola).
Savimbi for

moves

dad's
can

Iraqi

to evict UN staff

The United Nations
moves to

recently rejected Bagh-

evict 14 British and Ameri-

humanitarian workers from

economic growth over the
has been slashed by almost
half partly due to the East Asian financial
crisis, a newsletter of the Allience for Africa's Industrialization (AAI) has said.
The newsletter, Africa Industrial, aid
in its latest issue Africa's trade prospects
had been worsened by this crisis due to the

huge devaluation of Asian currencies.
"As it is, Africa's declining share of
world trade is now below one percent," said
the newsletter which is

United Nations Industrial

published by the
Development Or-

ganisation (UNIDO).
SAPEM JANUARY/FEBRUARY 1999

The

only

trum to

debt

who took the roswriting off the entire
local representative of the
person

oppose

was

the

World Bank, James Coates, who said
that Mozambique cannot expect any-

thing better than admission, in mid1999, to the Heavily Indebted Poor
Countries (HIPC) debt relief initiative,
sponsored by the World Bank and the
figures produced at the conMozambique's
gains from HIPC, at least over the shortterm, are not significant. According to
Deputy Finance Minister Luisa Diogo,

ference showed that

over

the last three years

Mozambique

paid out in debt servicing an average
of 110.8m dollars

tion of U.N. staff.

a

year.

CAMEROON

"The (U.N) secretariat is not in a position to accede to the request to replace the

personnel in question
nationality," said

a

on

grounds of their
legal counsel

note from

Hans Corell.
"It wishes to observe, however,

responsibility of the Government of
Iraq under the relevant international instruments to ensure the safety and security of
is the

personnel
Iraq," he said.
Iraq said it feared for the safety of the

all United Nations humanitarian
in

14— 13 Britons and one American

because

"Deep popular anger" after last month's
U.S. British air strikes, which it said had
of

damaged schools, hospitals, factories and
other civilian targets.
The United Nations has some

Cameroon determined to
ban

log exports in 1999

that it

420 hu-

the "oil-for-food
in Iraq, including the three

of Cameroon is to
push ahead with a 1994 forestry law that
bans the export of logs from July despite a rearguard fight by some exporters who say local processors have nowhere near enough capacity.
"The law was enacted by parliament

The government

promulgated by the president of
republic. Government therefore has
no choice but to implement it," Environment and Forest Minister Sylvestre

and
the

manitarian staff running

Naah Ondoua told

programme
northern Kurdish provinces not

in Yaounde in December.

directly

Bagdhdad's control.

a news

conference

The law allows his ministry to issue
forestry permits up to midnight on
January 19, 1999. All permits then in
existence will be valid until the end of

MOZAMBIQUE

-

Africa's steady
last three years

all who attended the conference.

Iraq, insist-

ZIMBABWE
Economic
Growth in Africa slashed

parties and Mozambican
no party affiliation at

intellectuals of

ing it alone would decide on the composi-

under

Finance

various minor

But the

pendence of Angola) which will most certainly plunge Angola into a third civil war,
bring.
According to KUP the offensive is part

the former rebel movement Renamo, the

IMF.

military

offensive of large proportions against
UNITA (National Union for the total Inde-

with ail the grave consequences

major slowdown
growth or gross do-

The newsletter said a

of Africa's economic

rate

during 1998.

expansion could seriously erode
fragile competitiveness in the

KUP web site that after extensive, elabo¬

inces of Bie and Huambo.

competitive,

the financial year,

June 30, 1999.
would be

Industrialists said they

International conference
calls for

foreign debt

cancellation

meeting ministers in April for talks on
which

species could still be exported.
species account for 70 perof national production, but

Five tree
cent

Cameroon's forests have
An international conference on Mozam-

bique's foreign debt organized in
Maputo by the country's parliament,
the Assembly of the Republic, ended
recently with a call for the total cancelissue spanned
political specruling Frelimo party.

Unanimity on this
the entire Mozambican
It united the

than 300

inside and outside Cameroon and refleets the desire of the government,

lation of the debt.

trum.

more

species and 60 of them are commercially
exploited.
The pressure to ban log exports has
come from ecological movements both

urged on by aid donors, to promote
sustainable forestry in line with the
goals of the 1992 Rio Earth Summit.
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Globalisation and the
Great lakes

Regional Crisis
Yash Tandon

Summary

But

of the argument

In 1997 peace

a

resort to

the

military and to

in Africa was prematurely celebrated. Whilst some long
lasting conflicts such as those in Liberia and Mozambique were pacified,

domestic authoritarianism cannot

others,

and limb is that

and

violent,

more

more

destructive,

inclusive have burst

more

on

the

African

geo-political map, and none
potentially destructive than the
present imbroglio in the Great Lakes
region.
Concurrently, there is another war
going on in Africa. It is an invisible
war. It is not fought with military weapmore

ons

but with economic ones, but these
lethal in their consequences for

are as

the lives of the

people as military
Its antecedents lie in South

weapons.

Korea, Thailand and Indonesia. Without

firing

single shot, the West has
reconquered these countries. For fifty
years they strove hard to gain a measure

of control

a

over

their economies.

Now these economies lie shattered and

banking and industrial corporations are picking up valuable assets
at 10% to 30% of their original value.
Millions have lost jobs and incomes.
Military wars kill in thousands, ecowestern

nomic
of

wars

is

in millions.

Neither kind

morally defensible.

But

solve these

problems. Militarism and

authoritarianism
Their

re-

are

bane of Africa.

greater danger than losing life

they blind the leadership to other forces that threaten Africa. While Africa is on fire, it is being
steadily re-colonised by external forces
more powerful and sophisticated in
their methods than those
came

to

were

that

colonise Africa at the Berlin

Congress of 1884. Africa must wake
up and not let 1884 repeat itself. It
would be a tragedy inflicted on the African people by narrow-minded and
short-sighted political leadership, a
tragedy less forgivable than that of

gles against the rapacious and predatory nature of capital.
When matters are left entirely in the
hands of governments, there is a danger that they might compromise peopie’s freedom. Governments, espedaily in the third world, are known to
vouch to be working for the protection
of the rights of the people whilst they
sell these to the highest bidder from
the corporate world. The people, who
are these days fashionably called “the
civil society’’, must keep their vigilance, and put pressure on their governments to protect their sovereignty.
This is valid

“foreign”

as

Globalisation

1884.
But there is

Globalisation

a

way out.

and its counter force

There is

as

much for matters of

of domestic policy.
as war

Historically, capital became truly
globalised with the formation of Joint
stock companies and banking institutions that facilitated the concentration

really nothing fundamentally
new
about this phenomenon of
globalisation. It is as old as history.
What is new in its contemporary phase
is that it is led by capital. Capital seeks
to maximise profit, and in profit’s pursuit it seeks to conquer all territories,

capital towards the end of the ninejust at the time when
Europe was colonising Africa. The appearance of an alternative model of organising society with the Communist
victory in Russia, and the movement

all markets, all natural resources and

of self-determination among

all human labour, skills and

pies of (what

of

teenth century,

the

peo-

are engaged in their
military wars, they are oblivious to the
more dangerous war being waged
against their economies and peoples
by the forces of globalisation and lib-

ingenuity. Capital concentrates. Big capital
kills small capitals.
The only force that counters, that
checks, the inexorable march of capital is the force of people. Because capital concentrates it creates disparities

eralisation.

of wealth and income between and

globalising tendency of capiCapital had to make political compromises.
Capital has now resumed its historical destiny of conquering the world.
Most countries in Africa are subject to

Admittedly there are serious ethnic
boundary problems in Africa that
cannot be simply wished away.
Admittedly, Africa has a long way to go

within nations.

the strictures of the World Bank and

war

whilst African countries of Eastern and
Southern Africa

and

before it

can

establish sustainable in-

stitutions of democratic governance.
Most of these problems have roots in
Africa’s recent colonial

16

history.

The

struggle of the
of nations for
self-determination, of indigenous communities for retaining control over
their natural resources and indigenous
knowledge, of women for equality, of
workers for better wages,

environmentalists for conservation of
nature

-

all these

are

people’s strug¬

are now referred to as)
the “third world” put a temporary brake
on

the

tal.

the IMF, and follow the
forms” whose aim is to

path of “resubject their
economies to the control of capital.
During the 1950s and up to approximately 1975, the West-oriented South
East Asian governments took advantage of the threat of communism in
SAPEM JANUARY/FEBRUARY 1999
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China and Vietnam to extract concessions from the West that enabled them,
for

while, partially to industrialise
But they too have come

a

themselves.
to the

end of their road.

With the de-

mise of the communist threat, the West
sees any need to compromise with “Asian values”. Currency
no

longer

attacks, premeditated or accidental,
have got their economies melting
down straight into the laps of western
corporate banks and industrial corporations. Some of their leaders such

Mahthir Mohamed

as

struggling to
fight back. But their authoritarian
style of governance, and popular ignorance

about the

are

of the

true nature

process globalisation (wrapped in seductive materialist consumerism of

Coca-Cola and video games, and sold
as the “gains” of “free market”) make
their task very

difficult, if not impos-

sible.
Michael

Chossudovsky describes
globalised financial

The world’s

largest banks and brokerage houses are both creditors and
Institutional speculators.
In the
present context, they contribute
(through their speculative assaults) to
destabilising national currencies
thereby boosting the volume of dollar denominated debts. They then reappear as creditors with a view to collecting these debts. Finally, they are
called in as “policy advisors” or consultants in the IMF-World Bank sponsored “bankruptcy programmes” or

they

are the ultimate beneficiIn Indonesia, for instance,

aries.
amidst

was handed over to
King
Leopold II of Belgium who ruled it for
10 years, from 1885 to 1904, as a per-

sonal fief.

“incomplete and often misguided”;
they were based on a set of limited indicators
namely, inflation, money
supply growth, interest rate, budget,

10 million

and trade deficits

During the period, nearly
people of the Congo died
because of incredible brutality, including amputations of hands and legs of
people working on rubber plantations.
’The Congo was the subject of Joseph
Conrad’s famous novel “Heart of Darkness”.

But what is

significant is that

during those 10 years, the English
agent of King Leopold, Henry Morton
Stanley, managed to persuade hundreds of

Congo basin chiefs to sign
their land and sovereignty over
to Leopold. Most of the chiefs had no
idea of what they were signing.
There is something symbolic about
the Congo’s place in Africa’s coloniaway

sation
1884.

at

the Berlin Conference of

Whilst several eastern and

southern African states

the process of
warfare thus:

which

Africa

rioting and in the wake
of Suharto’s resignation, the privatisation of key sectors of the Indonesian economy ordered by the IMF was
entrusted to eight of the World’s largest merchant banks including Lehman
street

Brothers, Credit Suisse-First Boston,

val forces in the

are

joining ri-

Congo in militarist

confrontation, they are all, as big
chiefs, signing away their sovereignties

-

-

that constituted the

total of their

political economy.
orthodoxy overplayed the role of monetary and fiscal
tools, and ignored the role of financial
markets as a destabilising force. The
Washington Consensus focused on liberalisation, deregulation and privatisation, but these ignored the important
ingredients of finance and competition, and tended to downplay the importance of stabilising output and employment.’ “As a result,” adds the
Harvard professor of international
trade, Jeffrey Sachs, “for a decade we
have had a phoney Washington consum

The World Bank

sensus on

perity

-

how to achieve shared pros-

and almost

no

real discussions

between rich and poor

countries on the
challenges facing a world of greater income inequality than ever before in
history.”^

globalising institutions

Now, in addition to the World

the World Bank, the IMF and
the World Trade Organisation, the

Bank and the IMF, there is the World
Trade Organisation (WTO) set up fol-

H.M.Stanleys of contemporary era.
Many of them do not even know that
they are doing this, or fully comprehend the implications of their actions.

lowing the entering into force of the
Uruguay Round of tariffs in 1995. It is
the only institution in the galaxy of
international organisations that has
provisions for almost automatic sanetions. In signing the Uruguay Round

such

had

over

to

as

Most third world governments have
a taste of the “reforms” instituted

by the World Bank and the IMF. Contrary to what they claim, these “reforms” are not aimed at improving the
welfare of the people or to alleviate
the poverty of the poor. They are aimed
at realigning the economies of the third
world to the demands of international

capital.

The assumption is that best
conditions attract most capital, and, by
corollary, countries that fail to attract
private capital have themselves to
blame for lack of growth. If they do
not grow then something must be
wrong either with their macro-economic policies, or with the manner of
their governance. These are mere syl-

African states have surrendered to this
veritable institution their right and

ability to conduct their own trade relations. In the process of the so-called
“levelling and the playing fields”, African states have surrendered whatever

concessionary preferences they had
hitherto enjoyed, for example, under
the Lome Convention. The implications of Uruguay, and its extension into
intellectual property, investments, lahour standards, the environment, pro-

tinguish the blaze. They ultimately
decide which enterprisesare to be

and 1980s not because

policy, etc, are so far reachbefore have the nations
signed a multilateral
agreement that so seriously compromises the sovereignty of small states
and renders them hostage to the power
of multinational corporations and the
governments (the G7 countries) that

closed down and which

the so-called

back them.

Goldman Sachsand UBS/SBC War-

burg Dillon Read. The World’s largest money managers set countries on
fire and

then called in

are

as

firemen

(under the IMF “rescueplan”) to ex-

tioned off to

are

to

be

auc-

foreign investors at bar-

gain prices.'
The

double historical tragedy

OF THE CRISIS IN THE

If there is
was

one

carved

CONGO

country in Africa that

artificially than
Created as a
inter-imperilarge chunk of central

out more

most, it was the Congo.
buffer zone to ward off
alist

rivalry,

a
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logisms. They have
or

in

mies

reality.

no basis in theory
The East Asian econo-

were success

stories of the 1970s

they followed
“Washington consensus”,
but because they did not.
Now, after three decades of pushing these theories, some of their own
architects are beginning to doubt their
own past wisdom.
Thus, Joseph
Stiglitz, the Senior Vice-President and
Chief Economist of the World Bank,
has put to question the theoretical basis of past

policies of the Bank. The
Washington Consensus, he says, were

curement

ing that

never
of the world

None of the African states

was

in-

volved in the

eight-year negotiations
leading to the Uruguay agreement.
When finally the agreement was
reached between the major contending
parties - namely, the US, the European
Union and later Japan - it was presented

to

Africa

(and the third world)

on the dotted line on a more or
less “take it or leave it” basis. African

to

sign
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states,

like the chiefs of old, signed the

white

men

it must be

and he may

have treated his erstwhile
they de-

believing that since the

allies with less attention than

have crafted the document,

served, but after 34 years of mis-rule
by his predecessor he deserved at least

document

good.

34 months of

Divided

When Zimbabwe seeks funds to carry

the

out

historically

necessary

land

re-

form, its officials sit surrounded by
donors from the OECD countries and
the World Bank. There is never a time
when African states sit united on one
side of the table, aid or development.
Africa is always divided, fragmented,

individualised; its “benefactors”,

even

when

they are pursuing their individual goals sometimes in rivalry with
one another, always consult with one
another and present a common front to
the African state. It is always a re-enactment of the Berlin Congress of 1884.
Lessons

of

History

and an

APPROACH TO A FORWARD STRATEGY

It should be obvious that the intention

of this
an

breathing space.
corollary of the above point is,
of course, that all parties, while partly
right, are not blameless either. All have
made mistakes mistakes of judgement,
mistakes of looking only at ones own
point of view whilst not examining that
of others. However, the significance
of working in solidarity to try to resolve a common problem is to emphasise the legitimacy of the concern of
each and to downplay the mistakes or
wrongs of each.
The

Africa, United OECD

engage in
academic discourse. It is to argue a

presentation is not to

political point. And the point is that
unless Africa gets its act together, unless Africa pools its resources together
even if only to exchange notes on what
this whole process of globalisation is

-

sonal ambitions of

and/or to the United States.

not

go

Again, we caninto the detail of each case, but

let us examine one or two cases. The
President of Uganda may have per-

creating a Himaempire, as is alleged in popular
press; and he may have overplayed the
military angle at the cost of the political and the diplomatic. But the security concern he has for that part of
Uganda that is contiguous to Rwanda,
the Congo and the Sudan is a legitimate concern.

It has to be taken into

in any

wisdom for the present

suaded to abandon

tive manner, but all

of them have

a

point that needs to be heard. We cannot go into the details of each case
here, but let us consider one or two of
them. Clearly, the Banyamulenge, as
a historically discriminated minority
in the Congo, have a legitimate cause
to settle. They may have gone about
it the wrong way and they may have
overplayed their hand in thinking they
could take over the whole country, but
their

case

is

one

that has to be heard.

President Laurent Kabila, too, is justified in asking that he be given time to
reconstruct the nation

after thirty-four

of mismanagement and virtual
anarchy under Mobutu. Again, he may
have gone wrong in his apparent failure to develop a broadly based politi-

years

cal alliance
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once

he got into power.

nationalization of the DRC crisis, it
does

Tutsi

What, then, of those who intervened
from outside the DRC?

about, it will remain forever enslaved.
Of what relevance is this obvious

Against all mutual vituperations and
self-justifying finger pointing at others, let us make a few not too obvious
points.
All parties to the Congo debacle
(within the Congo and within the region) are at least partly right, justified
or essentially justified, in their respective positions. No party is wholly
wrong. Some may have stated these
positions in a one-sided or a provoca-

some-

wrongly. Judged from
this standpoint, Zimbabwe’s decision
(and that of Angola and Namibia) was
justified.
The point of the above argument is
that in a complex maze of considerations that have gone towards the intergood to the prospect of a
peaceful settlement if the matter is analysed one-sidedly, or in a prejudiced
manner, or through finger pointing at
others. There are always rights and
wrongs. To emphasise only the wrongs
leads to diplomatic deadlocks. To recognise the legitimacy of the concerns
of all parties can be the only basis for
further dialogue. Also, the matter cannot be looked at from a purely nationalistic or budgetary perspectives, for
then Africa might as well surrender its
security to the former colonial powers

equation in resolving
the regional crisis. Maybe, as part of a
broader settlement, he may be per-

crisis in the
Congo and the Great Lakes region?

if, in individual instances, it is
times handled

account

a

militarist ap-

proach, in favour of a political one, to
settle the problem in the north of
Uganda that has bogged his regime
down for now nearly a decade. What,
then, about intervention by Zimbabwe
on the side of Kabila?
Again, the intervention may be motivated to protect

certain economic interests that the

business enterprises, are
alleged to have in the Congo. But that
cannot be the whole story. It is too big
a gamble in relation to whatever (as
yet largely unrevealed) economic interest lie in the background.
The argument of the opposition, within the
ruling party or in civil society at large

army, or some

that intervention

was an

unwise

move

no

This
which

brings

we

us to

started.

the point with

Africa has stakes

bigger than the DRC or the Great
region. Africa is under siege. It
is a real siege, and not an illusion. Africa is being re-colonised, and its poeven

lakes

litical leaders, like chiefs of old, have
away international agreements
implications for the sovereignty
of the people of Africa are quite serious. If Africa allows itself to be bogged
down with the internecine quarrels,

signed
whose

then divided Africa will be

African

thoroughly than it
It is a responsibility that
organs of civil society, those that are
organised outside of state structures the academic community, the profeseven more

already is.

sionals, workers unions, the business
community, all those who are not part
of the government - must also share.
War and peace are too serious a
matter to be left only to politicians and
the
1 “

generals.

Financial Warfare,”

Unpublished pa-

per, 1998.
Also see
Globalisation of Poverty,

Africa is that whenever there is

Houghton Mifflin, 1998.

power

it is instantly filled by former
colonial powers or by the United
States. The decision by the OAU that
Africa should be responsible for its
vacuum

security from a pan-African perspective was a correct decision, even
own

fertile

seeds of further discord and enslave

given the dire condition of Zimbabwe’s
economy and given that Zimbabwe has
no direct interest in the Congo, has
some merit.
But looking at the situation from a larger context, it is an untenable argument that intervention is
justified only when one has a direct
interests to protect. The sad history of
a

a

ground for external forces to plant

his, “The
Impacts of

IMF and World Bank reforms”. Third
World Network, Penang and Zed

Books, London, 1997.
^
See Adam Hochschild,

King

Leopold’s Ghost: A Story of Greed, Terror

and Heroism in Colonial Africa,

^

“More Instruments and Broader
Goals: Moving Toward the Post-Wash-

ington Consensus”, speech delivered
in Helsinki, February 1998
The Economist, September 12, 1998,
p.21
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Factors

Hindering

Termination of Armed
Conflict in

Angola

Lual Guet Jok

r

H 'Ihe armed conflict in Angola, be
I

the government

of the
.M. Popular Movement for Liberation
of Angola (MPLA) and Union for the
Total Independence of Angola (UNITA),
tween

has been made to rage on unnecessar-

ily after the War of Liberation which
are differing views
concerning factors underlying the continuation of this devastating armed
ended in 1975. There

conflict that has claimed
over

some

lives of

500,000 people since 1975 (Armed

Conflict

Report, 1997). This article considers, among others, the following to
be principal factors that have sustained
the armed conflict in Angola between
the MPLA and UNITA since 1975:

(a) ethnicity coupled with personal ambition for power;

(b) reluctance of the MPLA for genuine

power-sharing with UNITA;

(c) the influence of external actors in
armed conflict;
(d) and the mineral resources of An-

gola.
Like other

wars

of liberation in Sub-

Saharan Africa, the war of the liberation in

Angola (1961-1975) was fought
just against Portuguese colonial
authorities in Angola but also among
not

the three nationalist movements,

gle against the Portuguese colonial authorities and after independence of Angola from Portugal. Holden Roberto,
the leader of FNLA, who at the time had

the

largest army under his
considered himself as the

command,
legitimate
person to lead the nationalists movement. Despite his ambition for the overall leadership, Roberto was reported to
be lacking the necessary qualities for
the overall leadership. According to
Rothchild and Hartzell

(1995) in

SAPEM JANUARY/FEBRUARY 1999

for the

subsequent factional fightings

and continuation of the armed conflict
in

Angola after independence in 1975.
the MPLA,

political, economic and
social interests of the Bakongo ethnic
group. Both the MPLA and UNITA
leadership only recognized him as

the MPLA.

leader of FNLA.

and the UNITA.

consensus over

Thus, there

the unified

was no

leadership

of the nationalist movement.
The years between 1961 and 1974
the MPLA, the FNLA and the

saw

UNITA contend for control

over

peo-

pies and territory within Angola, as well
as for International recognition by
countries and multilateral organizations
and

access

to resources

that often

ac-

UNITA

stepped in

as a rivalry force to
Savimbi called both for

holding of the elections that were promised in Alvor Agreement and for genuine power-sharing between the MPLA
The MPLA govern-

ment, which at the time drew its

ruling
policies from the Marxist-Leninist theories based on primacy of a centralised
one-party state, rejected this call. The
rejection, however, demonstrated uncooperating attributes of the MPLA and
the one that many believed to have
contributed to the continuation of the
civil

war

in

Angola until today. The
expressed its govern-

MPLA instead

companied such recognition (Rothchild
and Hartzell, 1995). Each of the parties
to the conflict thought show of mus-

UNITA followers and to

cles would enhance its control

into

over

the

The most furious of these factional

ists

These earlier encounters between
the nationalists movements laid base

himself with

of the FNLA, the MPLA and UNITA

leadership of the nationalmovement during the armed strug¬

1975.

With the defeat of FNLA by

Angolan people and international recognition. Efforts in the mid-1970s by
some African dignitaries, such as the
Kenyan late President Jomo Kenyatta
who attempted to mediate between the
warring parties with the intention of reconciling them, were frustrated to failure as factional fightings intensified.

for overall

Angola. In this fight, the MPLA
help of cuban troops decisively defeated the FNLA with South
African troops at Cuito Cuanavale in
1975 and declared independence of
Angola from Portugal on November 11,
with the

Zartman, “Elusive Peace Negotiating an
End to Civil War”, he over identified

namely, the National Front for Liberation of Angola (FNLA), the MPLA and
UNITA. Studies and analysis of the
armed conflict situation in Angola have
indicated that, the factional fightings
had their root in ethnicity and personal
ambition of each of the founding leaders

tal of

fightings

was the fight between the
MPLA and FNLA for Luanda, the capi¬

ment readiness to

grant an amnesty to

integrate them
Angolan politics without Savimbi
whom it accused of being a renegade
and traitor that should be excluded

from

political process in Angola.
Whatever justification behind

such

decision, many believe that the MPLA
misled

by ideological principles to
forgot the democratic rights
of Savimbi as an Angolan citizen who,
like anyone else in Angola, is entitled
to participation in various state’s activities including political processes.
was

an

extent it
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The MPLA should have known that

genuine political compromise is the way
forward through which various political issues

are

resolved in the interest

of the nation rather than in the interest
of an

ideology. Savimbi interpreted the
rejection of genuine power-sharing by
the MPLA in a subjective manner, i.e.
equating it with the MPLA’s possession of military power. Based on such
interpretation and political ambition to
become President of Angola, Savimbi
decided to pursue a number of interrelated strategies aimed at gaining of
an international recognition of UNITA
and building of a strong army to defeat
the MPLA militarily.
By choosing the military option
rather than political dialogue with the
MPLA, Savimbi contributed to the

es-

calation and continuation of the civil
in

Angola. Both the former apartregime in Pretoria and the United
States of America exploited this politi-

war

held
cal

error

in their

own

interest and

against the interest of the people of
Angola. The two countries had political and ideological interest which they
wanted to achieve through exploiting
political differences between the
MPLA and UNITA. The apartheid regime of South Africa viewed the MPLA
government in Luanda as a potential
threat to white minority cling to power
in South Africa and in Namibia. This
was

in reference to the MPLA govern-

aged Savimbi to press for military vietory over the MPLA government in
Luanda. UNITA’s signatures on
Bicese Peace Agreement of 1991 and

after the

the Lusaka Protocol of 1994

was a mere

tion of the civil

regional and international
pressure not because the
was committed to peaceful

and UNITA in

response to

diplomatic
movement

resolution of the armed conflict in An-

gola. Its rejection of September 1992
Presidential Elections’ results and

scale down the

above, the mineral

of An-

resources

gola constitute the fourth principal
factor which according to this article

resolve

civil

does

war

in

Angola. Richard Joseph

(1997) in Gunnar M. Sorbo and Peter
Vale (eds) “Out of Conflict - from War
to Peace in Africa’’, points out that al-

though the termination of armed conflicts in Africa usually take the form of
a negotiated agreement, what usually
happens is that they end because one
or

more

factions have reached the

point of utter exhaustion, their external resources to finance the fighting
have dried up, and their leaders seize
the chance to leave the battlefield with
some dignity and a package of material inducements. Such a situation may

not

occur

in the

near

future in

case

of

the armed conflict between the MPLA

Angola. Although the
respectively
during the Cold War received huge
military support from the former Soviet Union and Cuba

(in the case of
the MPLA) and from South Africa and
the US (in the case of UNITA), both of
them

now use

mineral

the diamond and other

resources

incomes, to finance

commu-

between the MPLA and UNITA will

apartheid regime and the U.S. took a
UNITA militarily
against the MPLA. The ultimate goal
was to topple the MPLA government
in Luanda and replace it with UNITA
government. The South African and

to

armed conflict in

region, both

decision to support

means

contributes to the continuation of the

fighting against each other in the civil
war in Angola. Unless something happens to diamond and other mineral resources, the armed conflict in Angola

expansion of

Angola. It is the ethnicity that makes Jonas Savimbi to insist on becoming President of Angola
because he represents the largest ethnic group (Ovimbundu) in Angola.
Given the repeated failure of the
bring to an end to the devastating civil
war in Angola, there is need for the
Southern African Development Community (SADC) to be effectively involved in searching for peaceful

MPLA and UNITA had

nism in Southern Africa

between the MPLA

MPLA and UNITA to reconcile and

implement in full the terms
protocol, serve to support
the point made above.
Apart from factors discussed

and UNITA in

in South Africa and in Namibia and to

war

of Lusaka

tional

maining in power of the white minority

of liberation which ended

Ethnicity, though overlooked
by some scholars, has contributed in
one way or another in the continua-

luctance to

ment’s relations with the African Na-

Congress (ANC) and the South
West African People’s Organization
(SWAPO) which at the time had military bases in Angola. Ideologically,
Reagan’s Administration in Washington D.C. also regarded the MPLA government in Luanda as an expansion of
communism in Southern Africa region.
In a desperate attempt to ensure re-

re-

war

in 1975.

rage on

in Angola for some more years

not

once

and for all the

Angola. The article

advocate for the

use

of the

military

as the only means by which
the conflict can be resolved. Other
such as closing of all corridors
against UNITA by each of the SADC
countries and bring pressure to bear
on the MPLA government to go in for
genuine power-sharing with UNITA
may help to resolve the armed conflict
means

between the MPLA and UNITA if ef-

fectively applied. The post of Vice
President offered to Savimbi by the
MPLA government should be clearly
defined in terms of powers and functions. The fact that Savimbi is hesi-

accept this post it means that
something is unclear about it. Effective close of corridors against UNITA
by each SADC country will no doubt
deprive UNITA of smuggling of diatant to

monds to the diamond’s world market.

Similarly genuine power-sharing between the MPLA and UNITA will
store trust

re-

between the MPLA and

UNITA and guarantee
UNITA personnel since

security for
they will be
the part of the security organ in Angola. Lack of security for UNITA personnel has frequently been given as
reason why Savimbi and his Generals
have been reluctant to go to Luanda
after signing of Lusaka protocol in
1994.

to come.

It is the view of this article that ter-

Such measures, if

the MPLA and the UNITA and termi-

the MPLA and UNITA.

nation of the armed conflict in

MPLA and UNITA share the blame for

seriously underby all SADC countries, they will
be more effective than use of military
and the UN Security Council Sanetions. UNITA has successfully survived all the UN Security Council
Sanctions imposed on it several years
ago. This article has no vision that
such UN Sanctions will one day end

human and materials destruction that

the armed conflict between the MPLA

has been made in

and UNITA in

the U.S. involvement in the armed
flict in

con-

Angola undermined the likeli-

hood of political

reconciliation between

Angola.
The military support given to UNITA
by South Africa and the U.S. encour¬
20

mination of the armed conflict in An-

gola has been made impossible by
each of the four (4) principal factors
discussed above.
been
cause

The civil

war

has

unnecessarily prolonged beof the power struggle between
Both the

Angola especially

taken

Angola.
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Nigeria's Leadership
Role In ECOWAS:
The

Challanges of the 1990s,
Solomon O.

is a settled position both in or
dinary intelligent observation
and scholarly discourse that leadership constitutes a fundamental aspect of human or social interaction

I

t

and

tion and

role in Africa

obvious that

Nigeria’s ascension to leadership

position in Africa is not a recent or sudden phenomenon. Right from inde-

a

analysis, leadership role signifies the
unique responsibilities that a state
perceives for itself in relation to other
states within the same region or
geographical location. It also involves
the desire by a state to be actively involved in expensive international
political matters. This role conception has characterised Nigeria’s foreign policy since independence. It
has equally informed the perception
of Africa as the centrepiece of the nation’s foreign policy.
Significantly, Nigeria has always
considered herself as a regional power
in Africa and has therefore regarded it
as
legitimate right to protect that
value and play a leading role not only
in continental but also sub-regional
affairs. Hence, the vigorous anti-racist stance displayed during the apart-

well
have

as

conspired to undermine the leadership role perception.
SAPEM JANUARY/FEBRUARY 1999

only
envienvi-

in mid 1960

was

devoid of

Nigeria

ship role in Africa.
Although the civil war which lasted
thirty months was enormously devastating, it nevertheless had its positive

son

as

the greatest among African

stems

from the

to

others in the continent.

Sue-

Nigeria leaders have also recognised that these unique capabilities
in terms of size, population and natural resources have naturally bestowed
on the country the
leadership position
in Africa. They were also convinced
of what the first President, Dr Nnamdi
Azikiwe described as “the historic mission and destiny of Nigeria on the African continent”.

They have, at difpre-emi-

ferent times, underscored the
nence of Nigeria in Africa.

For instance, the first Minister of Finance,
Chief Festus Okotie-Eboh

unequivocally declared in Parliament; “Nigeria
must show that by her size, her
population, her economic potentialities,
she is prepared to lead Africa
”
The first Minister of Foreign Affairs, Mr Jaja Nwachukwu also said
“Our country is the largest single unit
in Africa
We are not going to abdicate the position in which God Almighty has placed us
The whole
black continent is looking Up to this
country (Nigeria) to liberate it from
...

■

ronment

cidal civil war which constituted the
first serious threat to Nigeria’s leader-

...

...

thraldom
The

to which success

has been attained as
the fundamental factors that

can

a peaceful internal
ronment. The Nigerian domestic

played in

pendence in 1960, the country has

cessive

the establishment of Economic Com-

diverted. It is

leadership role

consistently considered herself as a
“giant” in Africa. The perception of
geopolitical
uniqueness of the country in compari-

in South Africa as well as the
front-line role the country played in

resources were

Internal crisis which rocked the
political system resulted in the fratri-

states

era

munity of West African States
(ECOWAS). Indeed, Nigeria’s pioneering efforts towards the formation
of ECOWAS is in no way doubtful,
while her continuing commitment towards the growth of the organisation
has been strong and unwavering. The
question, however, arises on how the
leadership role has been played which
also brings to sharp focus the extent

Nigeria’s perception of leadership

be

crucial element in any political
system. Within the context of our

heid

Akinboye

leadership ambition however
temporarily shelved following
gruesome civil war which erupted

became
the

in the country

and to which all atten¬

peace.

side in that it created the
for massive expansion and

opportunity
transforma-

tion of the

Nigerian army from its brigade size and largely praetorian role
into

a

multi-divisional and tested

fighting force which provided Nigeria
with the power

potential and capabilagain play a leadership role
in international politics. Aside of the
size of her military might which enity to

once

hanced enormous oil wealth following
the Yom Kippur war of 1973 placed the

country in the centre stage of international politics. As oil prices were quadrupled from five dollars to twenty dollars per barrel, Nigeria found herself
eclipsed in “petrol dollars” which instantly transformed her status and capability and brought her back into
limelight in world politics. The leadership role was at this time visible in
such as elimination of racism and
colonialism in Africa, settlement of
areas

disputes and crisis management in African States, promotion of African
unity and economic cooperation and
integration in the West African
subregion. The country’s relatively resilient economy, buoyed by her abundant oil wealth, provided the political
clout and leverage to pursue a leading
21
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role in African politics. Indeed, it was
the oil wealth that propelled the coun-

ship.
Prior to the civil war, Nigeria’s foreign policy had consistently been
“Afrocentric”. Emphasis over the years
had always been on the whole of Afthe cornerstone of the

as

member. However, it was the events of
the civil war and the role played by

of the

some

neighbouring states that

prompted the imperative need for a
sub-regional oriented foreign policy
for Nigeria. The country was obviously not pleased by the recognition
of Biafra by Cote d’Ivoire and Gabon
as
a

well

as

use of Benin Republic as
pipe” for supplying ammu-

the

“conduct

nition and relief materials to the rebels.
It

was

thus realized after the

war

that

benign rapprochement with neighbouring states was crucial to Nigeria’s
national security if they are not to
serve as platforms for promotion of
political instability in the sub-region.
It was also recognised that focusing on
the sub-regional as against continental matters would further enhance the

country’s leadership posture and
project her image as a regional power.
Hence, following the end of the civil
war,

attention

was

devoted to the per-

tinent issue of

fostering regional economic integration in the West African
sub-region. This became quite revealing when the civil war experience is
considered and when it is viewed also
that whatever
states

happens to the other
sub-region would, one way
other, have significant impact

in the

that created

Customs Union (UDEAO) which later
transformed into an economic commu-

nity (CEAO) and

a monetary

union

(UMOA) whose Central Bank (BCEAO)

country’s

foreign policy. There was no special
concern about the strategic importance
of the West African sub-region. This
was evidenced by the unflinching
commitment of the country’s leaders
to the continental organisation (OAU)
to which Nigeria was a foundation

materials to the Biafrans,

the French

Currency Board (WACB), while
speaking West African
States, such regional organisations as
the Council of Understanding (Conseil
de I’Entente), a Health organisation
(OCCGE) as well as the West African

try to expand and modernise her military for effective continental leader-

rica

rican

issues the CFA Franc

similarly emerged.
political independence
in the early 1960s, most ECOWAS
states were not seriously inclined towards regional economic cooperation.

Even after their

'

It

was

not

until the middle of 1960s

when the United Nations Economic

Commission for Africa (ECA) by Resolution 142 (VII) agreed to assist Africountries

sub-regional
“intergovernmental machineries responsible for the harmonisation of economic and social development”, that
any serious thought was made by West
can

to set

African States
sue

of

on

up

the fundamental is-

regional economic cooperation.

The ECA’s initiative culminated in

to

the creation of

a com-

market in the West African subregion. In spite of these early efforts
at regional economic cooperation
through the institutional support provided by the ECA, the period 19651972 was characterised by hesitation,
mqp

vacillation and

politicking. However,
following the end of the Nigerian’s
civil war, the country began to show
more enthusiasm in regional economic

Nigeria and Ecowas in historical
perspectives
Nigeria and other ECOWAS states are
essentially the creations of British and
French colonial imperialism. The earliest attempts at economic cooperation
in West Africa thus date back to the

some

colonial

during the Nigerian civil war. Apart
from her de facto recognition of Biafra,

the

on

Nigeria’s overall national interest.

ers

period when the imperial powprovided that general framework for

cooperative ventures. In the English
speaking West African countries for instance, there emerged such institutions
as

the West African

Airways Corpora-

tion (WAAC), West African Examinations Council (WAEC) and the Wes^ Af¬
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during which he urged the
Francophone states (apparently in view
of the unanticipated fall of Biafra) to
harmonise their efforts in order to
economic

committed

of her former colonial territories

France

motivated

some

of

the

among

states

gions in 1965 following which series
of meetings were held by the West African sub-regional grouping leading to
the signing of the Article of Associa-

cooperation particularly in West Africa.
Nigeria’s desire to champion the
formation of a multilateral organisation in the West African sub-region was
propelled by certain fundamental factors. Prominent among these was the
security (strategic) concern of the
country
following the “antiNigerianism” role played by France and

or

“anti-Niger^anism”

counterbalance

munity in Accra, Ghana in 1967. This
was followed in 1968 by a Protocol
signed in Monrovia, Liberia, establishing the West African Regional Group

situation

Francophone countries. For instance,
from February 1971, following the end
of the Nigerian civil war. President
Pompidou undertook a tour of African

the division of Africa into four sub-re-

tion of a West African Economic Com-

a

security anxieties for post
civil war Nigeria.
Consequent upon this, the country’s leadership perceived that the nation’s security would be at stake in a
situation whereby her neighbours, majority of who are Francophone countries are let loose without an organisation for cooperation and mutual benefits. One strategy for allaying this fear
was getting friendly with France and
providing an institutional framework
not only to keep the Francophone
states together but also to draw the
Anglophone states closer to them.
Flowever, while Nigeria was doing this,
France was busy cultivating a new

Nigeria’s political and
weight in West Africa. One
of the consequences of Pompidou’s
visit was the reconciliation meeting
held by Houphouet Boigny and
Leopold Senghor in December 1971,
at

which the two leaders affirmed their

commitment to the formation of CEAO,
an economic community of seven
Francophone states designed to counterbalance Nigeria’s heavy weight in
the sub-region and to check the country’s attempt to organise a larger economic grouping that could endanger
French hegemonism in the sub-region.

Another factor that influenced Ni-

was the country’s desire
become the industrial heart of Af-

geria’s stand
to

rica. Indeed, the formation of an economic union in the sub-region was per-

ceived

as part of the politico-economic
restructuring required to enhance cooperation and collective self-reliance

needed to redress the. fundamental

problem of regional underdevelopment.

In view of the realization thai

free trade among developing states
constitutes a healthy stimulus to balanced economic

growth and develop

ment, it was felt that an
ion is a pre-requisite for

of mutual trade in the

economic

Nigeria’s decision to
formation of ECOWAS

Francophone West African states to rec-

enced

ognise the secessionists and specifically used two of them - Cote d’Ivoire
and Benin Republic as stage posts for
supplying of ammunition and relief

sector, i.e.

un

the expansioi
sub-region.
sponsor thi
also influ

was

by the activities of the privati
business community, par
ticularly the pressure mounted by th
Nigeria Chamber of Commerce, Indus
try. Mines and Agriculture which pei
SAPEM JANUARY/FEBRUARY 19S
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ceived economic

integration

as

ben-

eficial and thus threw its support behind government’s decision to initiate
the formation of ECOWAS. To support
its pro-integrationist position, the
chamber embarked

on an

active

cam-

paign to solicit support from its counterparts
in
Anglophone
and
Francophone West African States, an
action that also resulted in. the formation of the federation of West African
Chamber of Commerce.
There

was

also the demonstration

effect of

European Economic Community (EEC) which Nigeria considered
to be a venture worthy of emulation
by African States. The EEC countries
were already serving as
major markets
for Nigeria’s exports and it was felt that
if an equivalence of the EEC was set
up in the West African sub-region, it
would remove the potential danger of
the EEC becoming the dominant market for Nigerian goods. Nigeria therefore found it expedient to persuade
other West African States to establish

regional economic organisation that
equivalent to the EEC.
Ill spite of the combination of factors that motivated Nigeria’s desire to
champion the formation of a regional
economic organisation in the West ATrican sub-region, there was, within the
country, a strong opposition to the idea.
The argument propounded by the opposing camp centred on the neo-colonial theory that integration in developing states would not yield welfare
gains, and on the possibility, as well,
that integration might aggravate rather
than reduce economic dependence on
Europe. Similarly, it was strongly argued that Nigeria’s intra-regional trade
which was then quite insignificant,
might not be significantly improved
as a result of integration since the
a

is

economies to be involved

were com-

petitive and not complementary.
However, in its determination
chart the

to

of

establishing an integrated, all embracing regional economic union in West Africa, Nigeria,
in April 1972, initiated a series of meetings with Togo which aimed at the forcourse

mation of

a

West African Economic

from France and of Nigeria’s

domineering influence, acceded to the treaty because of their perception of the benefits that would

accrue to

them from

the

proposed regional economic organisation.
Thus, on May 28, 1975, Heads of
State and Government of the fifteen in-

dependent West African States, straddling across linguistic Ii\ies, jointly
signed the treaty establishing the Economic Community of West African
States (ECOWAS) in Lagos, Nigeria.
From the foregoing, it is quite revealing that Nigeria was instrumental to
the establishment of ECOWAS.

The

leading role played by the country is
largely explainable in terms of her
domineering influence as well as her
campaign against imperialism,
hegemonism and neo-colonialism imposed on the former West African colonies. The conventional French claim
has been that their various actions in

Africa

justified on the basis of reobligation which by
implication means that France has the
natural responsibility to assist her
former colonies in their social, political and economic development. Thus,
directly or indirectly, France believes
are

sidual colonial

that her former West African colonies

constitute her

culiar

area

private assets and

to exert

a pe-

tremendous influ-

through the active use of power
capabilities. This also implies that
France considers herself as a regional
power in West Africa. Ironically, most
of the countries in the French sphere
ence

of influence in West Africa also fall
within the network of Nigeria’s neigh-

bourhood and her sub-regional environment where expectation on her lead-

the well

being of Nigeria. For instance^'’
Dahomey’s (Benin Republic) role at
the height of Nigeria’s war, the French
backing to Cameroon in 1981 following the border conflict with that country, and the active French omnipres- >
ence in the West African
sub-region,
clearly justify Nigeria’s threat perception.

Significantly, different methods
and arrangements

have been adopted
by France in order to forestall Nigeria’s ascension to the regional power stain West Africa. These include economic tools and defence accords/secutus

rity arrangements. For instance, French
growth and nuclear development depends largely on raw materials from Africa generally and West
African sub-region in particular. This,
ordinarily, should have’given the entire continent a /everage on France.
Ironically, the reverse is the case;
Francophone,,<states depend extensively on France, and it is in this dependence that mqch of France’s military, security, political and economic
industrial

activities in the continent could be
The

ECOWAS statés
The

countries

si.flcation of their trade, the status quo
is likely to remain if not worsened. A

is bound to be conflict of interest.
In realization of Nigeria’s potential

vention and

situation that

explains French intermilitary policies in Africa

power in the sub-region as a result of
her natural size and wealth, France

generally and ECOWAS

foresees that her interests in the sub-

security and defence,
military cooperation with the
Francophone states involves the provision or establishment of military
posts in those states having bilateral

region

likely to be seriously disturbed if Nigeria were to be allowed to
wield sufficient power as to influence
the Francophone countries against her.
Thus, the Paris government was pushed
to intensify its' cooperation with its
are

all its

manifestations, Nigeria has no
choice than to engage in direct confrontation with France. This

was

par-

ticularly evident that the Francophone
states could be used by France as
springboard for activities inimical to

states in par-

ticular.
At the level of

French

defence pacts with France. In fact, the

primary target for setting up of force
d’action rapide (FAR) is essentially to
intervene in solidarity with French Allies.
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minimal when

ership role is strongest. Hence, there

count

formal treaty was

are

compared
France. Unless the
Francophone states embarked on diver-

seeks the elimination of all forms of
colonialism and racial oppression in

a

quite insignificant.

with exports to

spirit of Nigeria’s foreign policy which

Surprisingly, even those
Francophone West African States that
were initially apprehensive of the disintegration of cultural ties inherited

are

pattern of trade holds for
their exports. Exports to ECOWAS
same

and difficult

reached.

states

trade links with France
other country. The proportion of their imports from France
ranges between 23.3 percent in Benin
to 44.7 percent in Burkina Faso. On
the other hand, their imports from

former West African colonies. However, since this absolutely negates the

the outlines of

Francophone ECOWAS

have stronger
than with any

Community that would embrace both
Anglophone and Francophone countries. Following series of persuasion
negotiations, the other
countries in West Africa took up the
challenge, after which an agreement on

ex-

plained.

It is evident from the above acthat the French built up very

complex ties that make the
decolonisation of their West African
territories a sham. The range of practical Franco-African accords that have
been operational since independence
in the economic,
and cultural

political, security
spheres becomes readily
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justifiable

the basis of historical
obligation. As President de
Gaulle aptly comments:... Idon’twant
African states to feel abandoned where
their security is threatened... it is to
on

French

show the close ties that exist between

This further undevelopment
assistance, monetary donations and use
of emergency military brigades which
are constantly ready to intervene in
Africa French. Leverage in West Africa is therefore unquestionably pronounced. This seriously jeopardises
Nigeria’s interest and her leadership
position in ECOWAS. Hence, the absence of the overbearing influence of
France is crucially imperative to a durable regional economic arrangement
in the ECOWAS sub-region.

Europe and Africa.

derscored in their aid and

On the other hand, the

Francophone
ECOWAS countries have always exercised the fear that Nigeria, with her size
and economic weight in the sub-region, is capable of dominating them.
Successive Nigerian governments
since independence have realized this
perceived threat and the strategy that
has persistently been adopted to neutralise the fear have been to give no
for offence, to extend generous
financial grants to neighbouring states
and to seek peaceful resolution of concause

flicts with the

neighbours.

Indeed,

when the idea of ECOWAS

was being
contemplated, the most important fear
expressed by the Francophone countries was that of Nigeria’s domineering
influence in the organisation. It was
however to allay their fears that Nigeria
had no imperialistic motive or desire

to

indispensable aspect of economic
cooperation since no success could be
as an

attained in

an

environment that is de-

void of peace

and stability. The insecurity and disruption arising from border closure, border skimislies. alleged
complicity of neighbouring states in
foreign invasions or internal uprisings
led to the signing by ECOWAS Heads
of State and Government of Non-Ag-

of the United Nations and

OrganisaUnity Charter stipulations which prohibit member states
from interfacing in the internal affairs
tion of African

of member states, and therefore failed
to make any pronouncements on the

Mutual Assistance in Defence in 1981.

deteriorating state of affairs in Liberia. Despite the fact that Doe had lost
credibility at home and was fast
loosing political control of the country, he continued to exercise the full
right and privileges of head of state in

The Defence

protocol considers armed
aggression directed against
any member state as a threat or aggression against the entire community and

different international fora, and no-

threat

body

member states thus resolved to render

as a

collective aid and assistance for de-

hibited

fence

some acts

gression Pact in 1978 and protocol on

or

against such armed threat or aggression. In this regard, the protocol
identifies three possible situations that
might require community attention
namely, an internal armed conflict or
crisis in a member state engineered and
actively supported from without, and
which is likely to endanger the peace
and security of the entire community,
armed conflict between two or more
member states where the peaceful set-

an

tlement

procedure has proved ineffec-

tive; and

an

external armed threat

or

aggression. It is against this background, particularly the first clause relating to internal armed conflict requiring community’s attention, that

even bothered to condemn his
atrocities and genocide. Worst still,

Nigeria, which was being looked upon
regional leader, most painfully exa

lukewarm attitude to the grueof killing in Liberia. Even

when countries like America, Britain,
etc., were seriously preparing to evacuate their nationals from the crisis rid-

den country, the Nigerian government
was still exercising self restraint in order to avoid

portraying the impression

that confidence had been lost in the

country’s ability to resolve the conflict. Indeed, it was not until the Nigerian Embassy was violently attacked
and several Nigerians taken hostage,
and a threat issued that they would be
murdered, that the government took
any measure to
tionals.

evacuate Nigerian na-

Nigeria’s act of self restraint there-

ECOWAS intervention in the Liberian

fore turned out to have worked

crisis has been viewed.
The Liberian crisis erupted as a resuit of an incursion into Nimba county
of the country on December 24, 1989

her interest as it became glaring that
the genocide and cruel massacre of
many Nigerian nationals and citizens
of other West African States could not

dominate them in her efforts to

a rebel group, the National Patriotic Front of Liberia (NPFL), led by an

criticisms

integrated economic com-

by

be

against

prevented. Back at home, there were
by articulate Nigerians who

Americo-Liberian, Charles Taylor,

felt that the then President Ibrahim

munity in West Africa, that she invited

whose ethnic group

Togo, one of the smallest of the
Francophone states, to co-sponsor the

cus

late President Samuel Doe since 1980

Babangida, being a personal friend of
Samuel Doe, should have nipped the
crisis in the bud (by calling Doe to or-

establishment of ECOWAS.

when the government of late President
William Tolbert of the Americo-Libe-

der) before it escalated into an uncontrollable dimension. The criticisms,

rian True

perhaps informed Babangida’s related
suggestion to set up a standing committee of ECOWAS to look deeply into

achieve

an

In

spite of this assurance, some
Francophone ECOWAS members, particularly those bordering Nigeria, have
failed to reciprocate Nigeria’s gestures.
Instead, they have, at one time or the

had become the foof oppression and repression by the

was

was toppled. The
armed attack which

Whig Party

incursion led to

an

repulsed by the Armed Forces of

other, unleashed

Liberia (AFL), and which in turn led to
indiscriminate harassment of the in-

terrorism and

habitants of the county

unprecedented act of
provocation of Nigeria.
The border crises between Nigeria and
Chad, Nigeria and Cameroon and the
Bakassi Peninsular “Saga” are clear
evidences of the provocative and unfriendly attitude of some Francophone
ECOWAS states.

for allegedly
aiding the rebel forces. As attacks,
counter attacks and repression escalated in
from

a

vicious circle, the crisis, as

May 1990, developed into a full-

scale civil

war

with its attendant hor-

rors.

In

ECOWAS Defence System and

Nigeria’s Role in the Liberian Crisis
Although ECOWAS is basically an economic organisation, maintenance of regional peace and security is considered
24

spite of its enlarged scope as a
regional security issue, some West African leaders including Nigeria initially considered the conflict as a do-

the Liberian crisis with

a

view to stem-

ming the deteriorating security situation in the country. The idea was accepted and a five member standing
committee comprising Nigeria, Togo,
Ghana, Mali and Gambia

was conse-

up by the summit of
ECOWAS Heads of State and Govern-

quently set
ment

in

Banjul, Gambia, in May, 1990.

In June 1990, the

mediation Commit-

launched its peace
decided to implement
tee

initiative, and
the following
plan: (a) called on the warring

mestic issue which could be resolved

peace
factions

internally. They hide under the guise

cease-fire; (b) agreed to send an

to

observe

an

immediate
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ECOWAS cease-fire

monitoring Group

(ECOMOG); (c) called for
Conference of Liberian

a

National

warring fac-

tions, political parties, and other interest groups to establish a broad based
interim government acceptable to the
people of Liberia; (d) general and
presidential elections to be held within
12 months; and (e) ECOWAS and other
international bodies
elections

to ensure

to

that

observe the

they

are

free

and fair.

Under the peace

plan, ECOMOG,
wit 3,500 man force
contributed by Nigeria, Ghana, Gamwhich

was set

up

bia. Sierra Leone and Guinea entered
Liberia

August 24, 1990. The Nawas held in Banjul
from August to September 1990, under
the auspices of ECOWAS, while an Interim Government headed by Pr Amos
Sawyer was set up. It was not possible,
however, to organise and conduct legislative and presidential elections as
planned because one of the warring
factions, the NPFL, absolutely objected to the peace plan, particularly
the role assigned to ECOMOG. All efforts to prevail upon the NPFL to accept the peace plan, through several
meetings at Experts, Ministerial and
Heads of States levels, proved abortive.
Ironically too, the deployment of
ECOMOG by the Special Mediation
Committee generated a heated debate
and a great deal of criticism among
on

tional Conference

some

ECOWAS member states. Some

Francophone countries, particularly
Cote d’Ivoire and Burkina Faso
as

as

well

Tongo, Mali and Senegal, criticised

the Mediation Committee

on

the

premise that it went beyond its terms
of reference in its decision to deploy
ECOMOG

to

cidal

continued

war

Liberia. Thus, the fratrito escalate and

criticisms from within and

without, she

would continue to mediate in Liberia
until peace

has been restored in the

country. The deployment of ECOMOG

also for the entire continent, and

Nigeria’s initiative marked the first
time in Africa that a regional organisation would collectively take an action
purportedly in support of humanitarian action. As remarked by the former
Executive Secretary of ECOWAS, Dr

Nigerian government has denied this

at

Nigeria makes

in international

peace-keeping and
peace-enforcement, and as the finest
demonstration thus far of African initiative, African responsibility” and
African capacity in resolving an African problem.
It is to the credit of Nigeria that the regional peace plan was
Initiated. As a regional leader and in
pursuit of her leadership role in the subregion, Nigeria’s interest is basically a
reflection of her Afrocentric foreign
policy as well as her ultimate desire to
ensure peaceful resolution of the Liberian crisis. Apparently, one of the
broad strands of Nigeria’s African
policy is the country’s commitment to
peaceful resolution of conflicts. Since
independence, Nigeria has participated
in peace-keeping activities in Yugoslavia. However, it is in Liberia that Ni-

peace process further dimmed. Some
of the ECOWAS states, especially Cote

The contention in government circles
is that if ECOWAS survived the Elbe-

d’Ivoire and Burkina Faso, were di-

rian

rectly

continued to insist that each member

crisis, and especially if Nigeria

of the

stop rebel incursions, carnage and kill-

sub-regional body should conacceptable norms and discourage factionalization as she was
currently doing in the case of the Li-

ings, looting and lawlessness in the

berian conflict, peace

a

ing

of the factional leaders could

some

war-torn

It is

of the

Council of State

compris-

country.

on

record, however, that in spite

form to the

would eventually be restored to the country and
ECOWAS would be stronger for it.

uncooperative attitudes of some

ECOWAS member

states

in the resolu-

tion of Liberian crisis, Nigeria has,
since her intervention in the crisis,

consistently maintained her leadership
role and has reiterated that despite
SAPEM JANUARY/FEBRUARY 1999

litical and economic circumstances.

Report: “The ECOWAS Peace Plan for
Liberia is unique in many ways. First,
because it is the first ever regional organisation to despatch a peace-keeping force (ECOMOG) to help restore
peace and stability in a member country devastated by a civil war that is
also threatening the peace and security of the region as a whole. Second,
it represents the first example of peace
enforcement by any regional organi-

geria’s most eloquent credential in
peace-keeping has found expression.

ration of

regional and continental affairs even
though her desire and capacity to fill
the role has resonated to changing poThe Gross National

sation. In this respect, ECOMOG has
come to be viewed as
Africa’s flagship

no

natural vocation to be at the centre of

Abass Bundu in his 1992/1993 Annual

prospects of achieving a successful

or indirectly aiding and abetting
the rebel forces. Not even the inaugu-

sub-region. The country has willingly
adopted the mantle of diplomatic
spokesman not only for the region but

up

product (GNP) of
about 70% of the

total West African annual Income.

In

terms of

population, the country is the
most populated with nearly two of
every three West Africans being Nigerians. The country also possesses a-significant portion of the natural resources of the
sub-region. Given this
unique feature, some responsibilities
and expectations devolve on the country and cast her into a strong leadership role in the West African sub-re-

’gion.
However, certain factors have

con-

spired to undermine the role of Nigeria
in the ECOWAS. In the first place, the
rapid economic growth experienced in
Nigeria in the early 1970s had been
supplanted by recession and stagnation. Secondly, the renewed French influence in the sub-region represents a
major distraction to the cooperation
and coordination of

integration strate-

gies within the ECOWAS. French influence which declined in the early
1970s has, since the end of that dec-

ade, become consolidated. To all intents and

purposes, the tenacious and
pervasive involvement of France in the
region constitutes a direct threat to Nigeria’s national interest and strongly
impedes the growth of the country’s
political and cultural interest in the
sub-region. Thirdly, it became impossible for Nigeria to exert herself significantly in certain integrative issues
particularly where allegations of domination could emerge. This perhaps, informs the criticism levelled against the
Lagos Treaty establishing ECOWAS
that Nigeria, by virtue of her population and resources, is apt to dominate
the other ECOWAS states. This fear of
domination is still a problematic issue

within the

organisation.

Furthermore,

some

ECOWAS

mem-

bers have

Nigeria’s

Leadership

ECOWAS: Problems and

Role in
Challenges

By every conceivable standard, Nigeria
a giant among dwarfs in the ECOWAS

is

pursued certain policy measures against Nigeria in bad
light. For
instance, some Nigerian neighbours
have tended to behave towards Nigeria
in the belief that they can get away
with any act of hostility against her.
25
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policies towards Nigeria. Consequently, sine Nigeria’s sphere of in-

killing of
Nigerian soldiers by Cameroonian
gendarmes during a border clash in

bery and drug trafficking. Unfortunately, the measures neither stopped

external

the influx of other West African citi-

fluence in the West african

1981

zens

The ambush and resultant
five

was a

clear evidence of this. Al-

though the Nigerian government obcompensation from the
Cameroonian government and resolved the issue peacefully, the action
over simplified the foreign policy problem which confronts Nigeria during
tained

the critical

period when the border cri-

into

Nigeria nor terminate smuggling and other illegal acts across the
nation’s boundaries. Thus, the action,'
rather than achieving Us, primary mo-

Conclusion

relations.

leadership role in which Nigeria finds herself within the ECOWAS
is as much a function as it is a product
of the country’s active participation in
the

African

jor foreign policy problem that Nigeria
faces is not only how to dispel the fear
of Nigerian hegemony in the sub-region but also how to deal decisively
with rude irritations and unfriendly behaviour of the neighbouring smaller
states.

The

organisation’s affairs. Specifically,
largest

the country constitutes the
contributor to the ECOWAS

budget.

front-line role in continental and

Indeed, certain ECOWAS

velopment. Thus, without seeking to
dominate ECOWAS affairs, the coun-

members have

by promptly meeting all her obligations and by being
ready to contribute positively to the
growth of the organisation.
In spite of these positive measures
that portray the coimtry’s leadership

ia’s

position in good light, certain negative measures have previously
been taken which questioned Nigeria’s
leadership position in liCOWAS. These
are the mass expulsion of illegal aliens from Nigeria and the closure of
the country’s borders. The first inci-

ited

role and

dent occurred in 1983 when the

spirit

(but not the letter) of the Protocol on
I'rcc Movement of Persons and Right
of Residence

was put to test. The then
Shagari administration decided to expel illegal aliens from the country.
Apparently government had been embarrassed by a combination of events
among which were the “Maitatsine
Saga ”, the seemingly uncontrollable
waves

of armed robberies in the coun-

unemployment trend.
The trauma that accompanied the mass,
expulsion of illegal aliens was no
doubt perilous. The second measure
was the closure of the eountry’s land
borders in April 1984 by the Buhari
government in order to stem illegal activities such as smuggling, armed rob¬
try and the rising
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re-

gional matters, the perceptible attitude
of some of them to Nigeria is one of
resentment.

stoutly rejected Nigerleadership claim. Ghana, Cote
d’Ivoire and Senegal in particular,
have at

one

time

or

Nigeria’s leadership role in ECOWAS
is also contingent upon Nigeria - France
Nigeria’s leadership position has for
sometime

been threatened

by the
lingering political crisis in the country
fuelled by the annulment of the June
12, 1993 presidential election which
now

would have transformed the country
into a democratic system after the elon-

gated (8 years) transition to civil rule
programme of the Babangida regime.
The annulment generated a serious spirailing crisis situation which in turn cast
aspersion on the leadership posture of
the country. If it is recognised that
maintenance of national

sub-region.

While several African States recognise Nigeria’s leadership posture and

She provides about 33% of the
ECOWAS annual budget and contributes more than 32% to the fund for de-

try has led the way

relations with France, the success of

as

Nigeria’s leadership role in.ECOWAS
is consistent with the conception and
perception of the country’s leadership
role in Africa. It is equally in line with
the principles and objectives of the nation’s foreign policy which have remained fundamentally unaltered by
successive governments since independence. The leadership role essentially derives from size and resource
advantage which the country has and
which gives her an edge over other
African states particularly in the West

sis, in the main, occupied the centre
stage of Nigerian politics. Thus, a ma-

since any relations between Nigeria and
Francophone States of West Africa is
also directly or indirectly considered

merely cast aspersioh ön the leadership image of the country.
five

the other, made it

sub-region

is also France’s area of influence, and

stability is im-

perative for accelerated progress-^th
at national and regional level, and if it
is also accepted that such national stability is best assured by the acceptance
of the democratic system of governance,
then for Nigeria to be accorded the rec-

ognition she deserves as a regional
power, she must urgently embrace democratic governance.
Given the recrudescence of internal

abundantly clear that Nigeria’s claim
to leadership in Africa is gratuitous and

conflict in the West African

unwelcome, while others have exhib-

standing Committee on peace-keeping. The country is still expected to provide the nucleus of a regional security
system, and the challenge should be accepted without equivocation.
Perhaps the greatest challenge facing Nigeria is to ensure that ECOWAS
succeeds as a unifying integrative force
in the West African sub-region. To this

widespread lukewarm attitude
and acts of suspicion towards Nigeria.
Similarly, the country's size and hei
oil wealth have generated fear and suspicion among some ECOWAS countries
who have perceived the country as using economic integration strategy to
firmly establish her power position in
the sub-region. This has been clearly
demonstrated by the I'rancophone
liCOWAS states who have consistently
shown unflinching cooperation and
understanding with France. Thus, the
success of Nigeria’s leadership role in
liCOWAS is predicated on the extent
to which Nigeria is able to establish
a

closer and mutual relations with these

While it

might be preptisterous
I'rancophone
liCOWAS states are homogenous in
their ideological stance, in their foreign policy perspectives and activities
in Africa, in the degree of subservience
states.
to

to

assume

l•rance,

that the

or

in their relations with

Nigeria in particular, there is no doubt
that they have largely pursued similar

sub-region,

it is crucial for ECOWAS to maintain
its

end. attention should be re-focused
the

on

primary objective of the organisa-

tion, particularly now that the sub-region is becoming relatively peaceful
having almost surmounted the security
problem engendered by the Liberian
Civil War. Given the fact that there is
no

better alternative to the

development

of West African economies, than

through regional economic integration.
Nigeria and other ECOWAS members
should unilinchingly support the organisation so as to enable it realize its
fundamental goal and fulfil its noble
commitment towards the establishment
of

an

African Economic

Community

(AFC).
*Frum the

Nigermn Teaiin

on

Regionnliuition Report
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SADC

Adopts Strategies
Regional Cultural
Cooperation

for

Stephen J.Chifunyise

A
ters

fter more than ten years of con
saltation and discussion, the
1998 SADC Council of Minis-

adopted policies and strategies for

tion to

implement the recently adopted

dealt with

SADC

policies and strategies that

which culture ministries

which

intended to

provide a basis
regional cooperation in the sector.
Earlier efforts towards the production
of policies and strategies for the culare

and information sector

ture

strained

were con-

by

own

difference in

of ministries in

nature

SADC countries that

responsible
for implementing culture and information policies.
For example, in a
are

number of SADC countries the culture
and information sectors

cultural and information

policies

tries, the combination of education,

among member states as well as the lack
of clarity on the national administra-

youths, sports and culture is common.
More recently a combination of
women, youth home affairs, cooperatives and employment creation have

tion.
At the last annual

meeting of the

SADC Mini.sters for Culture and Infor-

mation held in Harare in
was

July 1998, it

evident that the above mentioned

ministry. And yet in

are

some

under

one

other coun-

been used to create ministries responsible for culture as well. Towards the

end of 1998, it became evident that
some SADC Ministers responsible for

problems have to be solved if the
agreed policies and strategies are to
have any effect on the programmes of

sport and physical education which

the SADC culture and information

tion of

tor.

sec-

Concerning national cultural and

information

policies, it is clear that although in many SADC countries these
policies have been developed and
adopted, these policies cannot contribute to regional cooperation if member
states are not

er’s

familiar with each oth-

policies. In

many cases these policies have not been published and are
not

even

available

to

the

main

programmes of the culture and information sector, would prefer the creaare

a

are

not mem-

It is evident therefore that

Another serious constraint is the

many problems that ineluded the absence of clear national

tive structure for culture and informa-

by another SADC sector to

bers.

policies?

the culture and information sector

for

be consistent with its

not

may
national

SADC

sector

for sport.

Given this situation, it explains
why the resolutions of the SADC
Council of Ministers do

not

often

com-

municating the decisions of the SADC
Council of Ministers

cefned
is

to

all those

con-

with culture and information

major problem which can underimplementation of the recently adopted policies and strategies
on culture and information.
Equally
crucial is that many of the policies
and strategies adopted by the SADC
Council of Ministers require the involvement of the private sector in the
a

mine the

culture and information industries.
Since the establishment of the SADC

Culture and Information Sector, the
involvement of private sector organisations in the programmes of the sec-

has

tor

not been

clear

at

all.

At the

annual sector review

meetings the
only representatives of culture and
information institutions which are not
from government departments are
those from parastal or quasi-government

organisations.

No forum has

been created for the involvement of

reach all the ministers who must be

the

responsible for implementing culture
and information policies especially

culture and information

those who

national culture and information

are

not

members of the

private sector organisations in the
sector.

Some

attempts to involve representatives of
as-

SADC Committee of Ministers responsible for culture and information

sociations in such activities as the
SADC Arts and Culture Festivals have

which meets

shown that until the roles of the

stakeholders in the culture and information sectors in the countries them-

annually to review the
implementation of policies and programmes in that sector. Many cultural

defined, activities in the SADC Cul-

selves.

This is

vate sector

organisations

why the question of
whether the document on SADC policies and strategies for the culture and

and information institutions have pro-

ture

grammes which should benefit from
the SADC Human Resources Develop-

main the sole

information

ment sector to

sector was

based

on

the

which ministries of cul-

are

priclearly

and Information Sector will

re-

responsibility of

government ministries. This will make it

difficult for the sector to

of the member states

Within the Ministries of information

implement
recently adopted SADC policies
and strategies on culture and infor-

crucial.

issues to do with communication

mation.

contents

of

existing cultural policies

or not is now very
What would encourage a na¬
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ture

and information

are not

members.

are

the
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FESPACO
Nyasha Masiwa

The Pan African Film and Television Festival,

edition

d FESPACO

(FESPACO), 16th

will

held

be

in

16

:n

f^nafriean Film & Television Festival

The Permanent

conferyear’s festival in the
capital city of Zimbabwe, in
Harare in December to formerly
for this

FESPACO
and

to

of

Cinema et Circuite de t5iffu6ion
en

Afritjue

Cinema and Distribution Channels

the

in Africa

call

a

reflect

to

on

2 7

Février,

-

6 Mars

—9

economic, cultural and political
IIOU.AGADOUOOU

levels.

FESPACO

festival

of

an

institution

January

on

7th, 1972 by decree in Burkina Faso
because of the infatuation and the

BURKINA rASO

mental

was created in 1969 on
the initiative of a few film enthusiasts,

Ouagadougou
it became

a

centre

films

modern

where

are

more

film

conservation

than five hundred

stored. On the

eve

of the 3rd

millennium, challenges are yet to be

distribution of African films, and
also on what is at stake at the

The

established ten years ago

with

in

Africa”. Mr Hama noted that this
is

interest in the African

library in Ouagadougou
with
forty films to start the first stock of the
archives of the African films. Today,
the African Film Library is endowed

“Cinema

Channels

Distribution

some

The film

participate.
year’s

is

screenings.

have

was

this

festival

thousand

continent.

the festival and invite

theme

one

MICA is open to
or produced
by Africans. However, other productions may be accepted if they are found

held the customary news

African filmmakers to

The ’95 and ’97

films and video directed

Secretary Gen-

eral of FESPACO, Baba Hama,

The

market of the African

editions recorded about

video

March 1999.

announce

international

film and television.

Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso from
the 27th of February to the 6th of

ence

Sixteen years of experience have
MICA the most important

made

organisations or associations
and others mainly for education and
cultural activities, promotion of African

cinema

in

other

international

taken up to

safeguard the African film
heritage. There is an urgent need for
the African countries to take stock of

their film

heritage and also try to
original productions

locate the various
which

are

often scattered outside the

continent.

festivals.

hope

it had created among the public and
It became
filmmakers in Africa,

biannual, starting on the last Saturday
in

February every odd year.
The objectives of FESPACO inelude; to get all African films
screened,

to

exchanges

enable

among

contact

and

film and audio

visual
the

professionals, to contribute to
expansion and development of the

African

cinema

as

a

means

of

expression, education and awareness
rising.
The

main

activities

biannual film festival with

include
a

a

competi-

tion of African film and television

(MICA), African audio visual stock
programme dealing with Africa
35mm TV and video films, an
film

(16mm,
African

library, African film archives, and
Other activities include

data bank).

non-profitable
areas

28

on

screenings in rural
of non-govern-

the request

Some

of the board members of the foundation
SAPEM JANUARY/FEBRUARY 1999
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The Bond-Oath of Ubuntu
Atukwei Okai

I

“The Number You Are

Calling Is

II

Abu Simbel

The Lalibela Temple

An Akosombo,

Not In Sevice At This Time...

Stands sentry
Over the shimmering

The Nmber You Are

Of the 21st

Calling Is

threshold

Century

ABYSSINIA-TANZANIA
CRADLE CHORUS ANTHEM:

Not In Serivice At This Time...”

DON’T YOU GIVE ME THAT CRAP!

Themilleniumnew
Calculates
The Timbuktooyan-

I know

There

are

people at the other

end.

THE TRANSCENDANTAL

I

testify to the coconut’s

Tutankhamenic

I

notify of the landmine and

Spirito-statospheric physics
Of her majestic entry

The gap

Don’t ask

sap.

I

am

Upon the Table Mountain,

I

band

Inscribe

I

Cargoes

The other side of the Rosetta
Stone

footprint of man.
am the heart. I am the
hope.
am the ancestral
horoscope.
am the pathfinder’s
map.

My dreams to

convey contra-

Into the Saharas of

some

unlist¬

on

I

I

the soul. I

am

the

ed

The classified

Mongolia.

O man, woman
And humanity...

I

am

the

I

am

the

I

am

the

III

I

am

O
I

clealry hear my very beginnings
Humming like
A Papua New Guinea peacock
can

On heat
In the

I must excavate in

me

ages.

the

of

our

vision-

friendly
Utopia;
The

■

Adwa:

the totem, and the

assegai.
Within the

silently seething,

Intestines of

prehistoric

Tanzania,

My soul’s cosmic umbilical cord.
a

Of the monumental midnight
Mmenson of Marrakesh

longlong Sokoto-

Sudanese

the umbilical cord
TO MANKIND.
I am the compass finger.
TO THE MILLENNIUM.
1 AM THE

FOOTPRINT OF THE WORLD.

Sojourner Truth,
Rivalling the eternity -teasing

1

am

the

Nefertiti neck.

I

am

the future.

I

am

that I

savanna-seducing.
Anthill-saluting vocal chords
Of the Kalahari xylophone.
From within the colanut-scustodian

light.
am.

blanket-clad stone-age

refugee
Anticipating a passport and

a

visa.
Awaits the connection with

Ethiopia,

1 must link

Note:

Depths

means

Of the B intim Obonu drums of
Mantse Ayi Kushi

(Arusha

Of the Futajalon and River
Congo,

Note:

the earth of Fianarantsoa pours
OUT

Studies,

of the Great Zimbabwe pours
OUT
the fire of

Monomotapa

OUT

The

Through the gurgling

SAPEM JANUARY/FEBRUARY 1999

(

-

a

South African term)

Legon/Accra)

Atukweni Okai, A senior Research Fellow in
African Literature at the Institute of African

University of Ghana, Legon, and
Secretary-General of the Pan African
Writers Association (PAWA) gave the first
world perfoinance of this poem at a special
party organised to launch UBUNTU 2000, a
Pan African Cultural movement, on 1 April,
1998

in

Stockholm,

place at the end of

Within

oasis-compound of the

Ubuntu

“humaneness”

And Chaka the Zulu,
And the balafong

myself with another

Awakened.

I AM AFRICA.

From inside the forest diviner

the wind of the stone citadel

myself with another

UBUNTU
I AM UBUNTU

Kilimanjaro,

With Alexandria.
1 must link

I AM

Calabash of the kora
Of mount

digitised

Like

moon-massaging

bloodprint of the air.
soulprint of the sun.
blueprint of the gene.

From within the

legend of the Battle of

The song,

goal.

Horns of

embargoed
zones

the

spiritual inventory

mouth

And the

archipelagos of the

Plateau

Out of the

am

pours

Pharaonic, fontomfromic, wailing
Waters Of the Victoria Falls,

an

Sweden,

This

took

international seminar

Visions of African Cultural

Co-operation
Development from March 30 to April I,
1998 alongside a UNESCO inter - governmental conference on cultural policies for
development, titled “The Power of Culture”
from March 30 to April 2 1998.
on

and

,
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Sport In
Southern Africa
Tendai Dumbutshena

S

outhern Africa has

lagged behind

the rest of the continent in sport

The reasons
difficult to fathom, countries

ing achievement.

are not

region were the last to attain
independence. When Mozambique
and Angola got independence in 1975,
Ghana and Nigeria had been fully
fledged sovereign states for 18 and 15
in the

years

respectively. The civil

that

wars

followed
bwe's

independence did not allow
development of sports. Zimbaindependence only came in

1980.

Its modest achievements in

for the

sports were

mainly due to low finanby government and the

cial investment

private sector.
Countries which attained inde-

pendence in the early and mid-1960s
were either too poor or small to make
an impact.
Not much could be expected from Malawi, Botswana,
Lesotho and Swaziland.

achievement did not go

Zambia’s

beyond

pro-

That achievement

followed by

was

the country becoming the first to represent Southern Africa at the World

Cup finals.

was

also bro-

a decent national soccer team
which could challenge the dominance

of North and West Africa nations.

to

The middle and

long distance runners produced by Kenya put the East
African country firmly on the world’s
sporting map. Nigeria has the best
sprinters on the continent while Ethiopia and Morocco excelled in the marathon. Egypt, Cameroon, Ghana, Algeria and Morocco dominated soccer.

Southern Africa could

only admire

these achievements from the sidelines.

But much still remains to be done

The dominance of the

West and North Africa

ken in 1995 when Orlando Pirates

ducing

gion also boasts worthy world boxing
champions in Vuyani Bungu of South
Africa and a Namibian, Harry Simon.

became the first Southern African club

to realise

policy

final.

in

Zimbabwe also hosted the All-Africa Games in 1995
ern

-

the first South-

African country to

do

so.

why certain facilities cannot be
shared.

The sports

science institute

Cape Town is one such facility
which could be put at the disposal of
the region.
What is

This

gave a boost to a number of disciplines
such as athletics, swimming and

potential of South-

Jon sports development whose
comerstone-isanvestment in infrastructure and facilities. There is no reason

champions league cup. As
emphasize that Southern Africa
has arrived. Dynamos of Zimbabwe,
hitherto perennial failures in the champions league competition reached the

win the

if to

the full

Africa’s sportsmen and women.
There should be a common SADC
ern

lacking

are

playing fields,

stadiums, swimming pools, equipment, coaches and medical facilities.
There must be investment at national

But the situation is rapidly changing. The re-admission of South Africa
into international sport in 1992 was a
critical turning point. With its strength
in a multiplicity of discipline, South

hockey. It will be South Africa’s turn
to host the games in 1999 further enhancing the region’s profile as an
emerging sporting power-house.

the

sportsmen and women should not be
overlooked. Golfers Nick Price, Mark

cannot

McNulty (Zimbabwe), Ernie Els
(South Africa), sprinter Freddie
Fredricks (Namibia), hurdler Samuel
Mutete (Zambia) and Maria Mutola

self-esteem of individuals and nations.

have

derpins wider efforts to integrate the
region’s economies.

Africa

soon

established itself

as

leading sporting nation on the continent.
Only Egypt comes close to
matching the all-round strength of
South African sport.

By winning the African Cup of Nations in 1996, South Africa became the
first Southern African country to do so.
30

and

The achievements of individual

the Mozambican 800m
done Southern Africa

runner

proud. The

re¬

regional levels in a manner that
costly duplica-

avoids unnecessary
tion.

big business which
peripheral luxury.
create employment and raise the

Sport is
It

can

be

a new

seen as a

In the context of SADC,

and

cooperation

friendly competition this can ere-

ate a

regional consciousness that

un-
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Economist
ASSESSING LIBERALISATION

TradeLiberalisation,

CONTENTS

Privatisation and

REGIONAL COOPERATION

Market OrientedLaws
Market Oriented Laws in

31

in Tanzania:

Tanzania: A Violation of the
constitution
Abudulrahman O.J. Kaniki

of the Constitution

A violation

Abdulrahman O.J. Kaniki
The
on

Impact of Economic Reform

36

the Social Sector

T

Allast Mwanza

he wind of economic

changes

blowing across the globe.
Since Tanzania is not isolated

is

inevitably also affected by such
blowing. It is thus no wonder that efshe is

the ailing national economy with a view to attain
faster promoted economic recovery
forts

Inllation Trends in Sudan

40

Abeir Abbas

made to revamp

are

and sustainable development

in the

WHY OPTING FOR TRADE

a

bid to revamp

testimonies that she is

doing away with state owned

economy and instead opting for a free
market economy. The measures are in

compliance with an adoption
Adjustment programme
(SAP) necessitated by the poor economic performance of public sector in

of Structural

1980s. Thus financial sector reforms,
47

price de-control and privatisation of
public enterprises, have been and still
are undertaken with a view to improve
the national economy.
It therefore means that trade liber-

SADC Directory
SAFES Data Bank

49

privatisation’ of parastatal
organisations under the auspices of the
parastatal Sector reform Commission
(PSRC),^ cordially inviting foreign investors to exploit the natural resources
alisation,-

some

SAPEM JANUARY/FEBRUARY 1999

were

that of a free market

in other words, it
was obtaining
during a colonial era and which was
inherited by the newly independent

enterprises. To

say

the economy

which

and carried it

into the

post-independence years.
Normally, under such an economy
which was based on market principles,
every person was free to enter into entrepreneurship and participate in„economic undertakings without much interference and control by the stte.8
Things however, came to change

by Tanzaher ailing

fact in

Congo

and features

Tanzania

now

Economic Indicators

When she attained her political independence in 1961, Tanzania has an
economy whose general characteristics

Some of the measures taken
economy are

45

nomic coffers.

LIBERATION AND PRIVATISATION?

nia in

SADC Inflation Trends

is opening doors to
private sector to play a key role in eco-

that the country

was

country.

ECONOMIC INDICATORS

untouched, and the like, are indicators

of which^'are believed to remain

with the

-

eve

in 1967.

over

of the Arusha declaration

In fact the declaration did

bring changes in the country politically, socially and economically. Under the Tanganyika African national
Union (TANU), then ruling political
party, Tanzania

had embarked on so-

cialistic ideology. And what the declaration in fact did was to spell out

policies of socialism and self-reliance.
That meant

a

death of

a

free market

and emergence of central
planning. That was maniby steps taken to implement the

economy
economic
fested

31

•

TANZANIA
declaration.
The

most

implementation of'the decla-

ration entailed massive nationalisation of industries, premises, farms and
other

commercial

enterprises.
organisations were created

Parastatal

businesses and the roll of

to take over

entrepreneurship. To ensure that the
free market participants are crowded
out, not only from the economy, but
also from participating in governance,
the leadership Code spelt out that a
TANU

or

Government leader is barred

from:
1

associating himself or herself with
practices of either capitalism or

the

feudalism;
1
1

1
1

holding shares in any company;
holding directorship in any privately owned enterprise;
receiving two or more salaries; and
owning houses for rental purposes.

Eree market

made

an

enterprise

was

effectively

anathema.

The

policies following the Arusha declaration show a pattern of weeping
away the remnants of free market
economy. Restrictive laws were enacted to stifle market forces and

en-

trench central economic

planning’’.’
in a few words, the adoption

To say
of the Arusha Declaration

and^its im-

plementation'in.Tanzania could not be
explained at best than saying that socialism and self reliance

were

in the

As far

as

the national economy

is

to

nationalisations of what where used to
be

private enterprises hence all major
of production being placed un-

with other African countries to

case

relook he state controlled economy.
“Privatisation has been applied
side

by side with the so-called liberthat have been
donor and IMF
pressures for reform-structural adjustalisation programmes
introduced following

economic recovery pro-

means

ment

der the control of the Government, mobilization of individual Tanzanians to

Country after country in Africa, with varying degrees of reluctance

engage themselves in agriculture as the
back bone of the country’s economy

has

under the

auspices of socialist ideologies and self - reliance principles, increased and improved internal and international market and the like, yet
Tanzania had started to face acute eco-

or

grammes.

accepted its IMF “seal of ApprovaT’ without which it is increasingly difficult if not impossible either
to reschedule debts

or

obtain

Privatisation has been part

nomic

to

are

hardships. Thus citizenry had
for simple things like tooth paste, soap, salt and such other goods.
Those shops which were full of clothes,
queue

shoes, edibles, and the like

were

then

running dry. In some areas, it is argued, people were almost walking naked! But why then that was the case?
Various reasons by different per,

sons

from different

careers

and of all

walks of life have been advanced. And
we dare to confess that we cannot at
the end

exhaustive list thereof.
However, some people argue that
the Arusha declaration and its implementation had played a key role to
bring such adverse effects to our national economy. One of the critics is
Salvatory Mayani who argues that:
give

an

“The Arusha declaration addressed
the distribution of profby the state enterprises, but

more on

its crated

taking place globally and in fact
by those changes,
has to show some response. As a

she is also affected
she

matter

of fact, she has learnt

bloc. The

ern

in the then Union of Soviet Socialist

republic (USSR) and some of the East
European countries is much more
enough to show that it is not necessary
to

have direct state intervention in

every corner of the country’s economy.
The now Retired Resident Ali Hassan

Mwinyi had an opportunity to
elaboratively explain this. He said:
“The collapse of centralised economic system of Eastern Europe and
the lessons of the fast growing economies of East Asia make it necessary for
to

use

examine the role of the state in

economic

development and socio-eco-

marked a
growing economy. Up to the 1970s,
Tanzania was a country of plenty, in

of returns to the employed capital.
In a much harmful way, it affected

doubt that

that almost all basic needs

growth. Private inpromising signs for
growth, were taken over by the government through nationalisation. Local incompetent and inexperienced
managements were entrusted with the

economy was

under total control of the

state.

To say

the least, the economy during those days was promising. That is
why it is submitted that:
“In summary the economy of Tanzania in the post - Arusha declaration
has been that of constant growth at the
national level. The growth is a result
partly of the change in the structure of
the economy brought about by the
changes in political policy and partly
due to increases in improvement of internal and international markets and

rising primary commodity prices...’’.
In those days when socialistic ideologies and principles were voiced in
high tones, nobody could believe that
32

ment to

investment

vestments, with

economic ventures.
As

lesson

transpired in the eastcollapse of communism

Arusha declaration years

the individual initiatives and commit-

a

from what had

nomic transformation.

read-

aid.

Moreover, since Tanzania is not an
island, in that she sees what changes

could not do much to maximise the rate

were

more

of the pack-

deal’’.'-

age

concerned, it is noted that the post

ily available at reasonably affordable
prices. Most of public and social services were rendered freely. All these
were possible because the country’s

'

cease

charge!
However, such acquired country of
plenty status did not last long. We say
so
because
despite
massive

itself

making.

of social services could

be rendered free of

an

There is

no

Effective and Stable

State

machinery is necessary for fostering stable economic development.
No country can develop by following
laissez faire policies in every aspect of
economic life. But it is equally true
that State control which suffocates individual and

cooperative initiative in

the economy is not conducive to sustainable economic growth and social

result, ventures, which were
supposed to contribute positively to
government coffers, were given subsi-

progress. Development is brought
about by the people conducive envi-

dies that amounted to millions of shil-

initiatives.

lings. Therefore, although they enjoyed a monopoly and a number of
protectionists policies, they could not
do much to improve their financial
strength through their business opera-

should include

a

tions”.“
The International

Monetary Fund
(IMF) conditionalities which, among
other things, pressed for economic reforms, particularly to adopt liberalised
economies on the part of aid recipient
countries forced Tanzania, as is the

ronment

for the

success

Such

an

of the

people’s

environment

adequate infrastrucparticularly communication and
transport network, power and water
”13
supply.
an

ture

There is

no

doubt therefore that in

today’s world where there is an emphasis on building the culture of transparency and openness, true democratic
principles have to penetrate even in the
economic sector.

Individuals must be

made

participative in determining the
destiny of their national economy if
SAPEM JANUARY/FEBRUARY 1999
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Tanzania had to attain

sustainable

a

economy development. The era
state control of each and everything

every
fied.

walk of life is

of
in
and unjusti-

over

ket economy

Tanzania is aspiring to

build.-'

It is apparent with the foregoing
submission, the role of the state in the

economic

be

sector cannot

over em-

phasised especially in the Journey towards a free market economy in Tanzania which is

irreversible,

as so

Reginald Mengi puts it:
the market economy was

irreversright mind
would fail to acknowledge the role
played by the market economy, because nobody Is willing to go back to
the days when simple things like
soap, clothes, toilet papers, school
books, pens, pencils were scarce
ibie.

Among them is existence of market oriented laws. That is to say those laws
which tolerably accommodate a mar-

No Tanzanian in his

commodities.

Therefore, the ques-

tion is not whether this
versible

or

policy is re-

irreversible, but simply

We

so

submit because law

cannot

be isolated from socio-economic and

political like. In fact, law is a product
of socio-economic, political and other
conditions of obtaining in a given society. All these therefore must be refleeted by the law. Otherwise the law
will be an irrelevant body to be found
in a society. That is why one eminent
lawyer is quoted to have, among other
things, said in the 1970s that:
“Law does not originate from divine principles or other ideas. The
nature of law, its origin and develop-

state of transition.’'

The role of

market oriented

a product of economic and other conditions”.^'

It is in this

understanding that the
legislature is charged with a continuous duty of making new laws and sometimes repealing other laws which seem
ciety
are

to

as

subsidized credit, guar-

anteed sales to the government at

fixed
prices, reductions of tax liabilities,
government equity injections or preferential exchange rates”.-In fact chances for state owned

en-

contemporary so-

we are now having. Amendments
also affected in the existing laws

enable them march with

new

devel-

opments the society had achieved.
Thus the law is never static.^’
It is thus no wonder that Tanzania
has market oriented laws.
in line with the
that

sidies such

some

In fact it is

foregoing observation

amendments, repealing and

replacements, and enaction of new laws
have been on a free market economy.
To what extent such accommodation

is meaningful that is another thing altogether, bearing in mind that it has
been argued that many pieces of legislation in this connection are passed
without adequate research and hence
the existence of contradictory provisions and some matters remaining unattended by the Law. Some of such
contradictory provisions are found in
Land Law. Professor Issa G Shivji who
chaired THE PRESIDENTIAL COM-

MISSION OF INQUIRY INTO LAND
MATTERS 1991 discussed at length

free market
if their existence depend much on state protectionism and subsidies injections. In short,
state enterprises of such favours like
protection, existence of guaranteed

this

markets, subsidies and

some common

former

commercial risks taken

by the state.

estates have returned to claim their

terprises to survive in

a

legal quagmire. Here he goes:
“Privatisation of land has taken

economy are very mean

various forms

causing inevitable conflict between the interests of the villagers and the

new owners.

With

eco-

nomic liberalisation, some of the
owners of abandoned farms and

It is however, a truism that the creation of a competitive environment con-

properties which still appear in their
names on the Register. In other cases,

ducive to

former

a

free market economy re-

quires several conditions precedent.
SAPEM JANUARY/FEBRUARY 1999

The demand

land
have
than

now

set-

giving rise to
the villagers.

is to redistribute the

peasants and pastoralists who
developed it over years rather
give it back to the so-called ‘ownto

ers’. But the authorities have failed

to

react

to

owners

have sold their interests

“new” owners, or banks have moved

on

investment still leaves

much to be desired when

itself to

REFORMS

surprisingly, then when public
private sectors are compared in
terms of the cost of producing similar
outputs in a competitive environment,.
The private sector usually outperforms
the public sector. Often, state owned
enterprises need to be kept of afloat at
taxpayers expense, either through government explicit subsidies, such as direct cash grant or through implicit sub-

alienated to

that the law

be understood if law is

Normally market economy thrives in a
competitive environment. That is a
scenario which enables producers to
competitively produce high quality
goods needed by consumers as cheaply
as possible, amongst other things. An
economist argues in this connection
Not

were

political life. Law is

ment cannot

to be outdated in the

and

of land

tiers and sisal estates,
bitter opposition from

taken in isolation from economic and

LAWS IN BRINGINING ECONOMIC

thus:-

vast tracts

positively to this for fear of scaring potential investors away...”-’
Professor Shivji goes on to argue
in detail but specifically indicating

this

policy is encountering problems
which need to be tackled at this early

foreclose mortgages and sell of the
mortgaged property. In all these situations, the villagers had settled on alienated lands. In many cases, registered villages had been established
with the encouragement of the authorities. Yet the settlers are now being
threatened their lands. In regions of
land shortage, like Arumeru and Tanga,
to

a

motion of

addressing
question as far as proforeign investments is con-

land

cerned.

“The national Investment (Promo-

tion and

protection) Act, 1990 is the
legal instrument hopes to attract investors, particularly foreign investors.
Section 26 provides that where an investor is granted a certificate of approval by the Investment Promotion
centre (IPM), the Minister responsible
for land shall grant him on such toms
and conditions as may be prescribed a
lease of appropriate land for a term
suited to the requirement of his enterprises”.
A proviso to the section stipulates:
Provided that land belonging to
any registered village shall not be

leased for commercial activities other
than

joint ventures with the village
government or the village’s co-operative society, save that such terms and
conditions

as may be sub-leased by the
village itself for small or medium-scale
public or private economic activities.
Any lease granted under this section
shall be for a term not exceeding ”

years.
A number of

assumptions regarding current tenurial relations underlie
the provision. As currently formulated,
the provision has a number of legal
problems and tenurial implications. It
is not clear how the Minister for Lands
is supposed to carry out the mandatory

provision of land to an approved invest. But more problematic is the concept of a joint venture between an investor and a village government.
In
practice, more often than not, the so
called joint ventures are nominal. The
real motive of the investor is to acquire
33
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The result is

land.

invariably the al-

land under the guise
joint venture. There has been no
serious study of the projects approved
by the Centre and the procedures for
granting land to them. The land Commission did, however, receive consid-

ienation of village
of

a

erable evidence of

proposals

or

actual

alienations of land to ‘investors’’".
All in all, however, market oriented

laws, despite that many of them are in
a state of flux, have a vital role to play

bringing economic reforms.
In the first place, these laws have
an inescapable duty to ensure ecoin

protection and promotion of competition. Not only so but
also they should be instrumental in
settling disputes arising out of economic undertakings. In this connection there needed strong law enforcenomic freedom,

ment

machineries,

as

is hereunder ob-

served.
“Law and order need to be

highly
developed in order to ensure the enwhich preincorruptible judicial system

forcement of contracts,
sumes an

police force capable of the most
intensive investigations, and rapidly
enough. The sanctify of contracts is
as important for enterprises as is the
security of persons and property.
and

a

....there is

a

need to balance com-

petition with cooperation while an independent judiciary is necessary in a
free market economy. For a free market economy to thrive, it needs growth
with social justice and hence the need
for a mechanism to take care of the disadvantaged, like the unemployed and
the elderly’’”
May be let us say at this juncture
that the proposal to establish a commercial court very soon herein Tanzania is the most welcome news. For it is
hoped that the court will mainly specialise to handle matters arising out of
commercial transactions.
It is an unde niable fact that market
oriented laws must create conducive
climate which massively attracts in-

digenous and foreign investors to heavily invest in the country. Thus these
should be enacted in such a way

they create an enabling

that

environment

which would make the investors to

find

Tanzania the most are for doing business. Herein Tanzania there are at least
some indications that some of the market oriented laws passed with the view
to cater for a free market economy are

attempting to address to the issue. Here
is an opinion made but specifically to.
the investment code that is the national
Investment (Promotion and protection)
Act 1990:’-

^4

“Opportunities and hospitable investment climate for investigating and
doing business in Tanzania have been
created and considerably widened by
this

new

Investment Act.

The main

simplify
procedures by setting up the
Investment promotion Centre as one
”33
stop-shop centre...
It is also expected that market oriented laws provide tax incentives to
investors, whether local or foreigners.

achievement of the Act is to
investment

invest more
and more for ultimately they will get a
handsome return. Normally,
“Tax incentives are a form of reduction or total exemption in taxes. They
are intended to stimulate or increase
investments to selected sectors of the
economy. In most developing countries, tax incentives are offered to almost all sectors of their economies,
including industry, agriculture, mining, commerce and other service indus-

This will enable them to

Otherwise social services

supposed to

enjoyed by the majority Tanzanians
altogether. For no
enough revenues will be collected.
Whereas it is well known that it is these
revenues which enable respective institutions, departments and so on to
render the services.’' For instance, too
much exemptions and which are not
well managed and monitored will make
Tanzania to collect less revenues the
result of which she will have to depend

be

will be ruined

much

donor aids.’'’

on

To say in a nutshell, all market oriented laws” and the legal system as a

important role to play
promoting and protecting not only
the economic undertakings but also

whole have

an

in

is through
market economy

the investors themselves. It
those laws that a free
is

regulated and managed.
AND
LAWS:
THEY COMPATIBLE WITHTHE

FREE MARKET ECONOMY
THE MARKET ORIENTED

tries.

ARE

The main purpose of tax incentives
in many countries today is to modernise the economies. Naturally, this is

CONSTITUTION?

assumed to be the base upon which domestic supply of goods and services
will be achieved, and ultimately, the
domestic tax base expanded. These
factors in totality are presupposed to
be the agents of accelerating a balanced growth of the economy. The

free market economy some measures
have been taken. As we have already

procurement of a balanced

economic

growth is based on theoretical footing
that
if duties of, for example, capital
goods of a particular type' are exempted, then this will naturally encourage their importation. The same will
apply when a tax reduction on exports
is applied, the effect will be to increase
or accelerate exportation of goods and
services from that economy. In sum,
-

tax

incentives

designed

are

to

pure

buy

economic tools
up

economic

growth’’.’^
Apart from tax incentive provisions,
the taxation laws

should

or are ex-

pected to be enacted in such a way that
they move taxpayers to pay all taxes
which are due willingly. By so doing,
there will be an assurance that the intended economic reforms programmes
do materialise. Laws coupled with

provisions attracting double-taxation,
taxes to be paid, very high
tax rates, bad tax administration in tax
departments and the like, will scare

too many

investors and

a

hence the journey to-

free market economy

will meet

lot of hurdles.
It is however, cautioned

that free

wards

a

market economy should go
hand with improved taxation

hand in
system.

There is

no

doubt that in the

pursuit of

noted, the on going privatisation of
state owned enterprises , opting for
trade liberalisation, and the like are
testimonies that Tanzania is trying to
do away

with centralised planning sys-

tern.

However, despite all these measures
taken so far, in that trade liberation has
been welcomed, there

is privatisation

taking place and that market oriented
laws are in force, nothing so far has
been effected to the supreme law
of the land-the Constitution - with re-

ever

gard to those provisions which directly
touch economic aspects. As such, we
dare argue, all the measures taken so
far towards having a free market oriented economy are totally a
of the Constitution!

violation

preamble of the Constitution
republic of Tanzania,

The

1

of the United
1977

as

amended from time to time

stipulates in part thus;
WHEREAS WE, the

United

People of the

republic of Tanzania have

firmly and solemnly resolved to found
in our country a socialist society which
adheres to the principles of freedom,
justice, fraternity and concord;
NOW, THEREFORE, THIS CONSTITUTION is ENACTED BY THE
CONSTITUENT ASSEMBLY OF THE
UNITED REPUBLIC OF TANZANIA,
on behalf of the people, in pursuit pf
the founding of that society and for the

purposes

of ensuring the governing of

SAPEM
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by a Government which complies with the principles of democracy

per

over all these other laws. It
that these other laws are not sup-

sis of each according to ability. Under
the free market economy, the citizenry

and socialism”***

posed to be in conflict with the Constitution. As such any law proved to

is free to organise in promotion and
protection of their interests.”*’

Tanzania

We

that

preamble is not
forming part of the Constitution"’. Yet
it is

a

are aware

foundation of the said constitu-

tion. Once
ture

a

one

reads it

one

gets a pic-

of the Constitution is at one’s dis-

posal.
The Constitution states in

no

un¬

certain words under Article 3 (I) that;
“The United

cratic

and

Republic is

socialist

a

demo-

state

with

multiparties”.*"
Socialism and self-reliance

are

ide-

ologies of CCM, the current ruling
party. Incorporation of these ideologies was suitable in those old days of
monopartyisni but totally unsuitable
in the current multiparty state. For by
so doing equally means to deny a place
in the national constitution of other

political parties. The Nyalali Commission had recommended:

“Ideologies and related ideologipolicies should not be included in
the country’s Constitution rather they
should appear in the relevant political

cal

parties election campaign

programmes

and manifestos”*'

hand

means

inconsistent with the Constitution is

normally declared by court to have no
legal force. One Daniel D Ntanda
Nsereko argues;“The constitution,

properly

It is

solemn and more enduring
ordinary statues. It is the bedrock of the country’s legal political
order, embodying the basic principles
on which the body politic of the country is founded. Every principle enshrined in it of an abiding value. Any
a more

law than

other law that is founded to be inconsistent with it is void to the extent of
the

inconsistency.”'*’
Moreover, all the formulated

policies whether political, social or economic must be compatible
with the country’s constitution. Going contrary will be to violate the constitution hence rendering it meaningless and irrelevant body to be found in
a society.
Advancing more the arguments, we
wish to observe that given the set up

however, had not
responded to this recommendation.
That is why of to date, the Constitution is till intact with such articles pro-

the

viding for CCM ideologies.
Talking of the pursuit of Ujamaa

to

and Self Self-reliance, the Constitution enacts under Article 9(1) thus;

“The

object of this Constitution is
to facilitate the building up of the
United republic as a nation of equal
and free individuals enjoying freedom,
justice, fraternity and concord,
through the pursuit of the policy of
Ujamaa and self reliance, which is the
creative application of socialist principles to the conditions prevailing
within the United Republic. Consequently, the state authority and its
agencies are required to direct all their
policy and business towards securing
that the economic system is not operated in such a manner as to permit the
concentration of wealth
of

or

the

means

production and exchange in the

hands of few individuals, and that the
Government owns or controls the ma-

jor

re-

public of Tanzania, 1997, it is an ugly
fact, legally so to speak, that most of
measures so

nomic

change is blowing across the
globe. As such Tanzania is inevitably
affected by the blowing. Hat being the
therefore, Tanzania has every reamake sure that her laws,-the
Constitution inclusive, and the legal
case

son

far taken with

a

view

to

system as a whole are market oriented.
Otherwise it may

competently be argued that the Constitution and some
other laws which are still having socialist hangover lag behind the economic reforms which are taking place
in the country.'**’
To conclude the

for

nomic reforms.
terests

and future generaonly for a few

individuals.
It

was once

reminded that:

"No law which is not

nourished with

new

ideas

constantly

can

be

an

ef-

fective instrument for

revolutionary
society. Such a law will

change in

any
than later become

irrel-

sooner

far, the constitut9ion advocates social-

“that the law is a living being moving with time and not a creature of dead
or moribund ways of thought”.
After all, as professor Nnoli puts it;

ism.

of fact, socialism favours the economic system
Whereas

as a matter

which “...is not

operated in such a manpermit the concentration of
wealth or the means of production and
exchange in the hands of few individuner as

to

als, and that the Government
controls the major means

owns or

of produc-

tion”.-*"

a mere

»47

society.
Similarly, it was stated by the Engto

evance

lish Lord Justice Sachs in the
PORTER

case

of

PORTER*** that:

V.

“It is essential to realize that the

reality of a specific Constitution depends on the sociopolitical environment from which it emerges and to
which it is

applied”*'*

ised

Lastly but not leastly, we emphatically make a call to all Tanzanians, irrespective of their socio-politico-eco-

the state takes

nomic status to build

That is socialism favours central-

planning by the state. As such,
a leading role in the economic sector. The private entrepreneurship is in fact marginalised and
suffocated. How then conflicting it is
to talk of trade liberalisation, privatisation of state owned enterprises and
a

“socialist Tanzania?”!

a

which sustain a free market economy.
That is, the sanctity of property and

enshrines the idea
for all on the ba¬

re-

supreme law of the land providing for
things that are not actually the reality
on the ground.’"
One political scientist had

one

cautioned:

”A country could have a
stitution but so long as it

such

is

of governance
negation of the basis principles

culture of

tution. For otherwise we’Will have the

tion which is

“The socialist system

a

specting and adhering to the Consti-

individual freedoms and liberties. The

SAPEM JANUARY/FEBRUARY 1999

That is the Constitu-

of present

free market economy
of equal opportunity

up-

so

eco-

tions nationwide and not

laws of the land, in that all other laws
an

call

tion which will meet demands and in-

Whereas it is well known that:

Constitution has

we

that it accommodates the current

in
compliance with the principles of democracy and socialism”*No one can deny a fact that the constitution of the state is the supreme law
of the realm. Being the mother of all
emanate, the

discussion,

overhaul of the Constitution

an

the ailing economy in the
country under the auspices of a free
market economy are not falling within
the fours of the constitution. They are
violating the constitution. Noted so
revamp

the like in

means of production;
that the country is governed

na-

All in all, it should be born in minds of
all Tanzanians that the wind of eco-

tional

of the constitution of the United

The government,

so

called, is the supreme law of the land.

CONCUDING REMARKS

1V

good conis not respected and adhered to, it becomes a
mere

document’”'

Should then Tanzania succumb to

ment

a

scenario of

with

no

having a Constitunothing but a mere docuteeth to be able to chew?
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SOCIAL POLICY

The Impact of Economic
Reform on the Social Sector:
Evidence from some SADC
Member States
Allast Mwanza

1.0

INTRODUCTION

monetary polices.

Since 1996 SARIPS/SAPES has been

It is rather clear

that (Social policy cannot be formulated or implemented independently

executing a research project on "Social Policy in the Context of Eco-

qj economic policy since it is not in-

nomic Reform", with the financial

of the latter.

support of the Netherlands govern-

(Mozambique. Namibia, ZamZimbabwe) and the Danish
government (Malawi). The main
objective of this three year project
has been to investigate and to monitor the survival and/or adaptive strategies of vulnerable and marginalised
social groups. This is being achieved
by assessing and monitoring, over the
period of three years, the socio economic status (and changes therein) of
vulnerable or margnalised groups and
factors associated with poverty. The
last phase of the project consists of
ment

bia and

the determination of the

conse-

of the survival and adaptive
strategies on the individual, the
household or family and the society.
quences

suited from, say,

Social

a

project suggests that

policy and social policy. Social
Policy consists of principles or guidelines which empower the individual
or society to contribute to the development process. More specifically,
social policy is concerned with the
provision of social services. On the
other hand, economic policy seeks to
achieve economic growth, stability
and efficiency by influencing the
behaviour of aggregates (e.g. investment, savings, and employment)
through appropriate use of fiscal and
36

in-

large numbers of Ianbuyers of food (Sen, 1976,

out if there has been a shift in social

itself, it generates a resource distri-

policy formulation from the “traditional” approach which is mainly
designed
to
redress
market

dowments of

diswelfares to

one

which

accoiiuno-

dates

major changes which are embedded in economic reform. We are
also investigating to what extent gov-

1981).
The market also influences income

distribution and when left to

button pattern

which reflects the enparticipants in terms of
their wealth, property rights or entitlements and skills. The “primary

distribution” of
nates from

such

welfare that
an

ema-

arrangement may

not be

policy formulation
implementation has shifted from
merely reacting to adjustment in-

socially acceptable since it
tends to be characterised by a high
degree of inequality. In order to reduce this inequality the state may ei-

duced crisis to

ther alter endowments

social and economic

(eg. changing property rights or improving access to education, or by effecting a better incomes policy).

emment

social

and

a proactive response
which embodies the interactions of

policies.

or

entitlements

The Market and Social
Services

2.2

Delivery

Economic Reform (Struc-

tural

link between economic

some

dless poor

Policy

there is

In

Policy project’s other
major task is to interrogate the nature of social policy design and implementation. It is important to find

Policy and Economic

The title of the

education services.

stances, the operation of unbridled
market forces has resulted in malnutrition or famine even in situations
where food is plentiful, especially in
countries with

The Social

2.1
2.0

the adverse in:^)acts

or

Most economists agree that the market system provides the best mecha-

Adjustment) and Social

Policy
Reforms that

are meant to

They would justify state intervention
(i.e. inq)lementation of social policy)
only on the basis of market failure
(1). The market fails to efficiently
allocate social goods and services
because their consumption is
nonrivival (Musgrave, 1996). As a

change the
production (towards
tradable goods) and consunq)tion (towards controlled goods) and thus to
achieve an outward
looking
economy while promoting efficiency
and flexibility constitute an important component of structural policies.
The package of structural policies in-

result in the social services

eludes

nism for efficient

resource

allocation.

arena

the

market tends to “crowd out”
numbers of
vulnerable.
outcome
user

large
the disadvantaged or the
This is the most likely

when, for

exapiple, fees

charges are imposed

on

or

health

structure of

-

that

are designed to
they (the latter)
can determine prices and thus aliocate resources.
Structural policies
include changes in government
policy, or ch^ges in institutional
measures

free markets

so

that
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structures

and/or administrative

2.3

designed to improve ecoperformance. Other measures

structures

nomic
include civil service reforms and gov-

budget rationalisation.
measures culminate in a pri-

ernment

These

vatised market driven economy,
which is probably, the most important outcome

of the

adjustment

proc-

ess.

(i.e. structural adjustment) is thus
throwback to the

era

a
of unbridled

capitalism which accommodated only
a

minimal role for the state in the

economy. The return to that economic “dispensation” may be sup-

efficiency grounds but it
is also true that such a policy is associated with a myraid of negative economic and social costs, especially for
the marginalised groups in society.
Typically the early phase of the reform programme (stabilisation) seeks
to remove government perpetrated
ported

on

"economic distortions” which

are

provoked by among others, fixed exchange rates, price controls or subsidies and high wages which in aliiance with exogenous factors, tend to
exacerbate the economic crisis. Under adjustment inflation is contained
or

reduced

through implementation

of demand management policies.
Demand management policies are
also intended to maintain internal and
external balances and include

meas-

designed to reduce or eliminate
the government budget deficit and the
balance of payments deficit. Flowures

ever,

in almost all

cases, as

the

re-

form programme fails to eliminate
the various inflationary pressures,
inflation continues and
comes

usually be-

accumulative, but is

now more

powerful since it is accompanied by
regressive income shifts.
Before the advent of adjustment,
almost all governments in the Southern African Development Community
(SADC) maintained food subsidy
programmes, using state owned enterprises and controls over food marketing and trade. Governments also
provided input subsidies for agricultural and industrial producers and
also provided “free” health and education services. Adjustment has implied abandonment of these welfarist
policies which were the hallmark of
the “Socialist Model” of the post independence preadjustment era.
"’The market is said

to fail

the

when

underlying assumptions of the
competitive model do not obtain.
SAPEM JANUARY/FEBRUARY 1999

benefit from

Social Services Provision

while some are effectively driven out
of the production process.

Is there

link between poverty

and
adjustment? In other
words, has poverty increased during
the adjustment phase in the SADC
region? If poverty has risen has it
been due to the impact of adjustment
a

structural

or

The world of economic reform

Adjustment, Poverty and

would the situation have remained

the

worsened without

adjustAccording to the World Bank
(1990) a strong positive relationship
exists between economic growth and
poverty reduction. More recently,
same or

ment?

Ravallion and Chen (1997) have ar-

gued that poverty falls with growth
in living standards and rises with
their decline.

Therefore the poor
should benefit from more, not less

adjustment (World Bank, 1994).
Adjustment impact is conditioned
by many factors which include programme design, existing economic
and social or political structures and
the nature of the poverty situation in
each country (Alwang, et al, 1996).
Most of the empirical studies indicate that the record of adjustment programmes in Sub-Saharan Africa
(SSA) is a mixed bag but with a clear
tilt towards the negative aspects. For
instance, available evidence indicates
that economic growth is not necessarily accompanied by poverty reduction and that infact, poverty remains
in countries

experiencing rapid
expansion.
Some adjustment policies contribute to rising poverty levels. For example, privatisation of state owned
enterprises and civil service reforms
even

economic

tend to be associated with retrenchments which worsen the
ment

situation.

unemploy-

Government

ex-

penditure reduction, or restructuring
or switching, price liberalisation or
subsidy withdrawal expose large sections of the population to consumer
price increases. Expenditure cuts
when accompanied by imposition of
user fees reduce people’s access to
services such

as

health and education

(Chinemana and Sanders, 1993;
Lugalla, 1993; Seshamani et al,
1993). Privatisation of agricultural
marketing firms (or restructuring of
their

producer price rises

Adjustment, therefore, tends to be
rising of high poverty levels. Thus poverty levels have
risen sharply and the ranks of the
poor have grown during the adjustment period in many SADC member
associated with

_

states. For instance whereas in Zambia the poor constituted only 50% of
the population in 1980 (ILO/JASPA,

1981), by 1993 the proportion of the

had risen to about 80% (GRZ,
1993; World Bank, 1996). In Ma-

poor

lawi the proportion of the poor rose
from 45% during the mid 1980s to
70% in the 1995 (Mthindi, et al

1997). In Zimbabwe the proportion
of the poor has risen from 33% in
1990 to 60% in 1995 (Government
of Zimbabwe, 1997).

Adjustment and the Social Sector
What has been the

impact of adjustdelivery and
consumption on SADC? What kind
of social policies have governments
designed in response to rising poverty levels? One way of answering
this question is to analyse the design
and implementation of social policy
under the “old, welfarist policies and
the new” adjustment policies. In
general, however, implementation of
adjustment programmes has been accompanied by abandonment of the
welfarist policies of the post independence pre-adjustment phase in
many countries.
ment on social service

In almost all SADC states, the immediate post independence socioeconomic policies were characterised

by

a high degree of state control and
intervention. The first decade of in-

dependence
the

was a “golden era” for
In order to redress the

consumer.

inequality inherited from the colonial era, most countries instituted
programmes that were designed to
ensure full access to social services,

especially health and education. The
most visible gains were in these sectors.
was

and

For instance in

Zambia, there

large scale expansion of health
education facilities during the

marketing arrangements) tends
to worsen the position of small-scale
producers, most of whom previously
depended on government support.
Meanwhile, rising agricultural input

first decade (1964-74) after attainment of independence.
In the edu-

prices further weaken the position of
small scale producers. As a result,

Zambia had 86

of the smallscale farmers do not

throughout the

most

cation sector, school enrolment more
than doubled while the number of
health facilities trebled.

In

hospitals with

1995,
a

total

of 16,725 beds and cots located

country,

(see Table
37

,
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1) while Zimbabwe had 452 hospitals with 27 900 beds.
The

expansion in education and
health facilities occurred during the
periods when governments were
determined to provide health and

expenditure categories, has remained
fairly stable since independence. The
main

cause

of the decline in health
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TABLE I. ZAMBIA HOSPITALS BY OWNERSHIP AND PROVINCE, 1995/1996
GRZ

Province

Hospital

GRZ

Hospital
Beds St Cots

ZCCM

ZCCM

Hospital

Hospital
Beds &

Mission

Hospital

Mission

Hospital
Beds &

CoU

Central

6

1 219

Copperbelt

5

2 040

Eastern

4

849

Luapula

1

Lusaka

0

10

0

Private

Private

Hospitai

Hospital

Beds &

CoU

0

Total

Total

Beds St
Cots

Hosp.

Beds
Per
1000

Cots

0

0

0

0

35

18

1 219

1.38

2 139

2

296

1

0

0 5

834

0

0

9

1 68 }

383

0

0 5

527

0

0

6

910

2

2 049

1

19

2

205

2

56

7

2 329

1,45

Northern

7

1 054

0

0

1

230

0

0

8

1 284

1,30

N/Western

4

641

0

0

5

752

0

0

9

1 393

3,20

Southern

8

1 113

0

0

5

993

0

0

13

2 106

1.87

Western

5

721

0,

0,

5

570

0

0

10

1 291

189

Zambia

92

10 069

11

2 168

30

4 407

3

91

786

16 725

1,80

49

60

13

13

35

26

3

1

100

Zambia

(%)

Source:

4 510

2,53

1,40

1.5-

100

Ministry of Health, Zambia

TABLE II.

HOSPITALS AND HEALTH CENTRES AVERAGE OCCUPANCY RATE BY PROVINCE. 1988/1992
1988

Hospital
Occu. rate
•/.

Centra

1992

1988

Occu. rate

Hospital

Change
Hospital

%

Occu. rate */■

1109,74

84,30%

-25,44

Copperbelt

61,85

53,60

Eastern

55,44

Luapula

Hospital
Occu. rate
•/.

1992

Hospital
Occu. rate
•/,

Hospital
Occu. rate
•/.

34,41

61,30

26,89

-8,25

31,32

27,50

-3,82

55,30

-0,14

40,78

43,60

2,82

67,77

39,20

-28,57

25,39

32,60

7,21

Lusaka

76,38

58,10

-18,28

12,69

6,40

-6,29

Northern

66,85

61,90

-4,95

33,97

33,50

-0,47

North Western

76,61

62,40

-14,21

35,36

30,40

Southern

81,65

50,70

-30,95

46,30

34,50

Western

64,52

52.60

Zambia

71,25

56,90

Source:

-11,92
-14,35

.

.

26,68

34,06

4,00

31,90

-4,96
11,90

-22,68
-2,16

Ministry of Health. Zambia (1992) National Health Polices and Strategies; Ministry of Health
Information Unit (1994) and Bulletin of Health .Statistics, 1989-1992.
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Inflation Trends
In Sudan
Abeir Abbas

1.0

MACROECONOMIC

reeled

PERFORMANCE IN SUDAN

ment

A useful

starting point in investigating the economic problems of Sudan
is to make a comprehensive analysis
/ and discussion of the structure and
per-

formance of the

Sudanese economy

under different

socio, political and

basically to eliminating governsubsidy of goods and services,

SUDANESE ECONOMY
The Sudan is the

the free market and the

rica with

private sector.

rehabilitation
and
Finally
“debottlenecking” of the commodityproducing sector is pursued.
A significant number of economists
have considc \.d the spiral inflation as
an

tion of the Sudan economy

cove' v

independence in 1956 to the present
shows that this was not a homogenous
process as the country witnessed several changes in various directions
whether political, economic or social.
Ali (1974) divided this process into
distinct subperiods: 1955-1959 experienced the continuation and completion of partial planning which began
immediately after the Second World
War. The second period from 19601967 coincided with comprehensive
planning in the country. Recently
(1968-1977), development programs

THE STRUCTURE OF THE

institutional reforms and restoration of

economic environments. The evalua-

from its

I. I

outer:

e

of the IMF economic

re-

pi ogram that centered on reduction of government expenditure, in-

a

total

largest country in Afarea

of 2,5 million

square kilometers. The population was
estimated in 1993 to be 25 million. The
rate of

population growth

was

about

2.2%, 3.1% and 2.6% per annum between 1956
1973, 1973 -1983 and
1983
L993 respectively (Department
-

-

of Statistics

Report 1995). Most of the
population of the Sudan is concentrated in such regions as Khartoum and

policy choice that has taken Sudan to
the verge of hyper-inflation has been
the implementation of the IMF recovery program since June 1978 (Ali

creasing taxation, increasing domestic prices of a number of publicly supplied goods and services, continuous
devaluations of the Sudanese pound
and tight monetary policy. The program did not achieve its goals as admilled by the World Bank (1985). Furthermore, the Bank acknowledged that
these stabilization policies had not
fully succeeded in eliminating excess
demand. The facts presented in this paper proved empirically the widening
of domestic supply demand gap, expansionary monetary policy, worsenihg of the trade gap, and the growing
dependence on imports and concessfonary aids to satisfy excess demand.
However, the widening trade gap failed
to satisfy the domestic excess demand

services, education and
job opportunities in these regions. Urban population growth rate was 4% per
annum, while the rate of rural population growth was about 1.6% between
1985-1995 (Department of Statistic
Report 1995). The high rate of urban
population growth leads to an increasing demand for the government services thereby contributing much to the
increase in government expenditure.
The Sudanese economy is underdeveloped and almost all the features
of under developed countries exist in
it. These features include low growth

1985). The IMF set conditions

and the outcome

at current

have been set in

a

macro-economic

framework. However, the fundamental

on

the

credits it gave to Sudan to alleviate
the persistent balance of payments

was a

combination of

problems. More importantly, the other

mounting inflationary pressure and
chronic budget deficits. These facts together with the factors proved to have

lender the USA offered

caused inflation in Sudan

new

credits and

foreign aid conditional

on LDCs fulfilment of the IMF stabilization program. Other Latin American countries
have faced similar situation as dis-

cussed in Seers (1962), Causa (1970),

Harberger (1970) and Lioi (1983). The
main components of the Economic
Structural Adjustment Programme
(ESAP) assuming that inflation is the
problem of excess demand, is that the
government must adopt strict demand
control, mainly through restrictions of
government expenditures. This involves the adjustment of the price
structure. This adjustment has been di40

Since 1970 the economy

has been
by several macro economic problems which include, low
GDP growth rates, balance of payment
deficits, high rate of inflation, devaluation of the country’s currency and
government budget deficits. Among
characterized

these, inflation is the most serious and

persistent problem that faced the
economy. Inflation has a negative impact on income and wealth distribution in addition to its social and political effects. It also leads to distortion in the allocation of

well

as

the returns

on

resources as

investment.

Gezira, because of the concentration
of government

in GDP, between 1970 - 1980; 1981 1989 and 1990
1993, the GDP grew
-

prices at the rate of 19%,
39.8% and 76.6% per annum respec-

lively. In real terms the GDP grew by
only 8.5%, 1.9% and 6.4% per annum
for the same periods respectively. The
high average annual rate of growth in
GDP (at current prices) in the 1980’s
and 1990’s can be attributed to higher
inflation rates (Bank of Sudan Report
1995).
Other

important characteristics, in-

elude the distortions in the structure
of the domestic aggregate

demand.
demand is composed of
private consumption, government expenditure, and capital formation. Private consumption has a large portion
in the total aggregate demand. Thus it
constitutes a major inflationary pressure. In general the rise in the private
The aggregate
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consumption is mainly due to high
marginal propensity to consume, and
also due to rise in the prices of consumer goods with low price elasticity
of demand and the rises in money in-

the

32%, but increased to

40% in 1993-1994 (
nance annual reports).

Ministry of FiThe agricultural

is also the main

sector

source

of

raw

uted

directed

exports has been declining.

subsidize commodities and

services. As well

as

the rise in the

international demand for the

primary

products, rises in the import bill and
BOP crisis creates

high rate oi growth in government
expenditure is due to the large amount
of government expenditure, which was
to

earnings caused by the decline in the

the decline in the

This

consumption witnessed large changes
during the period 1970-1994; it in-

Payments vulnerability

from the fluctuations in export

material and

creased from LS 147.7 million in 1970
to about LS 107544 million in 1994.

( Elshikh 1983). The government

stems

the economy.

inputs for other sectors of
Agriculture has a prominent position in exports in which about
90% of Sudanese exports are agricultural products. Cotton exports contrib-.

come

Balance of

agricultural sector in GDP de-

dined to about

productivity'.The
shortage in foreign
exchange which reduces the ability to
pay back the principal of foreign debt.
Another phenomenon, which re-

ex-

fleets the economic crisis of the

port earnings for the year 1980/81. But

economy, is the debt problem. To carry
out the development task and respon-

more

than 50% of the total

1989-1990 the share of cotton

since

These shares started to decline due

secu-

shortage of foreign currency and
scarcity of input materials.

sibility, since 1970 the government has
depended on foreign borrowing. The
rise in the import costs of both consumption and capital goods, due to the

rity and defence expenditure which indue to the expansion of the activities of the armed

to

fluctuation in the

world recession and oil crisis in the

rebel in Southern Sudan. The share of

share of industrial sector in the gross
domestic product. The share of the

Despite the fact that it is difficult to

creased in the last years

capital formation in the total aggregate
demand is small compared to the other
two periods. Despite this, investment
also affected the general price level.
The rise in the nominal income generated by investments in services sector

therefore
This

was

reflected

as

manufacturing sector in GDP was
8.3%, 7.8% and 10.2% for the period

know the actual amount of debt it is

1970/71, 1980/81 and 1992/93 respec-

debt has increased and exhausted

tively.

large amount of export earnings. The
external debt approximated at US $ 5.3

Another

important characteristic is

rial

the existence of two sectors; the traditional sector and the modern sector

ices.

characterized

were

not

matched

by increased mate-

production which led to excess
demand pressure on goods and servconclude that the increase
in domestic inflation was most probWe

can

ably driven by increases in the
demand. In most economic
flation is

of

excess

excess

studies, in-

always treated as a problem
demand. Bernstein and Patel

(1952) state that “This is the basic
frame-work of the inflation process,
when aggregate demand for all purposes

consumption, investment, and

government exceeds the supply of
goods at constant prices”. However,
most

mand

economists
as

a

use

the excess deof inflation.

measurement

(dualism). The traditional sector is

by low productivity,
primitive technique of production, lahour intensive and low capital investments.

The modern sector

The continuous increase in im¬

ports, together with the decline in exports resulted in the Balance of trade

cultural sector contributed 40% of GDP

ance

in 1994-1995

season.

This sector also

sists of two main sub sectors, the mod-

irrigated and the traditional. Both
public and private investments have
been heavily concentrated in the irrigated sector, while the traditional sector is left to small-scale private investors. The major crops in both sectors
are cotton, groundnuts, sorghum, millet, wheat and gum Arabic. During the
period 1980-1981, the contribution of
ern
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the indus-

by high
productivity, extensive use of modern
techniques of production, capital intensity and high level of growth. Imports play an important role in the
economy because about 50% of the
total government revenue come from
import duties.

deficits

provides employment for the majority
of the Sudanese people; about 70% of
total labour force are engaged in agriculture. The agricultural sector con-

or

trial sector is characterized

measure is mainly based on the
Keynesian Theory of excess demand.
Other important characteristics of
underdevelopment include the predominance of the agricultural sector
and dualism of the economy. The agri-

This

1970s increased the Sudanese debt.

over

the

period 1970-1994. Ex-

ports like in all other developing countries

are

mainly primary products and

concentrated

on

a

few commodities

like cotton. Gum Arabic and oil seeds.
The Sudan balance of trade and balof payments

has been in deficit
throughout the period of the study except for a few years. The Sudanese
Terms of trade has been declining over
the period 1973-1992. The deterioration

can

be attributed to

an

increase in

oil

prices since the end of 1973 and to
the decline in the export earnings. Although the export price index increased over the period 1973-92 but
the rise in the import price index exceeds the increase in the export price
index (

Bank of Sudan, 1995). This has

well known that in the last decade the
a

million in 1981, had increased to

US
$10.6 millions by 1988 (IMF financial
statistics 1996).
1.2

Inflation Problem in Sudan

Inflation is

clearly one of the most challenging problems facing policy mak-

ers

in Sudan. The rate of inflation has

been

skyrocketing over the period to
levels. Various policies that

very high
have been

adopted to resolve this prob-

lem have in most cases failed. The inflation rate in Sudan reached double
per annum range in the 1970s as
result of policy choices including de-

digit
a

cisions

excessive

growth of money
supply, devaluation of the Sudanese
Pound and fiscal policy decisions that
produced massive budget deficits. Previous attempts in late the 1970s and
the 1980s to satisfy the persistent excess

on

domestic demand. The latter had

reinforced the dominance of
inflation

as

the

imported
major determinant of

domestic inflation. However, the fundamental policy choice that has taken
Sudan to the verge of hyper-inflation
has been the implementation of the
IMF recovery program since
1978. It is argued that, inflation

June

is the
most serious and persistent problem the
economy faced during that time. In
1978 Sudan adopted a set of measures
to liberalize the economy. These measures generated a sustained upward
price trend. Official statistics show that

ex-

the inflation rate increased from 1.3%

port earnings and Balance of Payments

in 1970 to 26.1% in 1980 and 117% in

crisis.

1994, with

resulted in the deterioration in the

an

average

annual rate of
41
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TABLE 1.3

CPI and Inflation Rates for the years

Years

Higher Income
Group
CPI

Inflation

1970-1995, base Jan. 1990=100
Lower Income

Income

Group
CPI

Medium

Group
Inflation

Inflation

1970

1.09

1971

1.10

0.92

1.00

1.01

1.3

1972

1.19

8.18

1.12

12.00

9.0

1973

1.38

15.97

1.30

16.07

16.4

1974

1.71

23.91

1.65

26.92

25.2

1975

2.07

21.05

2.05

24.24

22.6

1976

2.11

1.93

2.08

1.46

1.8

1977

2.48

17.53

2.43

16.83

17.1

1978

2.97

19.76

2.84

16.87

18.3

1979

3.97

33.67

3.81

34.15

33.9

1980

5.02

26.45

4.79

25.72

26.1

1981

6.13

22.11

5.89

23.00

22.6

1982

7.87

28.38

7.48

27.00

27.7

1983

10.37

31.77

9.76

30.48

30.8

1984

13.55

30.67

13.10

34.22

32.8

1985

19.95

47.23

19.05

45.42

46.2

1986

25.60

28.32

24.72

29.76

29.1

1987

31.76

24.06

31.12

25.89

25.0

1988

46.58

46.66

47.18

51.61

49.2

1989

81.66

75.31

81.55

72.85

66.7

199.0

134.99

66.8

137.50

68.61

64.1

1991

295.70

120.18

305.00

121.82

123.6

1992

666.41

125.37

650.90

113.41

117.6

1993

1338.20

100.80

1310.70

101.43

101.4

1994

2899.90

116.70

2843.20

116.92

55.0

1995

4944.20

70.50

4787.0

68.38

0.99

1.0

Source: Central Bureau of Statistics
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15.7%during 1970 compared to 35.6%
during 1980’s and 1990’s
respectively. The average annual inand 92.3%

nation rate

was

about 34% for the pe-

riod 1978-89

compared to about 2%
for the period 1970-1978. The period
1989-1994 witnessed the highest rate
of inflation in Sudan; it was about 88%
per annum. Table shows the CPI and
inflation rate for the period 19701994.
The components

of the IMF program recommended for Sudan, have
been criticized by different economists.
Ali (1985), for example, criticised the
IMF (ESAP) in general and the devaluation policy in particular. He argued
that to improve the balance of payments, the devaluation policy requires
a higher price elasticity of demand for
both exports and imports. In the case
of Sudan both the exports and imports
elasticities are very low. The elasticity
of export is approximately about
0.7501, whereas that of imports is 0.11258. The Sudanese export consists
of primary commodities that are subject to climatic conditions domestically and other international variables.
The imports consist of essential goods
such as petroleum, capital goods, raw
materials, and consumer goods of
which the demand price is inelastic.
Due to the various rigidities and low
supply response characterizing the Sudanese economy, the substitution of
local products and inputs for imported
ones and the intermediate response of
exports require long-run measures. So,
the expectation that devaluation
would reduce imports is not valid. Finally devaluation will increase government expenditure by raising the prices
of government imports. Therefore continuous depreciation in the value of
the domestic currency will directly increase the general price level. Devaluation has

a

direct effect

on

inflation

pull inflation, which exist due to excessive aggregate demand. This type
of inflation can be ci^ised by real factors, such as the increase in any of the
components of the aggregate demand,
or by monetary factors, such as increase
in money supply. The second type of
inflation is the cost push inflation,
which is caused by a rise in the cost of
production, like wages and salaries and
input prices. Namely pressures exerted
by trade unions to increase wages and
increases in inputs prices will both increase production cost and, there by,
increasing the general price level. The
third type of inflation is that which is
related to the structure of the economy.
Previous studies on inflation in Sudan

broadly agree on the key factors
influencing the rate of inflation. These
factors include, the growth of money
supply, income growth or the performance of the productive sectors, the
structure of the economy, wage growth
and imported inflation, monetary policies, and the exchange rate movements. However budget deficit is the
most important factor causing the inflation problem in Sudan. I did an estimation for the inflation model of Su-

sources of inflation
factors which might
generate inflation. Economists generally attribute inflation either to excess
demand for goods and services or to
shortages of goods and services. They
broadly agree upon three types of inthere

are

many

flation. The first

one

is the demand-

SAPEM JANUARY/FEBRUARY 1999

inflationary preselasticity of the

Due to the low

government revenue, the government
revenue

did not increase in line with

the rise in the

price level. Therefore
relied on deficit finance to bridge the gap between its
expenditure and revenue. The characteristics of the tax system in Sudan
are responsible for the rises in the
general price level, given the fact that
indirect taxes are easily shifted to the
final consumer in form of a rising
prices of goods.
(iv) It is claimed that one of the importhe government

tant

sources

of inflation in Sudan is

the monetary expansion. The expansion in the money supply was mainly

depreciation of the national currency.
(v) Government policies, both fiscal

claims

on

sector

in addition to the continuoes

the government

and private

inflation model in Sudan.

and monetary, were excessively demand-oriented. The outcome of these

1.4

policies was that they raised the cost
of production, and thereby, the general price levels.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The

study postulated that, exchange
rate, wage rate, money supply, agriculture output, previous inflation, and
budget deficit are the main sources of
inflation in Sudan. The study also investigated the relative importance of
the budget deficit in inflation model.
Our analysis provides a number of
important factors that influence inflation in Sudan. We

can

summaries them

(i) The structure of the Sudanese
economy is regarded as one of the fac-

Concerning the

sures.

previous inflation and agriculture output are very significant in explaining

of

SOURCE OF INFLATION

contributed to the

due to the continuous increase in the

as

1.3

economy.

(iii) The tax system in Sudan has also

dan, the results suggest that inflation
in Sudan is not a monetary phenomenon.Budget deficit, exchange rate,

because it increases the domestic cost

imported goods and services.

of supply and shortage of resources
causing prices to rise.
(ii) The exchange rate policies applied
during the period of the stu^y reflect
another source of inflationary pressure in Sudan. The devaluation policies have caused inflationary pressure, by raising the cost of foreign inputs, thereby distorting the cost of
output in different sectors of the

From the above discussion

we can

concluded that inflation in Sudan is

monetary phenomenon. Since the
budget deficit is significant in our
not a

model,

we can

ernment

conclude that the gov-

finances it’s deficit from the

external inflows rather than domestic

finance.

follows:

tors, which contributed to the infla-

tionary phenomenon. The structuralist school argues that the inflationary pressures are mainly due to the
gap between the demand for goods
and their supply ^t sectoral level.
This is actually the case of Sudanese
economy. The expansion in demand
was faced by the low price elasticity

1.5 POLICY IMPLICATIONS
The main

policy implication of the rethat, many factors are
responsible for inflation in Sudan.
Thus, neither monetary nor fiscal
policy alone can solve the inflation
problem. Instead a comprehensive
policy package is required for curbing
suits obtained is

inflation. All fiscal, monetary, structural and

exchange rate policies
important to combat inflation.

are
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(i) Searching for the real

carry

only control the inflation
problems. The real sources of infla-

its responsibilities away from
government intervention and politi-

Blanchard and Fischer.” Lectures on
Macro economics”; Cambridge Mass:

cal influence. Central bank inde-

MIT

tion

pendence is only

flation

of in-

causes

can

are

related to the structure of the

economy. Thus, important efforts
should be directed to remove the
structural bottlenecks and

facing the Sudanese

rigidities

economy.

(ii) To control demand pull inflation
monetary and fiscal measures should
be

adopted to reduce total spending
demand and there
by reducing the up-ward pressure on
the price level.
(iii) The expansion of aggregate deor

the aggregate

mand, which characterizes the Sudaeconomy, supply-enhancing
measures should be one of the imnese

portant items in any economic reform or stabilization programme.

(iv) The reduction in aggregate expenditure can be achieved by restructuring its level in favour of capital

investment and essential

eco-

nomic and social services, as well as

reducing the absolute level of both
private and government expenditure.

(v) The continuous depreciation in the

purchasing power of the Sudanese
pound requires a strict policy to affeet and control both the demand for
and the

supply of foreign

currency.

The determination of the

exchange
rate by market mechanism alone without controlling the demand and the
supply of foreign currency will lead
to a further depreciation. This can
be done by imposing import control.
(vi) The tax system should be designed
to be

inflation-elastic

come

-elastic, that is, responsive to

changes in

as

well

as

in-

and real incomes.
The government revenues should be
increased considerably to minimize
inflationary pressure stemming from
deficit financing. Moreover, the tax
base should be changed.
money

(vii) Tax administration should be improved to reduce the cost of tax collection, improve tax assessment, and
tax

enforcement.

(viii) The monetary authorities should

play

an

effective role in curbing in-

flation. Moreover the central bank
of Sudan should play a dynamic role
in overall economic

policies to solve
problems which constrain a sustainable and high rate of
growth. However, the effectiveness
of policies and supervision of the
central bank on banking system requires the bank to have a sizeable
amount of independence so as to
the various
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Press, New York. 1989.

one of the several
institutional devices that can be im-

Branson, W. H. “ Macro Economic

plemented to

Theory and policy”.Harper & Row Pub-

price stability
and enhance the credibility of macroeconomic policy.
(ix) In practice, price controls have often

ensure

been used

rather than

as

a

substitute for,

complement to, monetary and fiscal adjustment, as in the
Populist programs. It is found to be
effective in bringing down inflation
quickly in the short run, in many
cases the initial success has
proved

Ushers, New York. 1989.

Dornbusch, R. “Open economy macroeconomics”.

Harper Collins, 1980.

a

difficult to sustain, due to

a
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lack of
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persistence in macroeconomic
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disinflation programs, for example,
increase the credibility (in this case,
the consistency) of the reform program itself by devising appropriate
contingency clauses. Also increasing the
reputation of the
policymakers implementing the program, discussing the conceptual basis of the proposals and evaluating
their practical policy implication are
important.
(x) Finally above all other measures,
the best solution to the problem of
inflation lies in increasing production. The public sector and the pri-

Lioi, V. Corbo, “Inflation in develop-
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vate sector

alise the
more
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ECONOMIC INDICATORS
SADC Inflation Trends
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ECONOMIC INDICATORS
ECONOMIC INDICATORS DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF CONGO

Key Indicators

Unit

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

Population

m

39.9

41.2

42.6

43.9

45.8

Gross National Product

US$bn

9.0

7.6

6.0

5.30

GNP Per

US$

260

185

135

120

99

Capita

1997

GDP at Market Prices

NZbn

36,9'

1,835“

11,779.0"

90,564.8

150,410.1

Real GDP Growth

%

-B.C

-3.9*’

-0.7*’

0.9*’

-4.1*’

Inflation

%

1,352

9,800

542

750

Exports

fob'* $m

1,144

1,028

1,563*’

1,547*’

1,390

Imports

fob'* $m

668

581

871*’

1,089

807

-659

415

-630*’

-621*’

-871

.

4,129

Current Account Balance Sn

gold

Sn

156.73

46.2

120.7

146.6

82.5^

n/a

Total External Debt

Sn

9,775

11,270

12,322

13,137

13,900

15,000

0.4“

1.3

1.5

2.7

0.0

Reserves excl

External Debt-Service Ratio,

paid %

Copper Production

‘000 tonnes

48.1

30.6

35.0

40.2

37.7

Cobalt Production

‘000 tonnes

2.1

3.3

4.0

4.0

3.0

Diamond Production

m

15.2

16.3

22.0

22.2

22.0

Agricultural Production

1989-91-100

106.4

107.8

101.6

100.5

Food

1989-91-100

106.5

109.7

102.4

101.3

Coffee/green

‘000 tonnes

98

*54

*77

*76

Discount Rate

%

55.0

95.0

145.0

125.0

238.0

Exchange Rate

Z per

645,549

4,00,000

1,199

7,024

63,750

carats

US$

“NZ introduced in October 1993 at

a parity of NZ1 :Z3m; for comparison the rte shown refers to the new
currency from 1992.
change to Congolese frances. *’NZ m. "EIU estimates. '*Official estimate. "Balance-of-payments basis.
partners’ trade returns, subject to a wide margin of error.

NZ scheduled to

*Based
Source:

on

(1) EIU-4th Quarter 1998
(2) Africa Review 1998

Main Destinations

Principle

Exports

Imports

Diamonds

-

Coffee

Belgium - Luxembourg

Copper & Cobalt

US

(Gecamines)

Italy

Consumer

South Africa

Raw materials

Belgium - Luxembourg
Hong Kong

Energy products

US

goods
Capital goods

-

South Africa

Source: E.I.U. 4th Quarter 1998
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ECONOMIC INDICATORS
DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF CONGO: TRADE WITH MAJOR PARTNERS($’000; monthly average)
US^

BELG-LUX

UK

FRANCE

GERMANY

Jan-Dec

Jan-Dec

Jan-Dec

Jan-Dec

Jan-Dec

Jan-Dec

Jan-Dec

Jan-Dec

Jan-Dec

Jan-Dec

1995

1996

1995

1996

1995

1996

1995

1996

1995

2.739

2,632

2,567

1,987

288

276

1.396

1.922

153

98

75

153

14

15

25

5

162

157

6

5

1,943

1.831

193

273

578

425

520

556

343

294

166

1 34

2

6

78

70

17

12

2 1

10

1,036

827

1 26

152

36

I 8

42

16

5

16

Non-metalic Mineral Manufacturers

406

1.295

3 1

2

49

35

77

36

2

0

Base Metals

323

263

315

109

172

363

60

66

9

66

Metal Manufacturers

366

362

36

53

138

109

56

30

63

17

Machinery inci electrieal

3,794

3,513

1.506

2,039

805

896

797

643

585

332

Transport equipment

2,778

3.126

88

143

1,203

857

279

1 86

650

109

Clothing, Footwear and Handbags

343

319

1 16

76

6

8

92

1 19

9

0

Scientific Instruments, ete

347

535

64

67

41

26

68

97

15

32

15,915

17,005

6,401

6,102

5,177

5,177

4,014

4,238

2,252

1,076

589

423

108

0

1,336

778

2,293

1.416

89

0

0

0

188

275

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

23

175

15 1

5

4

83

63

234

438

21

65

748

472

612

473

3 16

36

0

I

562

518

75

22

1

I

0

0

24

3

238

26

109

73

0

0

2

0

0

0

I 1,354

10,947

0

2,167

0

0

0

0

2

27

1 19

7

72

8

5

92

0

0

54,962

54,61 1

6,885

7,246

I I

7

0

1

0

0

891

2,275

3,049

2,171

1,647

920

359

213

196

379

29

13

1

2

30

I I

0

0

8

1

57,658

58,272

22,787

21,642

5,431

5,700

3,490

2,375

834

1996

Exports to Democratic Republic of
Congo fob

Food, drink and tobacco

Mineral Fuels

Chimieals

Rubber Manufacturers

Textile yarn.

Cloth and Manufaeturers

Total incI others

Imports from Democratic Republic of Congo
cif

and spices

Coffee,

eocoa, tea

Animal

feeding stuffs

Crude rubber

wood and cork

Crude minerals and fertilisers

Metal

ores

and scrap

Petroleum and

products

Chemicals

Non-metalic mineral manufacturers
Non-ferrous metals'^

Maehinery and transport equipment
Total inel others

575

•Figures from partners’ trade account' '’US exports to the DRC averaged $3,6m and $3.5m per month for the periods January-August 1997
and 1998. US imports from the DR' averaged $26.2m and $15.8m oer month for the periods January-August 1997 and 1998. ‘Mainly copper
and zinc.

Source:
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SADC EXPORT

DIRECTORY

Key Business Contacts
SOUTH AFRICA & SWAZILAND

SOUTH AFRICA i+27\

Tel:

(+267) 30 8424

Namibia

SWAZILAND INDUSTRIAL

DEVELOPMENT CO. LTD.

DEVELOPMENT BANK OF

Floris

SOUTHERN AFRICA

Tel:

S. Madolo

South Africa

P.O. Box 866, Mbabane

Bergh

D.D. Ntshalintshali

(+26461)299 3504

Controller of

(Manager)
Corporate Relations
Halfway House 1685

Henk Beets

Tel: 44011

Tel:

Fax: 45619

Tel:(ll)3133116

United

Fax:

Charles Wood

(11)313 3628

(+2721) 509 2283

Kingdom

COMMISSION

Tel:+(44171)3327536

N. Moahloli

United States
Brian baskir

P.O.Box 35

Tel: (+1617)421 1288

Cape Town 8000

PRICES FORBES (PVT) LTD

Tel: (21)403 4911

Fax: (21)403 4651

B. Oxley
Deputy Managing Director

GROUP nvT:

P.O. Box 61689

1 du Toit

Marshaltown 2107

Group Communications Manager

Tel:

P.O. Box 1(X)

P.O. Box 5016
Rivonia2128

SAFMARINE

Tel:(ll)8060111
Fax: (11)806 8323

R. Winnearls

IDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT

P.O. Box 27

CORPORATION OF SOUTH
AFRICA LTD.

Cape Town 8000
Tel: (21)408 6911

J. Kriek

Fax:

Manager/

(21)408 6370

SWAZILAND (+268)

Tel: (11)

269 3000
Fax:(l 1)2693119

AND TRADE

ISCOR

Ms. J.Z. Maseko

(Trade Promotion Unit)

Export Development Officer
P.O. Box 518, Mbabane

External Communications

Tel: 41808/9

P.O. Box 450

Fax: 43833

Pretoria 0001

SUN INTERNATIONAL

Tel: (12) 307 4236

SWAZILAND

Fax:

J.C. Fraser

NEDBANK AFRICA

Financial Director

W. Frost

P/Bag Ezulwini

General Manager

Tel: 61001

P.O. Box 1144

Fax: 61606

Johannesburg 2000

SWAZILAND ELECTRICITY

Tel:(ll)6307111
Fax: (11) 8345060

BOARD

OLD MUTUAL

Public Relations Officer

S.J. Nxumalo

Bermuda

P.O. Box 258, Mbabane

Bill

Tel: 46678/44982

Langley

Ms. L. Dlamini

Public Relations Officer

125, Mbabane

Fax: 43130

SWAZILAND RAILWAY
D. Gwebu

Flead of

Marketing

P.O. Box

475, Mbabane

Fax: 47210

SWAZILAND SUGAR

MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS

(12) 323 3288

CORPORATION

Tel: 47211/1

Sandton 2146

Manager

SWAZILAND POSTS AND

P.O. box

P.O. Box 784055

M. Schutte

Fax: 61875

Tel: 43131

Deputy General Manager

Divisional

Lobamba

Tel: 61151

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

11)378 3329
Fax: (11)378 3330

Public Relations

R. Patricks

Research Officer

Corporate Affairs

Public Relations

S.M
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The South-South

I

exchange for reserach on
the history of
development

1

Sephics Grants Programme

Citizenship, Ethnicity and History’ and
Equity, Exclusion and Liberalization, Sephis will give special attention to the search for new identities and visions
Under the subthemes

on

of ‘The forging of Nationhood cfe The Contest over

development which arise in the South.

Fellowships for Post-Doctoral Research
In

1999, six fellowships are availavefor Post-Doctoral research. Funding will be providedfor travel and research
and salary according to local standards. These fellowships extend from a minimum of three months to a

costs,

ma.ximum

oftn’o years.

Eligibility; Scholars who have received their PhD degrees, preferably within the last five years,
employed by, or ajfiliated to, a university, a research institute or development agency in the South.
Grants for

and who are

PhD research

available for PhD research. PhD grants will be provided for a period from one to three
The proposal must include a period of research and should make clear that the applicant can realistically
complete his or her draft thesis in the given time. Salaries are normally not included in the Sephis PhD grants.

In 1999, ten grants are
years.

Eligibility; PhD students enrolled at a university in

the South, who are supported by their institution.

Applications for these grants include:
a research proposal (maximum of 4 pages prefaced by an abstract of 100 words) presenting the research
problem and research methodology (including the sources to be examined), reviewing the relevant literature and
indicating the relevance of the research to one or both of the Sephis themes;
an

academic curriculum vitae;

testifying to institutional affiliation;
referee’s report (report sheets can be obtainedfrom
a budget;

a

letter

a

a

the Sephis secretariat or via Sephis World Wide Web site);

timetable.

applications for Post Doctoral grants should include:
of the form of publication (book, article etcetera);
copy of the PhD certificate.

In addition,
an
a

indication

In addition,
a

applications for PhD grants should include;
of recommendation by their thesis supervisor;

letter

will be selected by the Sephis Steering Committee, which consists of historians from different
The applications will be evaluated according to academic quality, relevance to Sephis,
themes, comparative potential and contribution to South-South co-operation. The application must be received
before April 30, 1999.

Research proposals

regions in the world.

English. Incomplete applications, applications
lengthy applications cannot be taken into consideration.

Applications should be written in

The

application

-

and all requests about the grants programme -

by fax or e-mail and/or too

should be sent to;

Sephis Grants Programme
International Institute

of Social History (IISG)

Cruquiusweg 31, 1019 AT Amsterdam,
The Netherlands, Telephone +3120 463 63 95

Telefax +3120 463 63 85. Email;sephis®iisg.nl
Information can also be obtained at;http;//www.iisg.nl/~sephis
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Mahmood Mamdani

Patricia McFadden
I would like to

be that this

is here an interesting analogy with the
European Renaissance. For did not the
European Renaissance also aim to go
beyond its Dark Ages, its Middle Ages,
by reaching back into a dim past, the
past of Ancient Greece and Rome, a past
shunned by the Middle Ages but embraced by philosophers of Arabia and
Africa, a past that Europe reappropriated and mythologized as Martin
Bernal would later point out so as to

tal

strike into the future?

begin with some quesWhen did the African Renais-

tions.

sance begin, in 1994 or earlier? Is the
African Renaissance to be a turnkey

ENVIRONMENT

South African export to

the rest of AfAlternatively, could it be that

rica?

the African Renaissance does not have

Environmental
Loss of

Security:
indigenous knowledge

a

60

single parentage,

that its waters

before

and environmental and human

degradation
Meena Singh

as

come

a single genealogy,
from many springs

joining a larger flow? Could it
genealogy is as continen-

its claim?

If so, we need to

acknowledge the
larger idea of which the call for an African Renaissance is

Remembering Ture Kwame

63

Tajudeen Abdul Raheema

a

child of the idea

can

that it has been

in response to a common predicament,
one that South Africa shares with wider

recognise
pushed forward more
through debates than through a chorus. Indeed, this is precisely what constitutes its strength.
As

a

historical endeavour. Panwas both born of the expe-

slavery and colonialism and
protracted attempt to go beyond the interlude defined by that experience. It is Africa’s attempt to go
beyond its Dark Ages, to dig deep into
its own past, so as to sculpt it even
mythologize it, but creatively so as to

Dimension
Dominic Milazi

64

turn

it into

a resource

decisive

for

a

forward

finally to cut
itself adrift from the Dark Ages. There
movement so
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as

be

name

for

a

mutual African effort

Africa. I will suggest that the^redicament is summed up in one word,

decolonization, and the promise in another, de-racialization.

rience of

is Africa’s

Planning for Managing
Socio-Economic Development
The Intergrated Participating

the question of the geneal-

of Pan-Africanism and to

Africanism

BOOK REVIEW

To put

ogy of the African Renaissance, is to
ask whether the African Renaissance

Eor

Africa

someone

no more

who has been in South

than

a

few years,

I

sug-

gest it would be more illuminating to
this question through lenses
forged elsewhere on this continent. To
do so, I suggest requires moving away
from the euphoria we all shared on the
answer

eve

of the

post-apartheid transition to
morning after, a
brought home by stubborn fact

the sober mood of the
mood
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and relations summed up

in a single
phrase, the legacy of apartheid.

It is
and

The

Legacy of Apartheid

To wider African eyes,

the South African reality is summed up by two contradictory facts. On the one hand.
South Africa is possibly the most
highly developed economy on the continent; on the other, this development
is harshly limited and distorted by a
colonial context. This legacy needs
to be thought through as a three-fold:
socio-economic, political and ideological.
The socio-economic legacy is
summed up by a single fact that UNDP
published a l^ew years ago. If white
South Africa were a country on its own,
its per capita income would be 14* in
the world, next to Spain; but if black
South Africa

were a

separate country,

its per

capita income would rank 114*
globally, next to the Democratic Republic of Congo.
This harsh fact strikes every African visitor to this country. Some comment on it crudely and undiplomatically as did the former Nigerian
Minister. Others point it out with some
humour,

as

did Professor Ali Mazrui in

speech in Cape Town, when
he said the 1994 compromise;* You
wear the crown, we'll keep the jewels.
a recent

It is this

same

stubborn fact, this socio-

economic

legacy of apartheid that
Deputy President Thabo Mbeki
summed up in his Two Nations speech
of May 29. One nation that lives, as if
in Spain, the other as if in Congo.
The political legacy of apartheid
related to this, for the two nations
lived in two different political worlds,
was

separated by a Chinese wall. This wall
divided the world of the settler from
the world of the native, for the settler
was a citizen and the native a subject.

This

world of

contradictory
opposites. It was a world where democracy was racialized as an exclusive
privilege of a minority, giving rise to
the vexing moral dilemma that apartheid was democratically sanctioned,
by a racial minority that voted for it in
greater numbers with each passing election. So racial privilege defended itself through a racial democracy. The
other side of this world were ethnicallytagged containers, each supervised by
a separate Native Authority, each with
the power to enforce an authoritarian,
was a

state-sanctioned, ethnicized version of

subjects. So a colonial dietatorship was presented as the perpetu-

custom its

ation of
tom.
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a

time-honoured ethnic

cus-

through this dual institutional

apparatus, of a racialized democracy
a

dictatorship sanctioned

as na-

tive custom, that power sought to enforce a dual political identity: a racial

identity that united beneficiaries
alongside an ethnic identity that fragmented victims.

This dual political regime, of a
racialized civic democracy alongside
the dictatorship of ethnicized Native

Authorities,

unique to apartwas actually the
distinctive aspect of colonialism in
Equitorial Africa. The interesting
thing is that the reform of this bifurcated political structure in South Afwas not

heid South Africa. It

rica has also followed wider African

south of the Sahara

was

Bila-as-Sudan,

the land of the Black people.
The meaning of Africa changed

radically during the period of the Dark
Ages, that of slavery. Africa came to
be identified with that part of the continent ravaged by slavery. Instead of
being considered a hallmark of a degraded civilization, slavery was presented as a rescue operation for a peopie incapable of civilization.
This period when millions were being forcibly taken from Middle Africa,
Equatorial Africa roughly coincided
with a migration of thousands of thousands, actually hundreds of thousands,
into the northern and southern parts of
the continent. They came, mainly,

lines, especially the more conserva-

from Arabia in the north and

tive variant in the post-colonial Afri-

the south.

experience.

can

This variant de-

racialized civic democracy, but kept
the Native Authorities intact. Its outcome

has been

contradictory: while
citizenship has been deracialized, indigenous citizens con-

civic

tinue to be treated also

as

ethnic sub-

slavery and the voluntary
of peoples of Arabic and
European origin into Africa, gave rise
to creolized populations and cultures.
overseas

movement

There

rica took

Authorities who continue to oversee
the enforcement of an authoritarian

an

version of native custom

as

"custom-

difference, however:
people in North Afthe Arabic language and

was one

whereas Creolized

jects, still under the grip of Native

ary" law.

on

Arabized

under

identity, those who

the Americas.

heid.

to be

1991, for
for
for

a
a

came

to South Africa in

the Africa between the Sahara and the

Limpopo. Europe thought of it as real
Africa, or "the Dark Continent", a place
said to be without sense of history. It

a

negative notion of Africa.

When I would tell those I met that I
from

Uganda, they would inevi-

tably remark:

so you are

At first 1 used to

answer

from Africa.

rhetorically,

where do you think you are from? But
when I kept on getting the same quesover

and again, I was forced to
was compelled to ask

historicize it. I

myself: wasn't 1 asked the
tion in Cairo, in

same ques-

Algiers, in Tunis, in

Mogadishu, in Khartoum, and even in
Addis Ababa? What did Africa
to these
mean to

I
of

us

Africa came
equated with equatorial Africa,

few weeks, then in 1993

and their

tion,

It is in this period that

few months, and finally in 1996
few years. I was struck by the

link between negative images of self
amongst the Black intellectuals I met

was

came

racialized European power
were bracketed under a separate "coloured" identity, whether in Africa or
a

This brings me to my main point
today, the ideological legacy of apartI first

Europe in

Both movements, the enforced movements of Africans, into

mean

people? What does Africa
all of us?

now

teach my

have the

students that few

privilege of naming

our-

The names we receive from
the time of birth are given to us by
selves.

others. Africa, in the beginning, was
a name Romans gave to their province
in North Africa. Africa then

was

Af-

rica above the Sahara. It is from the
Romans that the Arabs took the

"Ifriqiya" the Arab

name

for Africa

is this racialized notion of Africa

as so-

cially Bantu and spatially equatorial,
this notion that I was hearing all around
me, that was a product of the Dark Ages
of slavery and colonialism.
I would like to say a few words
about the importance of the Creolized
populations and cultures, especially
for Africa, before I go on to the main
part of my talk. There are three major
Creolized'cultures and populations
with

a

link to Africa. The first is the

Diasporic culture. While we know and
speak of the Diaspora in the Americas,
we also need to beware that the Indian
Ocean and the Trans - Saharan slave
trade also created a Diaspora of African origin in the Arabias and Asia you
only need to take a look at the Saudi
World Cup soccer team to get a hint of
this Just as we speak of African -Ameri-

in the New World, we need to think
of African-Arabs and African- Asians in
cans

the Old World It is precisely because
of the forced movement of people of
African origin to both the Old and the
SAPEM JANUARY/FEBRUARY 1999
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New World that descendants of Africa

self-worth and

may constitute the leading component
of Creolized populations around the

agency.
to

world. The second

can

tion in the north of the continent, while
the third group is the Europeanized

changes in consciousness as a brain
washing exercise.
This, surely, is why every Renais-

major Creolized
group is that of the Arabized popula-

and Asianized

(and to

population in the south
east) of the conti-

some extent

Culturally, these populations are
wholly African nor wholly non
African Politically, their allegiance
remains very much subject to contest.
nent.

neither

It is this latter fact which underlines

renewed

sense

of

refer to great movements

is first and foremost

sance

a

for

re-awak-

ening of thought. It is why the driving
force of every Renaissance is inevitably the intelligentsia. I use the word
“intelligentsia” in its broad sense, in
the sense of the original Russian word,
not in the narrow sense of the English

the

importance
of Creolized
populations within Africa their impor-

word intellectual. In that broad Rus-

tance has less to do with their numbers

for, in most parts of Africa. Creolized

who drive forward creative thought
and frame debate, whether in the arts

peoples

or

to

social

are a tiny minority compared
the historical mainstream of Africans

But their

significance lies beyond

numbers for several reasons To begin
with. They have played a dispropor-

tionately important role

as conveyer

belts in the relation between the African mainstream and Africa’s invaders.

They have been

belt, either
emancipation
Historically, the most important emancipative impulse has been that of PanAfricanism, a school of thought mainly
of Creolized origin, whether in the
Americas, West Africa or Cape Town.
My feeling is that the Creolized margin will constitute a crucial battleground in the struggle over the hearts
for domination

a conveyer
or

for

and minds of the African mainstream
in this era.

Cultural

mixing, whether enforced
voluntary, can arise without a biological mixing. From this point of

or

view, I wonder if
sider the

we

should not

con-

post-colonial intelligentsia,

sian

sense

Renaissance? Intellectuals
central to the process of identity
mation. Identities

THE RENAISSANCE AND THE

INTELLIGENTSIA
It is

a

no-

pervasive throughout

this continent. It is an indicator of how
colonized we have become mentally.
This is, of course,

why an intellectual
rebirth, a re-awakening of the mind, is
an
urgent need. It is to this new sense
of selfborn of

a

different

for-

are

academic.
Let

us

return to

South Africa. I have

already argued that the apartheid
project enforced bi-polar identities, of
whites

as

racial and blacks

as

ethnic

beings, welding together its beneficiaries, whether Afrikaners, English, German, Greek into a single identity called
white, while fragmenting its victims
into so many ethnic minorities. This, I
suggest, would not have succeeded
had it been conceived of

po-

litical

po-

only as a
project enforced through a

litical apparatus. To succeed, it also
had to be an intellectual project en-

through an intellectual apparatus, whether state-controlled or auquestion to what extent were apartheid-enforced identities
voluntarily reproduced through a
knowledge industry that included
a

sense

of his-

tory and one’s place in it that we call
African Renaissance. Let us recall that

major development of historical
significance must re-think and re-write
history, and thereby re-define its place
in history so as to give itself a sense of
every
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newspapers and magazines, radio and
television? I want to speak of the academic
that

sector

Africa, it claimed to be performing a
civilizing mission So it set out to civilize” natives through creating a Westernized intelligentsia clones who
would lead the assimilationist

enter-

prise The university of Fort Hare, for
example, was created in this era South
Africa also went through a second colonial experience, more characteristic
of equatorial Africa, the part of the continent colonized after the Berlin Conference called indirect rule there and

apartheid here, this experience was determined to prevent assimilation by
keeping natives in their separate, customary, place. It reified difference, and
was suspicious of native intellectuals.
So, South Africa, like equatorial
Africa, had few institutions
native intellectuals. At

to nurture

independence,

the institution-based intellectuals

maiilly white. There was a native
intelligentsia, but it was outside universities. It was to be found mainly outside universities, in social movements
or religious institutions. It functioned
were

without institutional support

Institutionally, South Africa had

a

two-tiered structure. There were white
universities with a tradition of institutional autonomy - particularly in the

English-speaking

ones - alongside
state-controlled black universities
Here again, we have a moral dilemma

do with civil

society and
democracy liberal English
universities enjoyed autonomy, and
they reproduced institutional privilege
when left to themselves They rationalized their racially exclusive character
as an inevitable
biproduct of the puras

we

racialized

suit of excellence
has

a

as

if excellence, too,

colour.

The white universities

of

were

islands

privilege, in which intellectuals

functioned like potted

This raises

schools, technikons and universities,

sad fact that the racialized

tion of Africa is

are

reproduced institutionally, and changed institutionally The locus of identity formation is
not just political, it is also cultural and

tonomous

in the rest of this talk.

all those

can

culturally Creole? It is the intelligentsia of post-colonial Africa that I want
on

are

thought
My question to you is: Where is the
intelligentsia to drive forward an Afri-

forced

focus

intellectuals

culture, whether in philosophical or

with one foot in colonial culture and
another in that of their ancestors, as

to

,

a

It is only those who have little
hope for from historical change who

in this mix, and I suggest

plants in green
They had intellectual freedom
but they lacked social accountability.
In contrast, black universities coming
out of apartheid were the intellectual
counter-parts of Bantustans. They were
meant to contain creativity rather than
to promote it. They were designed to
houses.

function

more as

detention centres for

think of this intellectual apparatus at three levels: the individual, the

black intellectuals rather than

institutional and the processual referring to the intellectual content of
knowledge.
The intelligentsia is a product of
colonialism South Africa went through

thought. As such, they had little tradi-

we

kinds of colonialism. The first was
the 19th century colonialism that goes

two

by the

name

“direct rule” characteris-

tic of Asia, Latin America and North

tres

as cen-

that would nourish intellectual

tion of intellectual freedom

or institutional autonomy. They were driven by
the heavy-handed of bureaucracy. And

yet, they were far more socially responsive than were their white counterparts.
Both the white and black universities

were

difference

products of apartheid. The
was not only in the institu53
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was

that

bureaucratically driven. The dif-

three levels individual, institutional and processual.

stitutionalized power - deracialized institutions
and intellectual freedom

also in their

Of these three, de-racialization at

ference,

shall

as we

see was

intellectual horizons. It

the white

was

intelligentsia that took the lead in ereating apartheid-enforced identities in
the knowledge they produced, while
believing that this was an act of intellectual creativity unrelated to the culture of privilege in which they were
steeped. They ended up defending an
ingrained prejudice with a studied conviction. The irony is that the white intelligentsia came to be a greater, because a more willing, prisoner of apartheid-thought than its black counterpart.
It is not surprising that a racialized
intelligentsia in racialized institutions
gave rise to a racialized intellectual
product. When I came to UCT in 1996,
1

was

startled to find that there

was a

clear institutional distinction between

kinds of

knowledge If a student
study the white experience,
he or she went to one of the disciplinary departments, like political studies or history or sociology If that student wanted to study the native experience, they came to the Centre for Aftwo

combination of

We need to think of de-racialization at

tional culture, that the former enjoyed
institutional autonomy and the latter

wanted to

rican Studies. The Centre for African

Studies

was

actually

a centre

for Bantu

the

same

the individual level is

no

but, by itself, it will be

tant

racialization is

impor-

superficial

Institutional dedifficult. We all

cosmetic.

and

doubt the

Affirmative action is

easiest.

more

know that, even

though labels have

a

-

you the conditions for fruitful
intellectual debates, which have been

key to advancing the frontiers of
knowledge on this continent. The
point is that significant deracialization in institutional power,
and not just numbers, inevitably

continues to be

sparked debates around the racialized
of knowledge. These debates
later gelled into so many traditions,

the

now

changed, the institutional separation
between white and black universities

reproduced. Faced with
post-apartheid context, the tendency of white intellectuals is to retreat into a comfortable laager. And yet,
they are increasingly anxiety-ridden as
they retreat into private pursuits, while

content

known

as

and the Dar-es-Salaarn School in political economy.

black intellectuals

CONCLUSION

beat

De-racialization is vital, but it cannot

war

are more prone to
drums. One side continues to

call for the defence of excellence,

simply be equated to a change in pigintelligentsia is vital, but will not automatically give us
a de-racialized knowledge This is for
one simple reason. The only guarantee of de-racialized knowledge is an
Africa-focused intelligentsia
To sum up, I would like you to conmentation. A black

while the other demands redress
The

top-down nature of the South
means that power is
negotiated in institutions also means
that institutional autonomy remains an
effective strategy for the defence of
privilege.
My question is: Is it possible to
African transition

transform institutions without under-

mining institutional autonomy? 1 think
yes. We should learn about the regime
of conditionalities from the IMF, about

sider four

propositions and a conclusion. One, there can be no Renaissance
without an intelligentsia to drive it
African Renaissance requires
intelligentsia to
drive it. Third, the sober morning-af-

Two,
an

an

Africa-focused

teria to funds. There is

ter realization

rican Studies at the

for

an

tough performance criclearly a need

lough post-apartheid condipackage. How to

transcend the two-tiered racialized in-

the institutional apparatus of learning
in this country continues to be hostile

a

stitutional structure of education

to

a

mains

African Studies

tral feature of this

The South African intellectual

prod-

dual asnotion of
South African exceptionalism, a
widely-shared prejudice that South
Africa may be a part of Africa geographically, but not politically or culturally, and certainly not economically. The flip side of this conviction
is a presumption of sameness, a prejudice that

sees

nished with

a

wardness. It

the rest of Africa

as tar-

single brush, that of backis an assumption that I

have found shared

across

divides,

ra-

a

thought is institutional. And finally,
that the institutional context of knowl-

lectual

production in wider Africa.
example of Nigeria. Nigeria
had one university with 1,000 students
at independence in the early 1960s.
Thirty years later, in early 1990s, it had

Take the

same as

was

its

only legitimate activity is war-making.
The de-racialization of intellectual

production is the hardest and the slowof all. When it happens it will con-

est

African Renaissance. The

Every part has its specificity. Oneness

stitute

is not

point is, you cannot dictate intellec-

sameness

In this context, what does

decolonize the

it

mean

intelligentsia? I suggest, in a word, it means to deracialize.

to

54

an

tual processes or outcomes.
can

But you
enabling conditions.
wider African experience is

create

The

edge production can be changed is
demonstrated by the experience of
post-colonial Africa in the early decades after independence. For the fact
is that, in spite of its deepening financial crisis, the institutional environment for Africa-focused thought has
been far

more

receptive in the post-coAfrica than it

lonial academy in wider
is today in South Africa.

dogma that the state has lit-

tie business in social welfare and that

everywhere else in

Africa. But then, there is no part of Africa that is the same as anywhere else.

131,000 students
before the IMF en-

41 universities with

forced its

rica is the

thought. The critical

Perhaps there is something to learn
from wider Africa on this point. The
post-colonial state played a key role
in changing the infrastructure of intel-

This, however

ideological
legacy of apartheid, however non-racial it may appear in form I want to be
clear 1 am not arguing that South Af-

Africa-focused

barrier to deracialization in social

South Africa.

racialized

an

re-

key dilemma of post-apartheid

cial, gender or ideological. This

thinking is

intelligentsia in

critical numbers It lacks them because

tionalities, with deracialization

is strongly guided by
sumption, on the one hand

that South Africa lacks;

Africa-focused

a cen-

Town and the Director of its Centre for

uct

the Ibadan School in

history, the Dakar School in culture,

how to attach

University of Cape

change in in-

gives

studies! I should know, because I was
am the A C Jordan Professor of Af-

and

a

be

This realization, I suggest, should
basis of a single imperative. There

a

is need for urgent

action by the state,
only the state, to create enabling conditions for the nurture of an
Africa-focused intelligentsia These

but not

conditions will need to create

an

insti-

receptive to such
thought and can not be created without strong conditionalities centered on
tutional context

de-racialization

-

attached to state sup-

port for educational

institutions
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Entrenching Democracy
and Good Governance

through the Empowerment
of Women
Patricia McFadden
This

paper was presented at the
Women's Development Foundation

(WDF) Senimar held in Novemner
1998 in

Johanessburg, South Africa.

South Africa and across the continent
and the world, and it is the urgency of
this unfinished business which brings
us

together here today. Nevertheless,

We have moved; We
The

subject of my talk, and of this
three day seminar is one which will
preoccupy us all for the rest of our
present lives, and for the many which I
know we will live again in future
times. Issues of Democracy, Governance and Women’s
Empowerment lie
at the heart of our very existence as
human beings marking our journey
through time as we have experienced
it

Women, Africans and Human

as

Beings.

nothing

come a long way towards
goal of living in better societies

ie. societies which are women friendly
and
women
respecting; societies
which celebrate the richness and the

gifts which

women

-

(as mothers, sisters, daughters, lovers,
some of what
is best in the human condition);

of
being afraid

existence intimidated by

our
or

worth.

our

Yet

we

certainly cannot lean

on

laurels, as the tasks and challenges remain multiple and sometimes
our

seemingly impossible to overcome.
But, we have very good reason to
laugh, and dance when we look back
at

where

wasn’t
who

we

have been, because it

long ago that we (those of us
female and Black in particu-

so

are

to

come

lar) could rightly be described the
‘wretched of the earth’. Too many of
us still
occupy that tragic status in
SAPEM JANUARY/FEBRUARY 1999

courage

and

through

and
an

a

new

and

fragile place

through a love of ourselves which is
so deeply embedded in who we are
people, that

as

even

Women and

as

Black

the most vicious and

them seem even more unattainable for
Black women in particular, even after

liberation struggle which in many
ways has partially breached the divide
between women, men and the instrua

ments
through which people
experience dignity and rights.

When

was one.

WE are African women, determined to
be the very best that we can be.

recipients

But, in order for
this

us to

progress on

magnificent journey of reclama-

tion and self-realization,

need to
step aside, and reflect on what it is that
we

have achieved and what remains to
be done. In so doing, I would like to
share a few thoughts about what I

of

the

significant
issues which have shaped our journey
this far, and make some suggestions
about how to respond to some of the
outstanding issues which we will have
to deal with in the immediate and
long
term

with

are

future

some

as

activists and

women

in the transformation
process of thitcountry.
I want to begin by interrogating
the notions of democracy and governance (I
shall Jiopefully succeed in
making a distfnction between good
an

agency

governance and what is otherwise in
the course of this interrogation), and

by

showing

how

gendered

and

looks

one

can

the historical

at

relationship between the notions of
democracy, governance and women,
one realizes that there never
really

dehumanizing system of apartheid,
could not dislodge us from our goal.

think

aspects

sheer

undefeatable belief in ourselves as the
most beautiful human beings to have
ever lived on this earth;
WE have

societies which benefit from and use
our extensive wisdom and
knowledge
all

through

determination,

we

in

move

Watinta

We have moved ourselves, most
often

partners and creators of

without

the

Abafazi, Watinta imbokodo.

bring to human

collectivities simply by being women
in our most essentialized identities

are on

can stop us now.

and have been

We have
our

and

exclusionary these notions are in their
historical and current conceptual!zation. And given the racially specific
history of South Africa, the
exclusionary nature of these notions
has
been
compounded
by a
supremacist ideology, which has made

very

Women

were

times,

recent

of

assumed, until
have been

to

democracy

via

the

heterosexual, patriarchal family, ie.
via the adult male, who was assumed
to

know what

was

best for the

woman.

Men

governed communities made up
largely of women, children and older
persons.
They still do, because in
most cases they believe that they
only
know how to.

Note that belief is

fundamentally different from knowing, but then, that is a moot question
in situations of unequal power.
Almost without exception, all the
discourses about democracy and governance globally were, until
recently,
about what men thought in relation to
the control, distribution and production of economic and political rein their respective societies.
society excluded women and
what they knew, confining most
women to the narrow
spaces of the
family and household. Today African
women operate at the heart of South
African civil society. We have shaped
sources

Civil
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and contoured the issues and parameters of civil society struggles, and

Just how separated women have been

brought the private and the
public close through our activism.
The social, political and cultural
changes are obvious.

discourse

have

When African

make reference

men

African

democracy and good
(something which is
clearly an invention, given the vastness and diversity of this continent

to

governance

before the balkanization of the

even

by European colonizers),
still invariably referring to a
which does not include the

continent

they

are

memory
views of

and

women

or

the notion of

rights for us in the political and
economic discourses of that time. If
that

not

were

the

why is it that

case,

knowledge and wisdom is literally

our

continent.
are

governance
in
Africa.. And why has the

pre-colonial
notion of the

the

(in South Africa white women
exception to the rule
because they were and still are

women

often the

were

privileged by whiteness and supremacy), were and still are treated
largely as subject (to be governed by
men in the private and in the public),
then we can begin to understand Just
how deeply embedded our exclusion
is in the manner in which political,
economic

and

structures

are

articulated in
When
bined

rich

social

our wisdom as
reflected in the countless foremothers

of

who created and

past

shaped the African

most often in

-

productive and

sustaining ways?
When

searched

haye

we

for

herstory, we have usually found it
tucked away in the personalized and
‘feminized’
narratives of African
in the stories, lullabies and

women;

legends which our foremothers have
bequeathed us. Never in the public
records which speak of who we are as
Africans, until recently. Those women
whose

ideas

were

known

in

the

heritage, were a few who
happened to be privileged by class

historical
and

Outside

circumstance,

those

exceptional circumstances, the continent

has

lost

a

vast

reservoir of

experience about the notions of
democracy and fairness in human

Therefore, I think that the useful-

reflecting on the notion of
democracy in historical terms lies in
that we can see Just how exclusionary
it has been, and how this exclusion
of

continues to be reflected in the lives

of women,

poor and rural
urban/rural divide

particularly
The

of exclusion
graphically
through the reality of becoming a
citizen or remaining a subject. I owe
the conceptualization of this notion

expresses the dichotomy
and
inclusion
most

to

Mahmood Mamdani, who may not

as closely to the
lives of women in his work, but which
1 find most useful in terms of showing

yet have
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traditions
ensure

and

comcultural

that

women

and

ernance

mechanism

becomes

even

urgent.

more

This

exclusion

is

often

com-

pounded by a fear on our part as
women to demystify those very mechanism through which African authenticity is claimed - given the cultural
terror

which colonization and apart-

heid unleashed upon us as

Africans by

our difference in relation to
white culture and white values), and

denying

the threat of cultural ostracism and

stigmatization through claims that we
are no longer African because we dare
to criticize and reject those things
which perpetuate our
sites of power.

exclusion from

articulated it

exclusionary notions in
gendered terms.
The challenge is to be able to have
the courage to reject those things
which are
supposed to give us
identity, when we know that it is only
a
temporal and fleeting sense of
belonging, and to be able to construct
new sources of identity for ourselves,
which will strengthen the new demoselves

cratic

as

for

values

which

so

many

Africans have

given their lives over
past five hundred years.
As an integral part of the continent. South Africa is harvesting the
heritage of a long struggle for dignity
and rights, for personhood and integrity, which has been waged across the
continent by millions of African
women and men. The challenge now is
to transit to a place where that brave
and painful heritage becomes the
of

foundation

a

new

notion

of

a new definition of govwhich includes all who bring

democracy;
ernance

their

gifts of human creativity to the
political, social, economic and cultural

of the

sites

will

newness

society,
prevail.

I know that

our

that

so

brothers have been

deeply wounded in the struggle with
white patriarchy over the domination
of this continent, and African women
know how important it is for us to re-

claim this continent. For Africa to be
African.
However, that cannot and
never

will be

deny and
African

or

good enough reason to
simply ignore the fact that

women

know about issues of

democracy; that we have lived in the
very societies which lay claim to a
notion of democracy remains fundamentally exclusionary of us, and that
Vie will challenge such exclusion
until

the

include

us

notion

is

in the most

re-defined

to

comprehensive

procedures through which identity

ways. There is no doubt about that in
the minds of us all, without exception.
It is this struggle for inclusion into

These

the democratic discourse of African

Human

beings

have

over

the

millennia created intricate rituals and

known.

women.

and

society.

subjects, without access to
political resources (like
information about their rights and
entitlements), the seriousness of reconceptualizing democracy and its
translation into policy through gov-

interaction in the oldest civilization

ness

power

conceptualised

our

which

notions
remain

of

notions

physical location is

with

African Renaissance not centred the

heritage

Struggle and independence
through which African,

means

all Africans, should become citizens.
Yet it is clear that most if not all

absent from the narrative about democratic

central tenets of social
and policy across this

the

from

and

status

are

accessed,

operate along hierarchies of power
and control, and determine, in incredible ways, the manner in which we
behave within our communities, in

societies

and

the

search

for

good

governance and empowerment which
finds expression in women’s partici-

promising ‘belonging’ even as they

pation in the liberation wars which
raged over the past century in this
region. Women Joined the struggle
for independence for many reasons,
all of which we know very well.
However, when we come to this
subject from the issues of democrati-

exclusion from the sites

zation and governance, we can see

of real power and influence. We have
become the custodians of the very
mechanisms through which democ-

clearly that the anti-colonial resistance speaks to certain commonly held
aspirations and goals which bring us
together as women, cutting across

workplace, in the home and in the
political sphere. They are powerful
the

mechanisms of control

over

women’s

agency, often reinforcing women’s
fears about being rejected, whilst
entrench

racy

our

and governance reproduce them¬
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class, age, status, physical location
and other social indicators which tend
to set

apart.

us

Born of the love for freedom
Nationalism

becomes

the

life.

Albeit

narrow

and

androcentric. Nationalism opened new

paths along which
search of

new

we could run, in
identities and possibili-

ties, and, it promised

much even as
all in many instances.
us

we gave our
And so to those Sisters (and brothers)
who made the ultimate sacrifice to free

this land, I bow my head
and utmost respect.

Through

in admiration

struggles.
entered

women

the

public

as aspiring citizens, coming
from communities and a society which

had

marginalised us in countless
ways. We fought with a ferocity never
before imagined, against a system
which had robbed

heritage,

of

us

our

wealth,

languages,
music, stories; a system which defined
us a ‘superfluous appendages’, which
denied us the opportunity and the
right to be humane towards each
our

other. And
But

our names,

we won.

even

in that

winning,

we faced
fears and

BACKLASH
the
insecurities of our comrades who
often violated our trust by imposing
the

misogynist anger upon our bodies
and our spirits. We faced the backlash
in the prisons and dungeons of the
oppressor who raped and pillaged our
bodies in the hope that by desecrating
our

womanhood he (and sometimes

she)

would

the light of
freedom which burnt so fiercely in our
breasts. We suffered the indignities of
going without food often times; of
wearing second-hand (maybe third or
fourth hand) clothes, and made jokes
about ‘mpando’ so as to lessen the itch
of someone else’ smell on jacket,
blouse or skirt. We sang songs of
freedom,
mothers,
seemed

from.

put

our

We

out

freedom from what

aunts

unable

so

and
to

saw new

our

grandmothers
free themselves

lives ahead of

us,

covered up

the pain and
the loss of friendships destroyed by
physical and sexual violation by male

even

as

we

comrades who should have been

friends. And
new

who

our

today, five years after the
flag was raised, and we saw for the

SAPEM JANUARY/FEBRUARY 1999

and

nurture

ity of

killed by the men who
returning our love and gift

us are

should be
of life.
We

are

brutalised and silenced

by

the very ones with whom we share the
most wondrous human bond - inti-

macy and the creation of new lives.
For me, as a woman who has moved
her identity from that of the nation to
the

region of Southern Africa, the crux
of the matter lies in the fact that we
have not begun to construct a political ideology of our own as women.
am

I

nor am

just as legitimately as our male
colleagues, yet the ‘ties that bind’
keep us silent and ‘tactical’ as we
traffic through the corridors of power.

them;

for them; who

care

listen patiently to their woes and
celebrate their glory; still, the major-

Here I

Nationalist

African

South

who bear children with

ones

vehicle

through which African women enter
the political spaces of their societies,
expressing views about politics and
policy, and crafting a vision of the
future which serves as a bridge across
which all Africans hope to cross into a
better

first time Black women in the Parliament of South Africa, we are still faced
with the ugly face of fear from those
who still do not know us. We, the very

not alluding to separatism,
arguing for exclusion. We

have been victims of exclusion for

as

of

remember. What 1
a new politics which
comes out of the specific realities of
women’s lives.
A politics which is
part of the larger whole, inclusive of
the many struggles and interests
which crisscross our society, but
politics which breaks away from the
constraints that an androcentric Nationalism imposes upon our consciousness as women and as activists.

Why do I think so. Because of some of
things I have said above, but also

the

because:

to

make reference

own’
that process of earning
right to access and enjoy the
privileges which liberated societies
make possible, as a woman and as a
citizen.
But we cannot enjoy the
pleasure of a room of our own - which
we have a right to, until we cross the
boundaries which keep us loyal and
compromised on the most critical
ones

-

issues of

time.

our

We know what needs to be done to
redress the imbalances in the distribution of wealth in this nation. What

we

need is to

keep up the courage, the
patience and the indomitable resolve
to insist upon the economic rights of
women, using all the instruments
at
our disposal to achieve our
goal.
We understand the historical and

institutional

constraints which

keep

millions of poor Black women out of
the health delivery system.
We
survived them. What
the line

we

and

need to do is

again, by
translating our knowledge into immediate and long term strategies, regardless of whose so-called right it is to
poison us to death.
We are familiar with the tragic
consequences of growing up as girls
cross

over

over

in overcrowded accommodation, the
and the prices so many

violations

African

women

in South Africa and

the

have

paid for lack of privacy.
building homes and
insisting on redistributing the resources
which this country is so
women

region have coexisted in an
uneasy relationship with Nationalism
to the present time. It is a question of
loyalty which often expresses itself in

Now

the

been excluded for centuries.

across

to

room

the

long

as we can
know we need is

woufd like

I

Virginia Woolf’s concept of ‘a

reluctance

to

embrace

radical

stance

women;

because then

confront

men

on

issues

more

affecting

we

share old

ties of

are

famous for, but from which

as

we

have

And

we

doing well.

are

will have to

we

with whom

a

we

We know, as women, as activists,
scholars, as mothers, and sisters,

lineage and kinship.
shy away from raising critical
political issues which require that we
cross
the line of familiarity and

what has to be done to set things right.
Now we are preparing for the second

become foe

us

We

to

those with whom

shared difficult and
few years ago.
How
ment

can

of

we

trying times just

who

has

infallible

even

know

he

the

schooling

needs

which

realize

his

towards

women.

a

question the judge-

someone

proclaimed
that

we

sexism

will
and

as

been
we

political
make him
paternalism

We feel trapped in a difficult
place, between what is so easily called
dis-respect and making a demand for a
right which we know we have earned

of women’s empowerment - of
moving the great stone that has kept
wave

outside

those

essential

sites

of

power.

Constructing Sisterhood and
Feminist Solidarity
As I have tried to establish

fundamental issues

above, the

underpinning

men’s empowerment are those of
democratization of material and

cial

wo-

the
so-

in the

society, through
practices and procedures of good govresources

ernance,

and

which center the interests

rights of

those

of

women
others at

side by side with
every level of
57
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existence,

But

facilitating for the
through strucpolitical change is only one

empowerment of women
tural and

side of the coin. The other side entails

that

themselves

women

create

the

platforms through which such empowerment will ensure the sustainability
and maintenance of democratic politics in South Africa.
This
united

only be done through the

can

action of

women

across

all

those

things which continue to divide
successfully kept us apart.
We need to create solidarity among
us, and to use the notion of solidarity
to counter sexism, racism, ageism,
us

and have

classism, and abelism. The issue of
choice lies at the heart of sustainable

democracy, and rights and entitlewhich

ments

women

and secured in the

have

fought for

law, the economic

and

and cultural

hegemony by the North,

and what is it that

we as

older

women

doing to facilitate their participastruggles for womenfriendly, women-respecting societies.
We need to discuss the relationship
are

tion in the wider

between older

and younger
I know that this is a difficult

women.

women

and vexed

relationship which many of
shy away. But we have to face up to
the challenges of ageism and autocratic behaviour among those of us
who occupy positions of power in the
us

state

and within the women’s

We need

ment.

to

move-

recognize that

need solidarity.

By solidarity I do not

mean

only the

extensions of support or being paternalistic. I mean the acceptance of our

difference, and
difference that

that

it

is

through

and

women

pecially

when

women,

must

it
be

treated

with

the

political contempt that it deserved
and dealt with swiftly and without any
compromise. We have struggled long
and hard in order to create democratic
communities and families. The wornen’s movement must be the safest

males;
I

mean

understanding that being
being

white is still very much about

privileged and pampered, and it is this
privilege which perpetuate racist supremacy
and separateness, through
vicious myths and stereotypes which
white

women

have

internalized

so

deeply they cannot recognize them
even when you shove them into their
faces.

Loving a Black man or woman is
thing.
Dismantling racism is
quite another, and the latter requires
tons of courage and an acceptance
that for as long as whiteness is
perceived and used to access privilege
one

and

other

sources,

white

material

and

social

re-

the divide between Black and

women

will widen. Racism has

and it can only go through the
concerted political action of white
women, with the support of Black
women who have been waging antiracist struggles for as long as this
ugliness has been with us
What of the young? Where do they
to go,

place for all women.
That is an
imperative we all must take responsibility for.
I am talking about competition
a
among and between women
competitiveness which transforms us
into greedy, vicious and unrecognizable people who end up leading
sterile and lonely lives. In this rich
and wonderful country, there is more
than enough for all of us. We have
obligation to teach those men and
in

women

our

communities

critical lesson. But how

can we

this
teach

a

preacher - and maybe that is what I am
right now.
We need to remind
ourselves of the wonderfulness that

bring to human society through

abilities to nurture, to share, to
and to protect.
We make life

possible,

terrible

us

to

we

these great
must

leave

Most of

remain
us

unwill be

free until each and every one of us
exercise her rights to the fullest.

daily lives in both the private and
public; between women and new
technologies, especially those which
have changed the very character of
the media in particular, and offer
possibilities of new types of violation (through the accessing of pornography and pediphilia on the
internet for example); the relationships women have with men who
control the political parties through
which many of us function politically, etc.
1

not sure

am

the

goal of

on

a

how

behind

us

the

legacies of sexism, racism.

we

will get to

a femini.st platform built
notion of sisterhood which is

political and honest. But I know that
that is something we will have to
start working on if we have not
begun to, and or to strengthen if we
have begun part of our journey.
is built

a

on

feminist sisterhood which
the best parts

cannot

go

of all of

to those

new

us,

and

refreshing places where we can
exercise power in new ways.
WE have come a long way in our
journey, but this is only
road.
the

When

we

we

we can

bend in the
into

millennium, the unfinished

new

love

a

turn the corner

embrace. Let

use

womankind,

has

can

be able to

enable
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free.

work will still await

wholesome and inclusive. How do

we

of this country
Therefore none of

no matter how poor we are or
how isolated we become. But for us to

derive their identities from, and how
do they envision a future which is

impact of globalization

even more awesome.

we

care

freedom

possibility. We

women

laborators. I know that I sound like

gifts of
consciously
formulate a politics which is ours,
which will undergird our strategies
and our programmes, and which will

deal with the

remain
the

Without

women

when
real

have many of the structural and
political mechanisms to make this a
different society - the possibilities
are
immense.
But the challenges

solidarity when we perceive each
as competitors instead of col-

other

our

a

rism and how this translates into the
violence women experience in their

by sexism, which uses us to ensure
that men enjoy the privileges which
they have come to assume are natural
to

soul

ones

tendency

have been divided

we

of

become such

behaviour, esaffects younger

activists. The

as

than one.
I know the pain of
struggle; the joy of achievement,
that exhilarating feeling in the depth

Democracy and Governance can
only be a reality when all women are
empowerefl.
I have not raised many other
important issues; issues of the relationship between women and milita-

older women reproduce the
many
hierarchies of age and difference

towards undemocratic
we

class

yet, but it is my home in more ways

be lost.

this,

and

there any
will have

amongst us, and that these only serve
to
separate and undermine us as

ensure

abelism,

arrogance.
I do not live in South Africa. Not

for the identities
particular. Are
battles which young women
to fight on their own behalf,

political spheres, in personal
relationships and in domestic cites
must be jealously guarded and never
To

homophobia,

and its consequences
of young women in

all

have

us.

It is labour of

freely and lovingly
us do it together, so that
more

time to celebrate

and dance.

Patricia McFadden is Co-ordinator Gender
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i

Environment refugees
may
be
loosely defined as those people
forced to migrate due to a threat to their
livelihood arising from declining quality and quantity of natural resources.
It has been estimated that there

are

ap-

proximately 25 million environmental
refugees in the world, with the majority located in sub-Saharan Africa
(Myers 1995). An even bleaker prospect is represented by the 500 million
potential environmental refugees— the
so-called marginal people living on
marginal land, by-passed by development processes. These are the world’s
poorest people struggling to survive
in ecologically fragile areas, able to
think only of their most immediate

Singh

cies and conservation

strategies purby colonial and post-colonial
governments were not simply economically unsuccessful, but damaging
to the environment, and
“experts” not
only totally misunderstood the social
context but ignored the wider ecological implications as well.
sued

This article will examine

one case

study (drawn entirely from the work of
Gamaledinn, 1987) 1 will look at the
colonial period in Lesotho and show
how inappropriate conservation policies have resulted in environmental

degradation which directly threatened
the environmental security of the rural
poor;

Lesotho
It will be of great

interest to examine

indigenous conservation practices of
the Basuto and understand how they

ground should be cut. I, who am born
here, 1 feel my soul revolt at the
thought. No; I will not cut it! Better
to lose it altogether!” (in Casalis, 1861,
p.l57)
All the sentiments expressed above
conjure an image of the sacredness of
land, and

a

repugnance

of land

as a

commodity. Cultivation was done on
individual plots, whilst grazing and
collection of wood occurred on com¬
munal land. There was very careful

planning with regard to the suitability
of different crops for different locations. For example, maize was cultivated close to rivers, and in low lying
areas where they could
easily be irrigated, while the sorghum was grown
away from the river beds where the
marshy land could delay growth
(Ashton, 1952, p.l22).
Hence, the land

was never

had survived for at least two centuries

ously cultivated and

before

used “when the

continu-

expression was
land has grown old, it
an

ary

should be left alone to grow young

day, I will not speak about environmen-

they were recorded in missionwritings. One of the earliest observations by the first missionaries in

tal

Lesotho

again”. Furthermore, there was mixed
cropping with rows of maize interspersed with beans. The Basuto did

short-term needs of survival.'- But to-

refugees.
I would like instead to delve into

history. A historical perspective is essential in understanding why simply
the word “Africa” evokes images of environmental destruction, famine and

was

“The sale

known

or

following:
transfer of land is

(among these people).

un¬

The

country is understood to belong to the
whole

community, and no one has a
right to dispose of the soil from which

doom, and how past conservation strat-

he derives his

egies have shaped present thinking on
how to tackle environmental problems.
It may be argued that prescriptions of
environmental management mainly
originating in the north have strong
parallels with the way “development
plans” were proposed by advisors to
post-war colonial governments. It has
now been recognised, as
growing evideuce emerges, that development poli¬

p.l59)
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the

The

support.” (Casalis, 1861,

King, it is reported, used the

not

cultivate wheat for their

own con-

sumption, but it became a commodity
greatly demanded first by the missionaries themselves, and later by the mining communities which suddenly
sprang up in South Africa later in that
century. The picture which emerges

biblical story of Solomon’s son to illustrate his feelings about dividing

confirms the

a

harsh and

land for the Settlers who

extreme climate with both

droughts

encroach

Caledon

onto
-

Lesothir its
“You my
you

were

quick to

the fertile banks of the

which
name

incidently, gives

“the lowlands”.

friends, who are strangers,
think it quite natural that my

farmer

even

and floods.

vation

success

of the Basuto

in the face of
Whilst

some

of the culti-

practices of the Basuto

came

under the criticism of the missionär-

ies, there is still
literature of the

an impression in the
general awe with which
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the missionaries
as

regarded the Basuto

agriculturalists.
The other aspect

of agriculture,

vegetable for consumption, hoping to
serve as an example to the villagers
(Germond, 1967).
Whereas before the arrival of Euro-

namely grazing, also followed strict
codes which respected certain areas
with special grasses. The concept of
Maboella (spareveld) defines the careful use of natural vegetation by the
Basuto (Staples and Hudson, 1938;

grazing, with the advent of
new ideas and techniques, and the
changed needs, there began to be signs

Casalis, 1861).

of conflict between these two activi-

Maboella

The highest form of

the nineteenth century.

vation and

flict and

ties. As the demand for wheat increased

sacrilege to kill a living tree.
People were allowed to remove dry
wood or trees destroyed by inclement

and the market grew, more and more
land was turned over to cultivation at

ered

trees

and it

peans, the Basuto managed to maintain a delicate balance between culti-

consid-

are

was

a

weather. The second class of Maboella
included grasses

and reeds and dualsparevel^, with human needs
taking priority ovér animals. This ineluded grasses used in the construetion of wind shields and for thatching
roofs. Finally the last type of Maboella
is true spareveld which is found on
deep soils adjacent to cultivated fields
where animals may graze in winter
only, though the grass remains green
for most of the year. The choice of
keeping strips of good grazing grass
adjacent to cultivated fields, also
purpose

served to arrest animals which broke

free at

night, thereby protecting the

crops. Once fields had been reaped,
animals were let in to graze on the
stalks. However, even the admission
of animals

was

done with careful

sideration, with first the milk

con-

cows

be-

ing let in, followed by cattle, and
lastly by sheep and goats (since the
latter thrive well on highland grazing).
It is evident that the care attached by
the Basuto to the control of grazing by
animals, and the preservation of
grasses to ensure their long-term use,
would have also helped to protect the
land against soil erosion.

Clearly the picture changed with
Europeans and the adoption of new technique and ideas. The
greatest change having a profound impact on the environment, was the switch

the arrival of

the expense of previous
Animals were pushed

grazing land.
increasingly
onto marginal areas for grazing as pastures were ploughed up for increased
cultivation.

This meant that the

steeper slopes which were originally
reserved for

grazing were being grazed all the year round, thereby
abandoning the policy of spareveld
summer

(Maboella) which

was one

of the safe-

guards to environmental protection
under indigenous agriculture.
The first attempt at afforestation
was made by Colonel Griffith (first
magistrate of Basutoland) in 1876
(Germond, 1967; p.51). It became customary for the governor of the protectorate to meet once a year with the
chiefs to discuss matters of general in-

“Prizes will be offered to the

na-

lives who

plant and take care of the
largest number of trees. The tree which
is thought the most desirable to propagate, is the eucalyptus globulus which
is a fast grower and can be put to many
purposes.” (Preen in Germond, 1967,
p.56)
There are no reports on the success
of this project or how widespread it
was. Today we are aware of the dangers of using eucalyptus as a conservation

measure

for soil erosion, as well

fuel and fodder.

vation. A

projects with a vengeance. Whilst
Lesotho appeared barren and eroded
towards the end of the last century, the

By the turn of the century the availability of trees as a supply of fuel-wood
had become quite an acute problem.
Severe droughts, followed by exceptionally cold winters in 1897, 1902 and
1903 took their toll on the people and
vegetation. Trees were desperately
sought for fuel during the cold months,
and could scarcely be found. The land
was continuously cultivated and peri-

mission stations

ods of fallow decreased.

lished with

a

were

oases

embel-

variety of fruit trees and
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ral black

areas

with the view of im-

proving agricultural production. In
order to give effect to the policy, hundreds of thousands of people were relocated from their dwellings to close
settlements, while arable land and commonage were arranged into larger, contiguous units. There are records of bitter struggle and opposition to these
betterment schemes (e.g. McAllister,

1989). It will be illustrated below how
the concept

of “betterment schemes”
exported to other colonies in
Southern Africa, in particular Lesotho.
The first official survey of soil erosion as being a problem in Lesotho was
made in a report on the Financial and
was

compiled by Pirn (Report of the Commissioner appointed by Secretary of
State for Dominion Affairs: January
1935). In a letter to the Secretary of
State, Pirn sets out the objectives of
his report and he specifically mentions
that the chapter on soil erosion and agriculture was written almost entirely by
Mr. S. Milligan (the representative of
Empire Cotton Growing Corp. in South
Africa) who had recently arrived in
South Africa after completing his career in India. Pirn himself had just arrived and spent one month travelling
in the country with Milligan, and another two months completing the report before leaving Lesotho. First they

as

however, has witnessed afforestation

were

designed to confine the majority black
population of South Africa onto a mere
thirteen percent of the land, thereby
denying access to natural resources. In
1939 a policy of “betterment planning” was introduced in a misguided
attempt to completely restructure ru-

Economic Position of Basutoland,

from subsistence to commercial culti-

large number of indigenous
destroyed by Europeans
which, it must be emphasised, contrasted sharply with the previous
Basuto treatment of the highest form
of Maboella. The colonial period,

tion, the Land Acts 1913 and 1936

In October 1876, at such an as-

the aversion

were

Following centuries of land conincreasingly harsh legisla-

sembly, Colonel Griffiths raised the
issue of afforestation. He was reported
as saying:

terest.

as

trees

was increasingly being used for fuel,
thereby further reducing the soil fertility. There are increased reports of
soil erosion towards the latter part of

people have to its

use

visited the Herschel district in South

There

noticeable absence of wood and

was a

dung

Africa to

inspect the anti-erosion works
interesting to note that

there and it is

much of the conservation works to follow

based

directly on the
impressed were
Pirn and Milligan with the achievements in Herschel that their plan to import a similar project in Lesotho would
take “10 years to complete if condiwere

Herschel model.

tions

are

So

favourable” (Pirn, 1935,

p.499).
Ironically, the failures of the
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Herschel conservation

project (forced

following statements; “It is essential
retain control of the anti-erosion

when inappropriate,
grazing, loss of communal
lands, eucalyptus for erosion control
etc.) were thus repeated in Lesotho
(Beinart, 1984; Showers, 1989). They

to

found erosion to be variable in the

Ciskei...”

terracing

even

controlled

places that they travelled through, noting gully erosion and sheet wash, as
well as deep fertile soils and lush pasHence, erosion was not
this time. There was evidence

ubiq^i-

tures.

tous at

widespread ploughing of pastoral
for cultivation, and overgrazing
was leading to the replacement of
sweetveld by inedible weeds and

of

areas

“chrysocoma” (Bitter Karoo). Cattle
tracks, bridle paths and footpaths were
seen to be destructive in that they led
to the formation of gullies. There was
an absence of terraces on steep slopes,"
and of trees in general.

operations in European hands...the
success of the Glen Grey system has
been effective in introducing individual

tenure

in

and

Transkei

(Milligan in Pirn, 1935,
p.530). It is worth noting that the notorious Glen Grey Act of 1894 restricted farm ownership of Black
South Africans to parcels of not more

than 3 hectares of land, and repre•sented one of the earliest laws of dis-

imposition of conservation measures
upon an uncon-

community

and at worst harmful to the environment, as evidence to the increase in
erosion where terraces served to con-

tional agreement on the mitigation of
conflicts and threats to common propmains

a

Yet this constitutes the main

1994).

geographic

Indigenous Basuto agriculture was
well adapted to climatic and weather
fluctuations, and maintained a good

access to resources are

vegetative cover which protected the

access

soil from accelerated erosion. Gullies

radation and

did »xlst from the earliest records, but

sources

they expanded and increased in

as

the most

the

to

agriculture to commercial cultivation
had the greatest influence in altering

which

an^ the number of stock

encourage'communal,.grazing

should be redefined. Areas which have
been

badly affected by erosion should

be abandoned to allow pastures to recover. An anti-erosion project should

supervised by experienced ecologists. Afforestation projects should begin by planting poplars, eucalyptus
and pines. According to Milligan who
had recommended poplars and eucalyptus, “the success of this was enough
to prevent further research” (Pirn, 1935,
p.525). Mr Thornton (newly appointed
Director of Agriculture in Basutoland)
would be responsible for estimating the
be

costs

of the anti-erosion works, since

he had been

responsible for the works

Herschel, the Union of South Africa
and elsewhere. The concern was to halt
sheet erosion, and therefore lateral terin

races

would be constructed. It

was rec-

ognised that donga erosion also existed, but “there was no evident runoff
and the loose sandy soil had greater
absorptive power and therefore, will be
easier to check by local effort” (Pirn,
1935, p.500). Milligan sensed Basuto
opposition to the division of fields,
which would be a challenge to communal grazing and indigenous forms
of land tenure. This apprehension and
need of enforcement is reflected in the
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cover

and rendering the land more

vulnerable to soil erosion.

It is im-

portant to note that wheat was

intro-

by the missionaries and commercially produced due to a demand

fought. Among

common causes

fuelwood

rights and
supplies. The deg-

base shrinks to

more users.

cure

these basic

resources

we

In the SADC

region not only do

have

access to resources

unequal

within countries, but an

ministration in Lesotho.

tribution of

and be-

winter crop, it meant that it took
up the space previously reserved for
winter grazing. This represented a departure from indigenous methods and
provides a possible explanation for
the lack of recovery of fields and
overgrazing of certain areas, all with
ing

a

Indigenous species of trees were
depleted and together with the removal of veld, contributed to changes
in the hydrological balance (lowering
table, increase in runofD and
the effects of droughts became more
acute. The loss of much arable land
to

water

the

Orange Free State, together with

natural increase in

population of peopie and animals led to settlement and
cultivation on slopes not usually
worked. Under conditions of reduced

slopes and confinement
population and the animals, the

land, steeper
of the

careful

longer

indigenous systems were no
as

effective

or

unequal dis-

amongst the
various countries. Whilst some countries have an abundance of water, the
resources

as a whole is regarded as semiarid and susceptible to prolonged

region

spells of drought. What is important
to recognise is that collectively we
have enough water, land and fuelwood
to meet

the needs of the SADC

com-

munity. The challenge, therefore, lies

the resultant increase in erosion.

of

for the live-

lihood of their families.

from South Africa and the white adthemselves did not eat wheat,

accom-

Increased demand

scarcity of fuelwood and water has
particular implications for women
who are forced to spend longer hours
waiting and walking in order to se-

duced

The Basuto

of conflict

depletion of these refurther intensifies the conflict

resource

importantly, having been impressed by the anti-erosion works in
the Herschel ciistrict Milligan proposed
the following Measures.. There should
be compulsory tsiteral division of fields
in the mountainVreas. Grazing should

the

space

land entitlements, water

are

and

vaguely defined borders

where conflicts over

enfranchisement.

tury. The conversion from indigenous

reduced. All

within countries reneglected area (Jacobsen,

erty resources

number towards the end of last cen-

be controlled

gullies.
noting that interna-

It is worth

On the basis of these observations
more

flow and initiate

centrate

modate

and

suited rural farming
best unsuccessful

was at

sustainable. It

organisational efforts ensuring
equitable distribution takes
place. We need to work at many difin

our

that

an

ferent levels to coordinate our efforts.

regional level, at the napdJicy and most importantly, both of the above should
be driven by vulnerability analysis on
the ground. Finally in our preoccupations with resource scarcity and
degradation, let us not forget our
strengths - of which the local indigenous knowledge must be the most
precious - and use these strengths to

At the SADC

tional level with

build environmental

present and future

security for the

generations.

■has ic be noted that cultivation on

steep slopes was

inconsistent with the

principles of previous indigenous ag-

Meena

riculture and both the colonial au-

Member of the Coordination Com-

thorities

as

well

as

the Basuto

were

experimenting in conservation. The

Singh

mittee of the Peace and

gramme,

Security Pro-

SARIPS
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Remembering Kwame Ture
Tajudeen Abdul Raheem
unday,

15 November 1998,
Kwame fine, more popularly
known as Stokely Carmichael,

s

passed

away

in Conakry, Guinea.

He

had been bed-ridden with prostate caneer tor
many months now but he had
never allowed it to deflect him From
his strong conviction and political beliefs in support of Pan Africanism.
I last saw Kwame. in New York, in

May this

year.

He had been mostly

confined to home. Earlier in October
1997 when 1 was in New York in
spite

of his

failing health and cold weather
he made it a point of duty to come and
hear me speak on the Congo at the

Brecht Forum. Like all of us then he
full of hope and admiration for the
remarkable Pan Africanist alliance that
led to the exit of Mobutu. F'or Kwame
was

it

was a

fulfilment of Nkrumah's dream

of Africans

taking charge of their

own

destiny and he

saw it as more than a
historic compensation that the new Pan
Africanism was expressing itself

through the Congo which

w'as

theatre of historic dramas
Nkrumah's time.
As was usual of him he had

also

a

during
a

mes-

sage For “my brothers. Museveni and
Kabila" to watch out because the en-

does not sleep'! That was Kwame,
vigilant and watching out for
the enemy' and 'the system' which he
regarded as imperialism especially the
US hegemony in it and international
emy

ever so

Zionism.

Stokely first gained national and
international prominence in the I96()s
as

one

the

of the most effective leaders of
Students
Non-violent
Co-

ordinating Committee (SNCC) of
which he became national chairman in
1966 at the age of 25. The SNCC was

student wing of the more eonservative Southern Christian
Leadership
Conferenee (SLCC) that was campaigna

ing against segregation in the deep

south of America. The venerable ,Martin Luther King Junior, the apostle of

non-violence

was

both the

spiritual

and

political leader of this liberal
against racism and gross
violation of human rights of African
movement

Americans,

it

was a

great

inspiration

to

many young blacks but the demands
of the mid 6()s America, the
growing
consciousness of Black Youth and ris-

ing reactionary back lash from the
white establishment was
making a
number of Young activists to look be-

yond the rosy

romance

about King's

.SAPHM J.ANl'ARY/FKBRUARY l‘W9

promised land for icon of the struggle
For this new generation. A very powerfill speaker and brilliant mobiliser and
organiser, he coined the phrase that was
to become the battle
cry of many generations of African American activists
and Pan Africanists across tbe world:

BLACK POWER.

It

was

a

definitive

change in both strategy and tactics for
civil rights and dignity for Africans not
just in America but across tbe world.
Even though it
erroneously (in some
circles) became synonymous with
black separatism the
ideological appeal of Black power was also a rallying cry to empower the powerless and
resonated with the nationalist

for

independence and self-determina-

tion in Africa and other parts
world.
The

result

of the third

of Ture and

his col-

leagues' militancy

was the formation
Black Panthers Party

of the radical
which sought to liberate Africans in
America "by any means necessary" in-

eluding armed struggle. Stokely betbe honourary Prime Minister of
the BPP. As typical of
revolutionary
groups, growing divisions and sectaricame

anism about strategy

and tactics led

to

Stokely's exit from tbe Black Panthers.
However his political career became
more international with a
trip to Africa
in the revolutionary
upsurge of the mid
and late 196()s and finally he moved
to
Conakry in 1969 where Nkrumah and
Ahmed Sekou Ture) were. The focus
of his political work was now on the
liberation of Africa as central to the liberation of people of African
origin anywhere in the world. The result was the
formation of the All African People's

Revolutionary Party (AAPRP) whieh
he continued to lead till his death.
He
believed that students are the sparks
for the revolution thus the AAPRP remains very active on
university campuses in the U.SA and to a much lesser

in Britain but without comparable presence in Africa itself.
Kwame Ture was also a significant

extent

player in revolutionary activism of the
late 7()s and 8()s around the
Libyan

Jamahiriyya and the A1 Mathaba
.School which provided ideological,
political and practical support for

revo-

lutionary movements across the world
especially Latin America, the Arab
world (in particular. Palestine) Asia and
Africa but also concrete
solidarity for
all struggling peoples of the world.

By

no means was he a

Kamwe Ture

agitation

perfect

per-

he was the first to admit. I could
remember him saying: "I may not have
been a good partner but I try
my best
to be a damn
good revolutionary".
When I last saw him. he was
son as

already

that his illness was terminal.
It
was with a
heavy heart that we went to
see him at the place he was
staying
under the care of his AAPRP comrades
and the Nation of Islam of Minister
sure

Louis Farrakhan.

a man

whom he disa-

greed with ideologically but maintained a strong relationship with. He
got out of bed and moved about with
pain but insisted that we must eat together around a table. We chatted
away for more than two hours. There
was no bitterness, no sadness or
any
regrets in bim. The voice was still loud
and belligerent, still
promising revolution and hopeful that
"things are
turning our way". We left him with no
hint of sadness but full admiration for
his courage and optimism.
He made many political mistakes
in his life (such as
identifying with Idi
Amin's regime in the I97()s) and we

had many

political disagreements but
no
doubting his love and
commitment to Africa. We argued like
hell all the way from 1992 to 1994
there

can

be

when the 7th PAC was held and even
since then but when ever we meet he
would still be

gracious and friendly.

His death at the
relatively young age
of .57 has certainly robbed us of one of

the

colourful Pan Africanists of
times but his historic contribution
to the creation self-awareness and radical black consciousness (the
generation of say-it-loud-I-am-Black-andmost

our

proud)

among many generations of African-Americans and other Africans

will remain forever green.
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BOOK REVIEW

Planning and Managing
Socio-Economic Development:
The Intergrated Participatory Dimension
By G.L. Du Mhango
Reviewed by
Dominic Milazi

T
tion.

his book is about socio-eco
nomic
and

development planning
programme implementa-

Its intention is to assist institu-

tions and governments that are
volved with national, provincial

inand
local development planning and how
effectively they could manage their
development programmes.
In the opening lines, the book provides a glossary of development planning concepts linked to the spatial
economy. These include a variety of
planning concepts, such as strategic,
development, integrated, operational,
top-down, bottom-up, participatory
development, and sectoral planning.
In chapter one, these concepts are
then placed within an integrated development perspective as the most realistic way of achieving development.
At the same time the author provides
detailed explanation of how his model
works using phases that are to be followed by a planning team of experts.
He points out, however, that no development vision can regardless of its participatory features, completely accommodate all views of all stakeholders
“and any effort to placate all of them
will vitiate the purpose of the vision
statement” (p.38).

Chapter 2 addresses the notion of a
development strategy. While chapter
one dwelt on how the development
perspective and direction for any spatial

area

could be formulated, and the

attaining the spatial area’s development vision and goal.
The development strategy itself is divided into four
parts; viz. the formulation of development operating policy goals and objectives, the selection of development
scenarios or options, the formulation
of development action plans, and the
preparation of a development programme and budget.
A summation is provided of the total process of formulating the spatial
area’s coherent development strategy
(p.58).
After the formulation of the devel-

opment strategy for the spatial area in

chapter 2, chapter 3 focuses on the
stage in the development planning
process where high priority desirable
and practicable projects and action
plans fit into a working framework,
constrained by both the direct and indirect

resources

available for manag-

ing the development programme.
Throughout the chapter, emphasis is
placed on a consistent and feasible integrated development programme as
well

modalities of how

and activities that will contribute to
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sons

for future actions.

Two main sections characterize the

chapter; the first section presents the
monitoring system and the second
presents the evaluation process; the
latter being the systematic determination of the relevance, efficiency, effectiveness and impact of the programme/
project activities in the light of its obJectives and goals.
The final chapter (6) presents a
model to be carried out in hypothetical developing countries, one with
provinces and the other with regions.
The proposed model is said to be all
inclusive, and is built on the premises
of consensus decision-making among
participants at all levels, and on an interactive and iterative process.

Overall, this book is targeted to all

development at the national, provincial, regional, and local government
levels. Its central thrust is the peopleoriented, people-centred and peopledriven social and economic development process; and the creation of responsible and accountable citizens.
Not least, the development planning

a

gramme

tions and about the translation of the

development programme from paper
into practice. This would involve operational or action plans at both the
spatial level based on clear programme
implementation plans that are divisible into three parts; viz. development
programme implementation institutional framework, individual projects
business plans, implementation techniques and supervision.
The next chapter (5) deals with de¬

development strategy for the spatial area, based on the agreed upon development perspective and vision
which form the backdrop for any strategy. Strategies in this context, are
groups of long-term choices or actions

according to the author - the
performance and
progress of the development programme (to see if predetermined goals
have been achieved) and drawing les-

determination of the

multi-year development profor a sector (annual sectoral
development plan/programme) could
be prepared.
Chapter 4 is about implementa-

nual and

an

2 concentrates

the formulation of

cise is

programme monitoring and
At the heart of this exer-

those concerned with socio-economic

on

sectoral level and the central

on

evaluation.

an-

as

steps and processes involved, chapter
the

velopment

or macro

model advocated in the book has the

capacity to check and arrest the corrupt tendencies and beggary attitudes
among politicians and the grassroots
respectively, in many developing
countries.
Dominic Milazi

Faculty of Social Science
University of North West
Mafikeng, South Africa
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it's wanted. Large

moving your bulky cargo to where
consignments are handled on a daily basis, cheaply
and efficiently by our
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